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General Outline of the Report
Most of the results pertaining to the work performed under the above
grant had already been published. The list of these publications is given
in the following (copies of which are included in the present report):
1) Nissim, E. and Lottati, I.: :active Controls for Flutter Suppression
and Gust Alleviation in Supersonic Aircraft. Journal of Guidance and
Control, Vol. 3, No. 4, July - Aug. 1980.
2) Nissim, E. and Lottati, I.: On Single-Degree-of Freedom Flutter
Induced by Active Controls. Journal of Guidance and Control, Vol. 2,
No. 4, Sept.-Oct. 1979.
3) Nissim, E.: Flutter Suppression and Gust Alleviation Using Active
Controls - Review of Developments and Applications Based on the
Aerodynamic Energy Concept. Proceedings of the XI Congress of the
International Council of the Aeronautical Sciences, Sept. 1978.
There is no intention in the present report to repeat results
appearing in the above—mentioned publications
During the course of the grant, its scope had been extended to cover
some work done on active controls on the modified YF-17 flutter model.
The results of this effort are summarized in two attached reports. The
first report relates to the basic derivation of a suitable control law.
The second report relates to the discrepencies found between analysis and
wind tunnel tests and shorts that they originate from the lack of proper
implementation of tha desired control law. These reports which are
attached herein are the following: 	 3
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Active Controls for Flutter Suppression and
Gust Alleviation In Supersonic Aircraft
E. Nissim' and I. Lottatit
Technion--Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel
Application is malt is the present paper of the recently developed relaxed aerodynamic energy concept and
"I atheris techniques to the definition of appropriate active control systems for the low-speed flatter model of the
8-2767.300 supersonic cruise alrplsp . The effectiveness of the resulting activated systems is analytically tested
for nutter suppression, wing root i:en0ag moment alleviation, and tide control (fuselage accelerations). The
results obtained indicate that considerable increase In nutter speeds can be obtained by the various control
systems, using a single tratliag-edge control. In all cores, the flutter oppression control system led to a sub-
standal reduction In both wing root beading momenta and in fuselage and wing aceelentlons.
introduction
T
HEORETICA1 analyses and wind tunnel tests of a low-
speed flutter model (1/20 scale) of the B-2707.300
airplane (Fig 1), were conducted under the supersonic
transport (SST ) Follow-on Program—Phase II. t Reference 1
states that "two constraints of the airplane made a flutter-free
design unusually difficult: 1) the relatively low payload/total
weight ratio made additional structural weight or mass
balance particularly distasteful, and 2) any arrangement of
lifting surface planforms, thickness, or major mass relocation
(e.g., nacelles) degraded the delicate cruise economy or c.g.
balance." Because of this flutter dilemma, considerable
efforts were directed towards the development of an active
flutter suppression system with the objective of improving the
flutter speeds of the SST airplane.
Reference I shows that the developed flutter stippresrion
system yields only minor improvements in flutter speeds
(9.4 011 increase with activated inboard ailerons, 3.2 014 increase
with activated outboard ailerons, and 11.3 0/4 increase with
activated inboard and outboard ailerons). The purpose of the
present work is to apply the recently developed relaxed energy
concept z and synthesis techniques) to the definition of an
appropriate active control system for flutter suppression. The
effectiveness of the resulting activated system is then
analytically tested for flutter suppression, root bending
moment alleviation, and ride control (fuselage and wing
a..elerations).
Previous analytical applications of th y: relaxed energy
ti.mcept for flutter suppression involved the BQM-34E/F
.Irone aircraft 3.4 (with a research supercrhicai wing) and the
YF-17 fighter aircraft` (suppression of three different con-
figurations of wing store flutter). The present work sup-
plements the applications to include supersonic type cruise
aircraft and is also the first one to investigate the effectiveness
of the flutter suppression system (as obtained through the use
of the relaxed energy concept), not only for flutter sup-
pression but also for gust alleviation and ride control.
Description of SST Model
and Mathematical Representation
wwription of the SST Model
Figure 1 shows the general layout of the B-2707 .300 low-
pccd flutter model. As can be seen it is possible to activate
Pie!,,n y ed as Paper `4 0792 at the A/AA ASME 20th Structures
.tr^1 SuuLwtil Dynamics Conference, St I outs, Mo., April 4.6,1979;
-ubmitted April 26, 1979; revision received Sept. 5. 1979. Copyright
1 ,480 by E. Nissim Published by the Americrn Institute of
A" OnAut"', and Astronautics with permission.
1! se+ ategories: Guidance and Control, Stru--Iuial Design;
^.rr. •rla.':,it} and Hydtoclasticity.
r'..•fcr ua, Dept. of Aeronautical f.nglneering. Member AIAA.
the two trailing-edge (t.e.) ailerons and the honzontal
stabilizer. In Ref. 1, activation of the two ailerons was at-
tempted for purpose of flutter suppression and activation of
the horizontal stabilizer (with geared elevator) was attempted
for purpose of rigid-body stability augmentation. In the
present work, activation of the outboard aileron only will be
attempted. This follows the results of a previous in-
vestigation b which showed that for flutter suppression, the
activated system should be located as near the tip of the wing
as possible. The outboard aileron measures 13.4 010 of the wing
semi-span and 26 014 of the wing chord. Its mid-span line is
located around 72% of the wing semi-span..
Equations of Motion and Their Solution
The equations of motion are formulated and solved (tor
both flutter suppression and gust alleviation problems)
following identical lines as outlined in Refs. 3-5, 7. The flutter
results are presented by root locus type plots taking the
dynamic pressure Qr, as a parameter. The gust alleviation and
ride control results ate obtained from a continuous gust
program, using unit rms gust input based on a Von Kdrmtin
gust spectrum.
Control Law
The general farm tit the control law employed in this work
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ft. 3 Opea-lo" root Was plot at M-0.2.
The control law fo, the t.e, control surface is given by the
following general form:
6--1.86(a i —a,)+RrL4 2.8J	 b	 (1)
ICK I 
—a,
where 6 is the deflection of the t .e. control surface (see Fig. 2)
and where h t , a, denote the translation and rotation of the
3091, chord point of the control surface mid-span section,
respectively (see Fig. 2). The parameters h, and a, similarly
denote the translation and rotation of a reference point
located along the center line of the fuselage and b denotes the
semi-chord length at the control surface mid-span section (see
Fig. 5). Rr is defined by the following expressiu- (see also
Refs. 2, 3):
_	 at S2 	 a2S2Rr— S
2 +2('tw„ t S+w,2, t + S1 +2(2wn2S+w„2
	
(2)
The parameters a;, r.
 w„ are all positive and their values
determined by an optimization program based on the gust
response of the aircraft under consideration Following the
method of Ref. 3.
Matbewatleal Model
The equations of motion, included two rigid-body modes
(plunge and pitch) and nine symmetric elastic modes. The
generalized aerodynamic forces were computed using the
Doublet-Lattice method. The generalized inertia and elastic
matrices for the flutter model were supplied by the aircraft
manufacturing company together with the mode shapes. The
t.e. control was assumed to be mass balanced.
Objectives
The following objectives were set for the present work:
1) To define control systems fo: different values of
assumed maximum flight dynamic p• essure (with M=0.2) to
determine whether an upper bound exists for flutter speed
(while activating a single t.e. control).
2) To check the effectiveness of the resulting flutter sup-
pression systems in reducing the wing root bending moments
(b.m.) and in reducing the accelerations of the aircraft due to
continuous gust inputs.
3) To spot check the effectiveness for flutter suppression of
a control system, as defined in objective 1, above, at a higher
Mach number, such as M= 0,9.
Presentation and Discussion of Results
The presentation and discussion of results will be grouped
under three major headings involving flutter suppression, gust
alleviation and ride control characteristics.
!tatter &4 wadon syaes”
The effectiveness of the activated t.e. control system can
only be assessed by comparison with the open-loop system.
The open-loop root locus plots for M- 0.2 and M= 0.9 are
presented in Figs. 3 and 4. It can be seen that for M=0.2, two
flutter dynamic pressures (QDF) exist: the first with QDF=32
psf (for zero structural damping g) and w F - 89 .7 rad/s, and
the second with QDF = 82.5 psf (for g = 0) and wF - 25.1 rad/s.
Similarly, for M = 0.9, three flutter speeds exist with the
following values (for S -0):  QDF - 33 psf with wF = 81.8
rad/s, QDF =74.5 psf with op-21.8 rad/s, and QDF=78.5
psf with wF =68.7 rid/s. Since some of the above flutter
branches represent mild flutter instabilities the values of QDF
for the cases where g=0.015 and g=0.03 are included in a
summarizing table (Table 1;• It is interesting to note that the
lowest value of QDF increases from QDF =32 psf at M=0.2
and g = 0 to QDF - 51 psf at M= 0.2 and g - 0.03. For M= 0.9
the corresponding values of QDF vary from QDF = 33 psf when
g = 0 to QDF = 37 psf when g-0.03,  thus indicating the
existence of a more violent flutter.
Determination of the Control Law Parameters
The control law parameters are determined through the use
of an optimization program which minimizes the root mean
square rms deflection rates of the control surface due to a unit
rms gust input based on the Von K6rmin gust spectrum. This
procedure is described in detail in Ref. 3.
The optimization was performed at two different flight
dynamic pressures: at QD =75 psf and at QD - 89 psf, while
maintaining M=0.2. The optimization procedure yields the
following optimal control laws:
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The control law givers by hq. (3) will be referred tv a,
%ontrol law I, whereas the one given by Eq. (4) will be refet , ed
to as control law II. The meaning of the different palametet.
kit the control laws, Eqs. (3) and (4), is explained fit Refs
and 3. There is no intention to repeat the various details
herein except for the statement that the above results show
that for minimum control rates, maximum damping is in
tioduced around the frequency of 100 rad s whereas the
minimum flutter frequency is around 90 radii. A secondary
damping concentration is introduced by the above wittrol
laws at frequencies which vary with the optimization Qn. For
QU = 75 psf the frequency is around 34 ra&s whereas for
Q„ = 89 psf the frequency is around 20 rad s Both
frequencies relating to the secondary damping concentration
are in the neighborhood of the frequency relating ' the
second open loop flutter branch located around 25 rad ^.
r losed -1 oiip- Nert"urmance
The effectiveness of the above control laws in flutter
suppression at :Ili=0.2 is shown in Figs. 5 and 6. As can be
seen, the flutter branch relating to QDf = 32 psf and w - 89.7
sad ;s (for r)t.• y)pcn-l.avp case) is suppressed and yields no
flutter up to the maximum dynamii. pressure used for the root
locus plots (that is up to QU =120 psf). On the other hand, the
flutter branch associated with the open-loop values of
Qrrr - 82.5 psf and m = 25.1 rad: s is only slightly affected by
the activated t  system. For control law I, the value of Qt)p
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big 4 Open • luop root locus plot Si V' - 0.4.
for cvnttol law 11 to Q,,, - 89 psi twith g 0 of both cases).
The artrtepts t,r in,tedse the values of this flutter branch
beyond Q,,, a vrr psi were nut successful. This result is in
terectnitr •in,c the telaxed energy approach does not ensure
the suppression stf flutter in all cases, due to the fact that it
does nut tuna all the dervd}.tamic energy eigenv4lue positive
tin the cd^e of the activated t e alone system) for a Le.-t.e.
system the• suppres>tk , u tit twitei is ensured since all the
aerodynatni,, energy eigencalues assume positive values.
Table 1 supplements the abuvementioned results to include
the effects of structural damping on the flutter speeds.
If we disregard the increase in flutter speed of each flutter
branch and v;ew the overall increase in flutter speed of the
SST model, we arrive at the following conclusions: 1) the
largest increase in flutter speed is for X=O, yielding an in-
crease of 6741o, whereas the smallest increase in flutter speed is
for g .- 0.03, yielding an increase of 33 47o. 2) The variation of
the o- erall flutter speed of the system with the dynamic
pressure at which the optimization of the control parameters
is performed is very small. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 where it
can also be seen that the maximum flutter dynamic pressure is
obtained when QDp is equal to the value of the optimization
QD (that is around 90 psf). Finally, control law I was tested
for flutter at M=0.9 yielding the value of Q,,r =76 psf for
g = 0 and QUr• = 78 psf for g 0.03 (see Fig. 8).
Figure 9 shows a comparison between the results obtained
in the prr,ent work and those reported in Ref. I. As can be
seen, viii, clused•loop flutter speeds obtained nerein are
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Comparison Wweta various results for the SST model at
control laws is small. Figure 12 shows that the control surface
activity of control law I at M- 0.9 is smaller than the activity
at M - 0.2
Wing Root Bending Moment Alleviation
The quantitative effect of the activated t .e. system on the
rms wing root bending moment (b.m.) is meaningful only for
flight speeds which are below the open loop flutter speeds.
For speeds above the open -loop flutter speed the nonactivated
rms wing root b .m. must clearly assume infinite values.
Therefore, for flight speeds which lie between the open- and
closed -loop flutter speeds the alleviation must therefore be
infinite since the ciostd-loop system clearly yields finite rms
values of b.m. The res alts to be presented herein will therefore
relate to a range of dynamic pressures up to 32 psf which
represents the open-loop value of QDF for g = 0 and M=0.2.
No attempt will be made to change the above value of g or the
above value of M. Figure 13 shows the variation with flight
dynamic pressure of the rms bending moment ratio, defined
as the ratio between the closed-loop and open -loop rms b.m.
[denoted as (b.m.)l(b.m.)e) for the abovementioned two
control laws. Figure 14 shows the variation with QD of the
ratio between the peak open • and closed -loop values of the
b.m. as obtained from a PSD plot, an example of which is
shown in Fig. 15 (with QD = 26 psf using control law I). As
can be seen, the alleviation in peak bending moments is much
larger than the alleviation in rms b . m. at comparable values
Of QD. It is also interesting to note that control law II is more
effective in reducing peak values of b.m. and relatively
ineffective (that is, yields only minor improvements over the
results obtained from control law I) in reducing rms b.m.
values. Hence, the increase in the control activity associated
with control law II, although ineffective for flutter sup-
pression appears to be effective for peak b . m. alleviation.
^^"'	 W3kn
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OPTIMIZATION
Fig. 7 Variation of flutter dynamic pressure with dynamic pressure
at which optimization Is performed at M-0.2 (g=0).
substan iaPy more effective than those reported in Ref. 1 for
the same SST flutter model with g-0 .03  and M- 0.2.
1' ontrol Surface Activity
The activity of the t.e. control (due to the different control
laws) at the various flight dynamic pressures is shown in Figs.
10 and 11 for various values of g. It can be seen that control
law II requires about 3.3 times as large rmr control deflections
as control law I, whereas rms control rates are larger by about
66070 compared with control law I. Hence control law I ap-
pears to be better especially when considering that the dif-
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Fig. 10 Variation of control surface activity with dynamic pressure
(for various values of structural damping) at M••0.2, using control
law 14 -0);  a) control surface deflection, v) control surface rate.
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Fig. 11 Variation of control surface activity with dynamic pressure
lfor various values of structural damping) at M=0 .2, using control
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Fig. 12 Variation of control surface activity with dynamic pressure
(for various values of structural damping) at Ms0.9, using control
law 11(t=0): a) control surface deflection, b) control surface rate.
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61g. 16 Variation of rms acceleratlon ratio at c.g. with flight
dynamic pressure al M=0.2 (g =0).
Acceleration Alleviation
For reasons similar to those given in the case of the b.ni
Alleviation, the acceleration alleviation is relevant for flight
speeds up tv the open-loop fluttet speed, Here again, only the
case relating to g-0 and M=0.2 will be treated. Figure 16
shows the variation of the rms acceleration ratio (defined as
the ratio between the closed -loop and open -loop rms Ac-
%:elerations) at the center of gravity (e.g.) of the SST model.
Figure 17 shows the variation of the peak acceleration ratio at
c.g. The results here are similar to those obtained for the b.m.
ratio, that is, the activated systems are much more effective in
reducing peak e.g. acceleration than in reducing rms ac-
celerations at e.g. Similarly, control law 11 is relatively more
effective in reducing peak e.g. accelerations than in reducing
rms accelerations (compared with control law 1).
The variation with Qp of the rms acceleration ratio for a
point on the wing located at the midchord of the midspan
section of the outboard control surface (to be referred to as
the wing point) is shown in Fig. 18. The ratio between the
peak accelerations at the above point with and without ac-
tivation of the control surface is shown in Fig. 19 as a func-
tion of Qn. As can be seen, the activated t.e. system is ef-
fective in reducing both the rms and the peak values of the
accelerations at the above wing point. Here, control law II is
substantially more effective than control law I in reducing
Nith the peak acceleration ratio (similar to previously
Jiscussed cases) and the rms acceleration ratio (unlike
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Fig. 19 Variation of Ptak acceleration ratio at wing point with flight
dynamic pressure at M= 0.2 (f = 0).
Conclusluni,
The application of the relaxed aerodyuanuc eiit:19y method
coupled with the previously developed synthe-o% techniques
yields effective flutter suppression system.. %hen applied to
the SST flutter model. The effectiveness of the control laws
obtained herein substantially exceed the etlectiveness of
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si:milstr systems designed by classical methods as mpot'tod in
Phase 11 of the SST Technoloty Follow-on Progt=. The
supplication treasod in this work follows two suomit •ful ap-
* catlons roWinS to the BreM-348/1' drove aircraft (DAST
Program) ow to the VF-,9 external store flutter summa
program, as mentionad ea hear in this paper. The bawflcW,
effecu of the flutter su.pprwslcm system on both gust
alleviation and ride control problems arc in agreement with a
previous work invviving combined Le.-t.e. control systems
b"ed on the original formulation of the aerodynamic energy
method.
Cases can be envisaged where the effoetiverio" of the t.e.
control system. based on the relaxed energy method, will be of
doubtful nature. Such a cast was encountered in this work
when trying to increase the flutter speed associated with the
second flutter branch. It is however felt that when such gases
do arise, an alternative location of the activated control
surface might prove to overcame this difficulty. Alternatively,
a combined lee.-t.c. control sys.tcm might be attempted.
Finally, it might be worth noting that the control su.rfu0c
activity as obtained from the derived control laws in the
present application is within present -day technology
"pability.
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REMOTE SENSING OF EARTH FROM SPACE:
ROLE OF "SMART SENSORS"--v. 67
Edited by Roger A• BrecAenrrdge, ,ti.A SA ! anglev, Research f enter
the te,hnology of remote sensing of Earth from orbiting spacecraft has advanced rapidly from the time two decades ago
when the first Earth satellites returned simple radio transmissions and simple photographt4 information to Earth receivers.
the advance has been largely the result of greatly improved detection sensitivity, signal discrimination, and response time of
the sensors, as well as the introduction of new and diverse sensors for different phvsrcal and chemical functions. But the
systems for such remote sensing have until stow remained essentially unaltered: raw signals are -adioed to ground rc,:eivcrs
where the electrical quantities are record:d, converted, zero-adjusted, computed. and tabulated by specially designed
electronic apparatus and large main frame computers. The recent emergence of efficient detector arrays, microprocessors,
integrated electronics, and specialized computer circuitry has sparked a revolution in sensor system technology, the so^called
smart sens,sr. 13) incorporating many or all of the processing functions within the sensor device itself, a smart sensor can,
with greater versatthty, extract much more useful information from the received phvstcal signals than a simple sensor, and it
can handle a much larger volume of data. Smart sensor systems are expected to find application for remote data vollection
not only to spacecraft but in terrestrial systems as well, in order to circumvent the cumbersome methods associated with
limited on-site sensing.
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On Single-Degree-of-Freedom Flutter Induced by
Activated Controls
E. Ni%s1m' and I Lottatit
Technron - Israel Institute of Technology. Haijo. Isroet
It it %hewn thaw acuvatiasn of the tralting•efte roarral at an sirfo l leads to Ongle-doWee -of-freedwsr type
wistab Hes which span over s very wide region of reduced frequencies A. Including high values of k tanitke the
aoneelivated system). These 144taltiftes sire shown to be seasttive to r"t% in plichlsg aids Wants. roottrol
deflection phase angle. and % dues of the reduced frequenc y these senslivHles of the Onlik •delm-oI-freedom
system cause the activaf:ed airfoil to be pole"ilelf) locrWilve to changes In night ea -Adana. sad may be Ike
source of flit many difficulties encou ptzred to suppressing clrsskd mull1•degr"I-freedom nsulter by mesa=, of




ccmlrolgain I see Eq%_(1) and (8)1
di%pfa.cment of the quarter chord point, po%iti%r
downward
tot %venal moment tit inertia per unit %pan
.he rmagtnary part of 1 )
reduced fteyuency - wb, r
stru.rurol stiffness
aenod^ nauuc lift folt .e, (xi%nr%c downward
arrody nan is pitching moment, powisc nom: tip
u%cillator% lift and moment coeflicients due to
plunging o%ciilation
oscillatory lift and moment coefficient% due it,
pitching owillat ion
oscillatory lift and moment coefficients due to
,:ontrol ostillation
cross moment of inertia (between tot tonal and
control rotation degree of freedom)
flight velocity
- distance of pitching axis from the mitichord giant,
positive downstream
angle of attack
-deflection of the trailingedge control surfdcc
posits%e downward
frequency, of a%ctllatian




K	 real part of the associated parameter
I	 imaginary part of the a,,atciated parameter
Introduction
III .Ias%tcai acttfelasti. dynast, in ,tabilit%. itnuwn a,
flutter, is a result of the interaction of of ti or more
structural degrees of freedom. Each of the fluttering degrees
of freedom is stable in the absence of the remaining degrees of
ircrdom Single degree of freedom type flutist 	 t.thlititc,
arc normally associated with either nonlincai -nit,
fit separated flows . 2 There exist%. howr%er, a single deyttrc
tit Ircedom type of Mutt(. inuabilny whi.h ss ba%cJ ot , iuieat
actodynamic%.' and comes about whet& an asrtntl 010WItr. nt
pitch at ound an axis located fit the % wito y of it% lcathuy rdisr
at very law value% of reduced trcqurnc ,6 A Ihis in,tahtlot % r,
known to originate from a ncgar i%e .terodonann. >Ianit&,t,,
HIM .dti%cd lyy tlic unsteady nature of the o%.aildtinjv taut.-
rai%14ticr pitching instability is. howesei, tat acadrnn. ttattnr
4116. due to the %er% low %;slue% tit trdu%ed ilr%iUt,i,%
i c lusted for it s rxistence In all other case% (ha %s ite ., ,what
higher .aiut o f k). the aerodynamic damping niart,,r, duc tit
%tructural os.illation%. are known to be dlwa%% tit pt&,ui%r
definite nature
Recent te.hnutuitt .dl Ad%an.es in aur.uioi. totitttil
ic%hnolog% ha%t promoted a considriahlc tttanthtt .it tit
%e%tigatioit% tcgarding the cllect, of salve .ouriol, till
ptoblem% tit flutter suppression and gent alle %idtuts& '" An
a.tise contrt 4 %> •eras t&n a lifting surfat r ,uth .a, a wing, i%
designed tit &,tudiv a .ontrol %urta.r in tr,1>.-11sc tit
o,oliatitm, .4 rite Amy ii& it manner whitli +rabilites ihr
%%stem. Ilrii,r the d000icd .ontriol ,uttate mitodutcs
..tlisidrrabir .tsatlrtt:, a'a lift' art++d%ilatttit b ite, siting olt the
,%%tcm slits Fit, . d %tahihty b,turiddires for
multi degree .•t aced.-of 11t,t ciinyt %yvtenl u^ing aclt%r
' ontIol% t an hr . attted . + tit uutiicr i. t;I% for %peat), esaulple%
ooh, dud ,m,v rfiC tt',olr , ohauic,l rt,srinaih lack in
generdhty. it i, pt.,p..,:ti r,. ii:.v ,iigair ts, the prevent paper
the existen.e of m%tdbilitti btiundaric, ui%Uhing a.ti%ated
angle • degtce of 'tccdom ,% ,ttm% Stitt single dcgree -of
freedons in%tahflw6 hounda tir , tat, ,ct . t: Its indi.itte the
region% of delinitc n„tahthtic4 n ,iiv. d cti% ared muirt deprer
of freedom sy%tein, but thcs . lcat i3 tail it% indicate ubc regions
of stabdit% tot ,umh % ,,%tenis lhc%c simphfed instability
boundatir , fait :Iictcloit., hrli& t. del& , tt, its%%siblr irgion% of
stability in % . oniplex systrsns and piornoic %nine physical
understanding of a complex problem.
Re.ei%ed )uiw 2I. 19*1 8 ,%...n . 0 i..r,%cd dpi 15. 19 78 Cupwsht
American In smure of Aetunauti . v and A%tronauta . s, in% , 1978
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Mothemalicai Model
the a tloil i% assumed to oscillat: tit pith arokind art axis
located at fah Isom its midchord point (po % ili%r diie. tion of
displacements and force %.ire shoAn fit Fig 1). the trailing
edge control surtat :e deflection ), assumed tit hr dii%cn by it
control law of the form
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Fig. I Desrriptiox of the tyro-dh*t*ailonail owW*tiasg zingk'4grot-
ot-frea1dom system.
where C dellartes the control gain and j the phase angle
between a and 6. In the absence of structural damping, the
equation of motion in the pitching degree of froodom assumes
the form
14+Ka+R,g m -L(xa +0.5)b+M	 (2)
where 1, R,,, K are inertia, cross-inertia, and stiffness terms,
respectively, and L, M are given by"
L -wpb'w 2 IL, b +L.c,+L j6,	 (3a)
M=Wpb*W 1 [M,, b +Mp a+Mj6]	 (3b)
the coordinate h refers to the displacement of the quarter-
chord point (positive downward). L,,, M,,, L., M,,, L b , and
Ms are complex aerodynamic coefficients which depend on k
and on the Mach number. For further definipon of the
notation, see Fig. 1.
Ignoring the inertia coupling with the control surface (R„) ,
and substituting Eqs. (1) and (3) into Eq. (2) and rearranging,
the following equation is obtained using the relation h/b=
- (x+0.50x):
1Q+1 K- wpb '.u 1 ((x4 +0.5) 2L,, - (x,, +0.3)
x(L,+LyCe'++M,,)+Ma,+MjCe'*))a:0 	 (4)
Remembering that the values of the various aerodynamic
derivatives are complex, that 1, K are real and positive, and
assuming the system to be statically stable, we obtain (from
Eq. (4)) the following condition for dynamic instability:
Im ( (x,, +O.S) 2L,, - (x,, +0.5) (L, +L j Ce4 +Mti )
+M„ +Mice,* ) >0	 (5)
where lm denotes "imaginary part of." It is interesting to
note that Eq. (5) contains aerodynamic terms only. For any
constant value of Mach number, instability boundaries can
therefore be plotted using Eq. (5), for various values of
reduced frequency k, of pitching axis locations x,,, of control
gains C. and of phase angle 0.
For the limiting case of pure bending oscillations of an
activated control system (with mass balanced control surface),
the following equation of motion is obtained:
Bh + kh -	 (6)
where
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HK-3 Inslablltly boundaries for activated system.
Assuming the control law
	6= C( lb) e"	 191
and substituting Eqs (7) and (8) Into Uq (6), the following
condition for dynamic instability in pure bending is obtains:
1m11.,,+L,('e' . J >0 	 (9)
In this case, the instability boundaries (t y. 9) ate functions of
k. C, and ^ only (for any given constant value of Mach
number)
Presentation and 11116cussion of Results
The instability boundar,es for the single -degree-of
freedom. nonacrtvated system will first be presented for
purpost•..s of subsequent comparison with the activated system.
The pure bending instability boundaries of the activated
system will then be presented in the form of C vs Ilk for
various values of 4. Finall), the pitching instability boun-
daries of the activated system will be presented in a series of
graphs. Each graph relates to a omstant value of C and the
boundaries are presented in the form %, vs Irk for various
values of 4 . The Mach number is kept equal to zero
throughout this work. The system is assumed to have a 20%
chord trailing-edge cortrol surtace. The aerodyanmic
derivativs are computed ltstng analytical expression following
the method of Ref. 7.
Instability Boundary for the Unaclivated System
Figure 2 show, the unstable region caused by pitching
oscillation as a l'unct+on of the pitching axis location x,, and
Ilk. It can be seen that instability starts around the value of
Ilk>25 or k<0,04. Furthermore, the critical location of the
pitching rxis is around the leading edge (that is, x ,'= - 1).
The instability boundary in Fig. 2 has been known for many
years' and it has little practical value due to the very low
values of k associated with this instability.
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IsigablMy dour for the
Acts-voted, Pine bett4iKg Osciftioot
Figure 3 shows that instabili =ty boundaries C vs I k for
various valuers of pMu angler J. The unrtable regtaet lies
above the vartous curves. whereas the stable region lions below
them The gaun C it made to vary between 0 and 2 and the
angle j is vatted between 0 and ,a I $0 deg For negative values
Of C (i.r.. - 2<C<0). the instability curves s ,own in Fig. 3
have the term of their reflection (about the oWns a) with the
values of ¢ changed to uk + 180 deg). This point will be
discussed further to a subsequent section of this paper
It is very interesting to note that:
1) Activated %ingle•degree-of•freedom bending instability
occurs over a %cty wide range of values of k (not necessarily
low values of A?
2) Phase angle changes between 0 and 90 deg promote
the instability, with i6. - 90 deg its the most r,ttical angle
The instability subsides as j is further changed toward ti
180 deg Powise values of phase angles t0 deg <j< 180
deg) do not show any instabilities within the positive range of
values of C. as shown in Fig. 3
instability Boundaries for the
Activated Pitching Oscillation
I-igutes 4 11 present the instabilit y boundaries of the wt
nvated system Each figure relates to a different fixed value of
gain C and shows the effects of the pitching axis location x,
and the reduced frequency k on the instability boundaries. A
artful study of the figures shows that:
1) The invtabilily houndariet cove- - very wide range of k
value-., including it high value of k.
2i The in%titbihty regions increase as the gain C is in
ocawd
1 ) Thu laige%t instability regions are obtained for phase
angle of r' - *90 deg, with instabilities for both values
4tartingwith C=0.5.
4) The least unstable location of the pitching axis lies
around the midchord region (i.e., x, .0)
5) The phase angles 0 which maintain stability throughout
the various values of C and x,, lie in the first quadrant within
o c tt < 30 deg ( that is, in the region of 0 = 15 deg).
6) A second range of values of J which maintains stability,
extent for Urge values of C (that is, C> 1.$), lies in the third
quadrant around > - 180 deg For C-2 and ^ = 180 deg,
the region of instability is scry narow (around the midehord
region),
7) For 0<0<180 deg, two distinct regions of instability
often occur (see, for example, Figs. 7 . 11), with otie region
located at very high values of k (that is, at -.cry low values of
1, k).
8) The shapes of the instability regions vary considerably
with the reduced frequency k. Hence, the employment of
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Frg, 4 Instabilil) boundaries for activated system with control pin
volueof C=0.30.
Closets-Farm Expresislons of Ilse 1Efferta
of Colit tai fwrface on the Stability Boua daarles
It has been shown  that in the abt+Tnsce of c .ttot sue ta4c
rotatio t, sirsgle -d raa-of•fraadon! Instability can only twi ui
for pitching oscillvOms provieled l ik > 25 (see Fig .) Sire
the remaining figures presented to this paper it .e . Fig% 3 11)
cover the range of 0<14<25, it follows that in-, '. thty
boundaries within this latter region must be brought ab.)ur by
the detrimental effects of conirol surface rotation 1 hex
detrimental effects can be isolated from Logs (5) and M to
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Fig. g Instability boundaries for activated system with control gain
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Fig. 9 instability boundaries for sctiva d system with control gain
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Fig. 10 Instability boundaries for activated system with control gain
value of C=1.75.
can shed some additional light an the effects of the different
parameters and especially on the rule of the phase angle > .
Control.Surface Effects in Pure Bending Oscillations
Equation (9) shows that control surface rotation is
destabilizing when
Im(C'L,e 4 ) >0
tar, alteinat „cry, v.1^en
	
( [1 . k -,inv. 1 t.,, r c tsV ) :>0	 t1Ul
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Fig, 11 Instability boundaries for activated system with control gain
value of C - 2.00.
where the added subscripts R and I deuute, respr rivrls, the
real a-,d imaginary parts of the assoc. +ted parameter s (I e., !
in the pi reeding vase).
The vhlue of Lilt is about one older of magnitude large,
than 1-a over most of the Ilk range t:' :,! is, 1 k > 1 51
Hence, instability is largest around 1> 1.90 drg for the
preceding 1 'k range. Equation (10) also shows how the real
and imaginary parts of the control surfacx lift cuetfnr nt arc
turned into a pure bending damping coefficient through tlit
phase angle > and control gain C. It is worth noting that tht
following identity:
C[ L Ak s)ntt + L,: a coso I
= -( [1 sk sin(>L+18Udeg)+I.r y .os(1r • lhodeg)) (11r
implies that notabilit y boundaries with po--itivc grain values
may he replaced by identical boundries with negative gain
values, proOded the .arresponding values of the phase angle
y. are increased by 180 deg (as already rioted earlier in this
wo I.I. It ma y :i!so be ubserscd that the destabilizing effect of
the cUnliol %m iaCe iutatioit is directly proportional to the
control gain
Contrul.Surfste Effects in Purr ruching Oscillations
The destabilizing ettects of the control surface during
pitching oscillation, an easily be isolated from Eq. (5) to
yield
or, alternatively.
C[ IM" 1.% 4 +0.5)L 6k lsi ny
+ i-lif"I ^- (.V,,+a.$)1'. [.L,syl mil
	
(12)
Here again the control sue We aerodynamic cue; ficients are
transformed into main surface damping Loefficients through
the ph:e;z .ngle and control gain C. 'The inequality ex
pressed by Eq (12) depends not only tin the :clative values of
L, L,, ItfA Mb (which vary with k) but also on the
pitching'axis )ovation x 4 which, in turn, affects the damping
of the main surface through the remaining terms in Eq. (5).
Hence, the effects of the various parameters on the instability
boundaries are of complex nature. Even the dominance of
M6 over M, is limited to a lower reduced fregc:eney range
(I/!• greater 'than about 4) than the corresponding one
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widest instability will osrut when I * i .%x) deg I ►s lit e 1 I eta
example, illustrates IN% point and also show s that At the Iowci
range of i l k values, the widest instability regions occur with
values of I j l id 90 deg
Some Remarks on Flutter Suppression
of Activated Systems
It can be se,-n that lot almost any chosen phase angle. !licit
exists a region of pitching axe % Itxat ►on% lot Ah1th simile
degree-of ftecdo-» instability exi%ts This -nlplw% that ,m
activated trailing edge control may %labl[IIC A mode wh.t,c
pitching axis lie• oufsidr the unslablc rrgum and yet ma y ir.l,t
to it severe in%tabihi y of another mode whose pnthing axis
talk within the unstable legion Similar wiistu%itar, it,
changes in phase singles tan Al%o be oliwi%cd (kerpi n )l fist
pitching axis location 1, comtanti. C%MIallr In the low
region o1 l k tit nigh fcgion of A ncc%r IAtt% ltlakc
%tabihzatiun both difficult and also %cr% wn%it[%e it, nwd it
and phase angle changes It is well known that activated
flutiet %upprowon .y%tcm% ha%r a tendrut,, to be %en%iu%c its
thangr% in flight tondltu,n% and flight conllgutations, in
Addition to then possible adverse 011100% on inllIAM %laWc
mode% It Is, thrielote. vet ,, pos%lblt that ttll% srnstcl%uv
essentially otfgnla(cs fiont the At% remennoned snigir Jcgiec
lit tteedom unstahihws f athel than %tom the httue %timples
atilt ► dcgtrr of licedoin tluticf
It Is also well known that the tla•.ital bending lotion t"11C
of hi l !tcr N Caused l,y the skew 1„lnfncll it totni iiinents tit the
teal pelt Of 1110 iteltl"fAllzed aetodynatnit matr ix a It an he
sho%n that s%nunetr y in the ptc.eding niatux tai ,. hr a.hirtctd
It (' ^ I AS And M hill deg fo r A 0.1 of I  ("= t .Ind , 1811
dvit dot h 0 S lheteloir, classical flultel wlll 1101 o4, ill it"
%alucs tit C equal it , thaw dtl%t spettlled (depOld011 till X)
Hence. tram Classical flutter pout( tit %few. 4 should 11 0 nt Ili,
thud quadrant, around 4 180 deg. As aheady noted tht,
legion of tt * 180 deft leads to ,ulglr deglrr tat lfeedoln tvpr
instabilit y tilt %alucs of C-1-8 and is inictfoi it, the test
quadrant %atue% from the point tit view of the %inglr degree
of freedom type 1n%tahihty Hence, if (' is dunned it % ,I %.title
of ('< 18 and 4 180 deg, no single de(ttee of iltcdom
Nutlet will occur, but classical tluttct may otcul. It. on the
tither hand. ('is given the %aluc of 1 85 of larger dcpcnduty oil
A, no classical bendinp•tolsion flutter an twcu!. but a smelt
degree of tteedom instability will take pla,e ltrnte, a ts%lem
may exist (ha%fng x, around the midchoid trbion), till %hull
stabilization by means at' acttvated tialhng edge ,+intuit
surface is impossible. The slabitizatlon of such .v.fe u. , ait
only he achwwed if modal Changes are lnnodutcd Ihai :—wNe
the pitching axis to shift from the nndchoid rrgnun thew
tesults are in agreement with those obtainrd h% the use .,t the
aerodynamic energy concept.”
Concluai,oh%
It hA% been %hown that A01%A1I4 0 1 1 . 't Ill y dtail,1'V hilt
%ontiof of an Aufafl lead-, to single ,d *icc of fiecdon, t%pt'
u»tAhlhnc% which span arcs a % cty wide teglon of leduted
tlrquemic% 4. includinx high %aloes of d (unUc the nona,
1tsAted %y%icml The origin of these in--tAbiluic% ties it tht'
1111104tittlon by the tanttal wtlAte tit llCgat1%r ACIOd%IIAnn,
JAlnfirtlg fwtr% This nnplic% that Artody'nAnu, danipttllt
ioitrs tttu%t nc%et be neglectrd while perh +mmij tlutlrt
anAl%sl. of acu%ated control systems (unlike nlan% uistante%
ul tioiw%cti%aird flutiet piohlem.l 1-uthetmoic, ,nl t the`
tostAhiln% boundarfc% %illy tonslJClAhl\ with till' Icdu,Cd
llt'yut`!l,% R, oscdlatoty actodl nAtnit torlthl;nt , Iltti.t
al wa%. he used In atti%e tolltitil fluttel anal%.+ Iflt .rn
,Ali%itic, tit the AtLI%Atrd %mgle degtcc of limlom .% , tent t,,
tltanrlcs ill pltthntg Am% 10tAh011. %, 1 11114 11 dOIC0 111 01 pll.nc
.ulXlr, and v aloe• tit the trdutrd tlrqurn, % ,Atilt' 31n' a, rN.(Irtl
au[.nl ! t i be fit l lrntlally .rn.lit%C It, ,hallttr t lit t11g111 .oil
dltiont and mA% he the souitc of the inAn% tht!I, 4 h1c, co
ttt1111(cird ill %lippic . %i lg flulicl h% i11C411. of At t „ l' ollflol,
timer 1l4tnnlf itr..ih", flow hA% been w-unird thiouldiout till,
palwt, it i t felt that turthri wail. is iettuurd it s actel,mnr lilt
possltl lc rtle4is tit %01Ilplcssihillls 4111 file sulgl r 4tl ^1 CC \,!
hectloin lll,tahlllty teptilled liclenl
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stra t
The paper presents the current # tat*-of-the-art
of the aerodynamic energy concept. The latest ap-
plications of the relaxed energy concept, most of
which are as yet unpublished, are also presented
in this paper. These applications include the sup-
pression of external -store flutter of three dif-
ferent configurations of the YF-17 flutter model,
using single trailing-edge (T.E.) control surface
activated by single, fixed gain, control law. Also
included are sore initial results regarding the
suppression of flutter of the 1/20 scale, low speed
wind-tunnel model, of the Boeing 2707-300 super-
sonic transport, using an activated T.E. control
surface. Additional results regarding comparative
study between activated leading-edge - T.E. and
T.E. alone control systems are also presented to-
gether with a review of previously published for-
mulations and applications.
Introduction
The ability of the aerodynamic control surfaces
to promote flutter instabilities has been known for
many decades. Classical books in the field of
Aeroelasticity (1) include considerable material to
this effect under such headings as "bending-aileron
flutter" or "torsion-aileron flutter". These con-
trol surface induced flutter instabilitieo are
traditionally overcome by reducing the deflections
of the control surfaces by mass balancing of the
control surfaces. It mama therefore reasonable to
assume that this ability of the aerodynamic control
surfaces to promote flutter could be reversed by
appropriate control of their deflection, so as to
combat the main lifting surface flutter instability,
such as the wing bending-torsion flutter. Indeed,
to put it differently, the origin of flutter lies
in the nature of the oscillatory aerodynamic forces
which permit the transfer of energy from the air-
stream to the wing, This flow of energy could be
controlled, in principle, by modifying the aero-
dynamic forces through appropriate deflections of
the control surfaces. The implementation of this
approach requires, therefore, a rapidly responding
control system which is actuaLed by the motion of
the main surface and which leav e to an appropriate
deflection of the control surfa,.e.
The introduction of such Lctivated control
surfaces is not limited to problems of flutter
suppression. Their potential applications span
over a wide class of problems related to the im-
provement of performance of aircraft. The recent
technological advances made in the field of con-
trol systems and the increased reliability of con-
trol system components, brought about by the space
program, have paved the way for the incorporation
of increasingly sophisticated control systems in
aircraft. In his AIM Von Karman Lecture(2),
I.E. Garruck states: "A major current trend which
will play a dominant role in research, development,
and practice during the years ahead is the union
of modern control technology and aeroelasticityi
for example, in control configured vehicles (CCO...
Although aeroelasticians and control specialists
have in the past usually gone their separate ways
and both fields have become quite sophisticated,
in the last few years there have been attempts at
real cooperation and adaptation to each other's
methods so that important information has been pub-
lished." Among the numerous proposed applications
in CCV are: relaxed aerodynamic stability, gust
and maneuver load allevation (with fatigue damage
reduction through modal suppression), ride quality
control, flutter suppression, taxi load alleviation
and automatic concr'ol of variable geometry. As
could be expected some of the proposed applications
have recently come to fruition: An active control
system has been installed on the B-52 aircraft(3p4)
to control the response of the rigid body mode and
one elastic anode (first aft body banding) to gust
inputs. Flutter suppression by Wive controls
has been demonstrated Ia flight (S^ on the B-52
airplane (the mild flutter instability was induced
by an added ballast tank). Other applications re-
lating to the control of the rigid body modes have
been incorporated in several military development
areas, including the YF-16 aircraft. Applications
relating to the suppression of external store flut-
ter are currently under way for the F4 airplane.
(697) In addition, a number of feasibility studies
have been made to assess the merits (in terms of
weight saving and of performance increase) of ap-
plications of active control technology to air-
craftf 8-13) Some of these studies were supplemen-
ted by comprehensive wind-tunnel validation pro-
grasn. (14,15)
As can be seen, the use of active controls spans
a wide class of problems, However, one of the
maj.:^., difficulties which characterizes the intro-
duction of active control systems into elastic
structures lies in the tendency of the activated
systems to be very sensitive to system changes
caused by the different flight conditions (such as
flight speed, flight altitude, flight duration and
type of mission). This sensitivity implies that a
control system which is optimized at one flight
condition may either show consierable degradation,
or even give rise to adverse effects at other
flight conditions.
The aerodynamic energy concept was formulated (16)
in an attempt to define active control systems
which do not exhibit such sensitivities to changing
flight conditions. There is no intention to pre-
sent herein a review of the extensive literature
in the field of active control of aero-alastic res-
ponse, nor is there any intention to review the
different approaches and methods available for syn-
thesis. Attempt will only be made in the present
paper to review the developments of the aerodynamic
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energy approach, together with it4 applications,
to problems of flutter suppression and gust alle-
viation (with emphasis on flutter suppression pro-
blems). Whenver possible, comparisons will be
made between results obtained by the aerodynamic
energy method .rid those obtained by other methods
such as classical or modern control theory.
The Aerodynamic Energy Approach
Basic Concept
The aerodynamic energy concept was developed
primarily fc: problems of flutter suppression
using active controls. It hinges on the idea that
since flutter instabilitie , originate from the
nature of the aerodynamic forces, the roots of
their suppression should clearly lie in the ability
to modify these forces. The above idea can be im-
plemented provided the following problem can suc-
cessfully be treated: Given a fluttering system and
given a control surface which can be activated,
what should be the relationship between the oscil-
lation of the system and the deflection of the con-
trol surface (normally referred to as "control
law") that will ensure the necessary changes in the
aerodynamic forces. This problem has been treated
in refs. lb , 17. Major points relating to analysis
and results are presented in the following section
The Energy Analysis
Let the n equations
tF1 - v	 [B + xpb 4s(AR + i AI)](q)+[E}{q} (1)
represent tho equations of motion of n structural
modes with r activated controls, where at flutter
{F} - 0
and where w represents the frequency of oscil-
lation; [B], the mass matrix; [AR] and [AI ], the
real and imaginary parts of the aerodynamic matrix,
respectively; [E], the stiffness matrix:; p, the
density of the fluid; s, reference length; b, a
reference semichord length; and (q}, the response
vector. The matrices in equation (1) can be par-
titioned into square matrices (n x n) relating to
the structural modes (subscripted by s) and rec-
tangular matrices (n x r) relating to control sur-
face couplings (subscripted by c). After parti-
tioning the matrices, equation (1) becomes








Assume a control law of the form
{qc ) - [T] {q}	 (3)
where [T] is a (r x n) matrix representing the
transfer functions of the control law, and assume
that no elastic couplings exist between structural
modes and contr^16di#7j.ections, thus causing [E 1-0.
It can be shown	 11 that the work P done Ey
the system on its surrounding per cycle can be
written as
P - x2pb4gw 2
 LqR - i1IJ [U] {qR + iqI }	 (4)
where	
((l
[ U] - ~J[A I's ]+[AI,e]T+[AI,c][T]+[T*IT[AI,c]T1+'
+ i([AR,a ]—[A,a]T+[Ag,c][T]-[T*]`[A".e]T +






[q} - 'A`)eiwt - (qR + i4I}eiwt	 (6)
The si,. „ ° determines stability, and therefore
it is a'v	 =sous to convert equation (4) to a
more cot
	 it form. Tt can be shown(16p17 ) t`jst
P can be reduced 
[L&RI
to the form	
lP - 8W2 pb 4w? a
	 [, a.I{ ER}+ L4I,^['a.^{ I}1(7)
or alternatively
P - kx 2rbOw 2i I11 (&2 +4I^ 1) + a2({R^1+&I,Z) +
+	 + a
n (CR n + {I.n) ]	 (8)
where [A.] is a diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues
necessarily real, of the Hermitian matrix [U]
(is given by eqn (5)), and where the vectors i Wt
and (^I} are defined by the transformation
{qo ) 
- [QR + 'QI] ( ER + "I )	 (9)
The matrix [Q R + iQ I ] is a square modal matrix of
the principal eigenvectors.
Discussion. of Energy Concept
The work per cycle P dune by the system on its
surroundings has a direct bearing on the stability
of the system. If P is positive, the system is
dissipative, and therefore stable. If P is nega-
tive, the system is unstable because work is done
by the surroundings on the system. Equation (8)
shows that if all the eigenvalues Ai o: the sys-
tem are positive, the system is stable regardless
of the motions represented by the generalized ene-
rgy coordinates &. If one or more of the a
eigenvalues is negative, the system is potentially
unstable. Its ultimate stability is determined by
the relative values of the terms & and 1. If
the E values make the positive eigenvalues domi-
nate the right-hand side of equation (8), the work
P is positive and the system is stable. If, on
the other hand, the C values make the negative
terms dominate eqn. (8), P is negative and the
system is unstable. Hence, the requirement for
all X's to be positive is a sufficient but not a
necessary condition for stability.
For mass -balanced control surfaces ([B„]-0, the
eigenvalues a obtained from [U] (Eq. (5T) are
dependent only on the aerodynamic properties of the
system and the activated control law (matrix [T]).
In the case of mass-balanced surfaces, the eigen-
values are referred to as aerodynamic eigenvalues.
These latter eigenvalues are, in general, functions
of the reduced frequency k and Mach number M.
If mass unbalance is a fixed quantity is the system,
the eigenvalues a also depend on the fluid den-
sity p in addition to their dependence on k
and M. Note that instability at zero airspeed can
be brought about only through these mass unbalance
^Y
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terms. All the results presented in this paper re-
late to mass-balanced control systems only and
therefore, aerodynamic sigenvalues are obtained
from the following [U] matrix
[u] - -[[AI,a]+[AI.a]T+[^1.8l[T]+[T*I[AI,,IT)
+ Il Ages ]-[A t,s I T+IAR,C IITI- IT* I T[A."" j T I (10)
It (stay be recalled that the energy approach, in
its original development( 16) , nought to determine
the astrix [T] to render all the aerodynamic
eigonvalues (of matrix [UI sq. (10)) large and
positive. This requirement regarding the aero-
dynami , eigenval,:es insures both the stability of
the system (since P is always positive) and its
insensitivity to various flight conditions (which
manifest themselves in the form of changing values
of A ar.d changing values o: the system responses
C )•
GenaraliLvd Model
The ant, rgy approach has been formulated for a
general n degree of freedom system. Therefore,
the energy concept can be applied to any problem.
The resulta, of such applivztion, however, will be
specific for the system considered since the gene-
ralized artodynami,: forces depend not only on the
system geumr ry but also on its structural natural
mt-dal r- ,y,.n>.es. If, however, the energy concept
j, j 1 ird t , a t wc • dimtnsiunai strip, ttte sero-
+. .^	 art independent of geometry and
^•	 . st+ s .itt .,y,tem. As a result, the aero-
t,amtt (.,.,valves are independent of any specific
a"tt -a, .	 , : 4 c niy functions of k, M, and the
tta,s :tt two I on m.ttrix [T]. Therefore, if [T]
Jo cttit- d wing a two-dimensional strip as a model,
'L.-. I1	 values are applicable to any three-
c .rrs, rt.._ u ntg within the limitations of strip
theory; tn.b, the model is generally applicable.
Sketch ta) illustrates the generalized model con-








AnaivL sis of the Generalized Model
fie motion of the generalized two-dimensional
model is defined by two parameters; the displace-
ment h of the 30 per cent chord point and the
rotation a about this point. Two control surfaces
are assumed to be available for activation; a 20
per cent chord trailing-edge tT.E.) control and a
20 per Lech hord leading-edge (L.E.) control. Two
aet ,tdynamic eigenvalues, A
min and Amax are ob-
tainad using this model. The analysis and results
which accompanis 6tbe original derivation of the
energy concept,( )) emp oyed a transfer funr:tion
matrix of the forth
[TI - [CI + i [G]	 (11)
The matrices [C] and [GI were assumed to have
constant values (in eqn (11)) thus making the sub-
sequent mechanization of the control law difficult.
The matrix [T] was determined numerically by an
optimization program which required Amin to be
positive and large over a wide range of k values.
This was achieved by maximizing the area under the
curve Amin vs 1/k using the Cij and Gij terms
as parameters.
It should be stressed at this stage that the
generalized two-dimensional model adopted herein
serves only to indicate, on the basis of the strip
theory, whether energy is dissipated or absorbed by
the partial span strip where the activated controls
are installed, Therefore, in order to suppress
flutter with a minimum number of activated partial
span strips, one should aim at dissipating enough
energy in the activated strip, so as to compensate
for Any energy input by the nnnactivated portions
of the wing. One should therefore attempt not
only to turn Amin positive but also to cause Amin
to assume large (and positive) values.
Results of the Original Formulation of the Energy_
Concept
Typical results obtaed with M-0 using the
procedure just described+ 16) are presented in Fig.
1 for the unactivated system, in Fig. 2 for the
activated T.E. control and in Fig. 3 for the acti-
vated combined L.E.-T.E. control system (for fur-
ther details see ref. 16). The optimized values of
the transfer functions [C] and [G] for these
two types of activated systems are given by
a) For the T.E. Control system
r O	 0	 0	 0
[CI
°pt 1-0.35  -1.9 1; (G] opt - 0.35 0.1
(lla)
b) For the combined L.E.-T.E. Control system
-	 0.5	 1.01	 -0.5 1.0





The following points emerging from these figures
are worth noting;
1) Th^ value of Amin for the ir. .^ ztivated sys-
tem (fig. 1) is negative throughout the range
of k (0.0128 < k < 19.5) and the value of
Amax is positive throughout this same rane.
Furthermore, the absolute values of 1Aminf
and 1Xmaxj are of the same order of magni-
tude.
2) The values of Amin for the T.E. system
(Fig. 2) is only marginally positive (except
at high k values) and is highly sensitive
to off-design values. The values of C22
which improve Amin cause Amax to deterio-
rate appreciably.
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3) The optimum values of am
	
for the combined
L.B.-T.E. control system (Fig. 3) is large
and positive over the whole range of 1/k.
The off-dssign sensitivity is greatly reduced
as compared with the T.E. control system.
Here again, the values of C22 which improve
Xmin cause )y.x to deteriorate.
The results presented in ref. 16 indicate the fol-
lowing additional important points:
4) Systems having two sensors (to determine both
h and a) are superior to any single-senair
system.
5) Mach number effects are beneficial for the
whole k range for the L.E.-T.B. system
(fig. 4) whereas the T.E. system shows minor
improvements except for the very low range of
k values where some deterioration takes
place.
6) The values of Amin (and aye) for the L.E.-
T.E. control system could be increased con-
siderably by the simultaneous increase of all
the Gij terms by a constant factor w/wr>l
(sea fig. 5). The T.E. control system showed
a deterioration in Xmin accompanied by a
considerable improvement in amsx when such
an inereasm in its Gij cerms was attempted
(see ref. 16). Thus, the control law for the
L.E.-T.E. system could be brought to the
following convenient form
{8l - [C) { hab} +w	 [G] { hab }	 (12)
r
where wr is a reference frequency which
maintains the non-dimensional nature of eqn.
(12). Clearly, the mechanization of this lat-
ter control law is much simpler than the one
given by egn.(11).
The above results led to the conclusion that the
L.E.-T.E. control system, driven by two sensors, is
the most effective system for purposes of flutter
suppression. For this reason the L.E.-T.E. system
was chosen for testing the effectiveness of active
controls in the early applications of the energy
method. However, before proceeding to these ap-
plications, a few points should be mentioned re-
garding the physical significance of the optimized
control laws (see sketches (b) and (c^. The opti-













purpose since it includes the essen.ial features of
the two control surfaceR employed by the generalized
model.
It is interesting to note that the main effect of
the in-phase deflections of the control surfaces
is to counteract any lift building up; that is,
the lift increase due to the angle of attack a is
opposed by the forces created by the deflections of
the L.E. and T.E. control surfaces. Furthermore.
the nut-of-phase control deflections increase the
damping forces. It can therefore be seen that flut-
ter suppression is achieved by both reducing the
energy input into the system and increasing the
dissipation of energy.
Early Applications of the Aerodynamic
Energy Concept
The first application of the results produced by
the aerodynamic energy concept was made using a
SST	 type wing for which detailed analysis usingg
at least 10 degrees of freedom already existed(18).
The application was carried out by members of the
Boeing Wichita division under contract to the
Langley Research Center. The wing configuration is
indicated In Fig. 6. Flutcep, control was achieved
using several independent stripwise units each of
which consisted of combined L.E.-T.E. control sur-
faces having 20% chord each and activated by sensors
located at 30% and 70% chord locations,(using a
control law as given by eqn (11)). The results,
employing M-0.9 lifting surface aerodynamics, sup-
plemented by strip theory for the control strips,
indicated that the uae of T.E. controls alone
would increase the flutter speed by only a few per
cent 0, 5%) while the use of the combined L.E.-T.E.
systems ,Melded with outboard segment A alone an
11% increase, with mid segment B alone - 28% in-
crease, and with inboard segment C alone - 21%
increase in the flutter speed. The combined use of
B and C led to an increase in flutter speed not
specifically determined butnoted to be in excess of
41% of the original speed. A root 'ocus plot cor-
responding to this case is shown in Fig. 7. A cor-
responding experimental exploratory study( 15 ) was
undertaken in the Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel
using a simplified version of a proposed supersonic
transport wing design (Fig. 8). The active flutter
a oppression method, based on the aerodynamic energy
criterion, was verified experimentally using three
different control laws (as defined by eqn (11)).
The first two control laws utilized both leading
edge and trailing-edge active control surfaces,
whereas the third control law required only a single
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T.I. control ourtace. At Mach niabor 0.9 the ax-
perimontal teaults demonstrated inttaaaos in flut-
ter dynamo plossure from 12.5 per cont with a
L.C.-T.C. atttvo ,tintrol system to 10 par cont
with acti-e T.Z. -ontrol. The mechanisation of the
L.C. control has net with groat diffl , ultiea dur
to what to snow brtieved to be a control induced
instability , ausvd by the mass unbalanced L.C.
control. An a result of this instabilit y of the
L.C. control (which was present even At sero ait-
Speeds) a,tivati on of the L.E. control could only
be attaitiod at M«0 . 9. )(avertholess, twit important
Into tollow thiA essentially experimental study
^5)
1) An Active flutter suppression system was de-
monstrated succosafull y . using L.F. and T.F.
tontrol surfaces, to suppress flutter on a
model to A wind tunnel.
) ltirap y etive of the difficulties encountered
in the mrchanizstfon of the L.E. control, it
im still Significant to note that a single
I.l.. :,nttol vialded mattafactory results in
Muppi#asIng
	
flutist over the entire range
,: }ia, h numbers tasted.
lam#%! .t l itte-Irnt AnAlvt1.A1 appli c ationa
.,.t +g w — mawlii t ,itiierent control law, M
i t ,ti;.°, I", eqn tI:' 1 , WitIt wr A.tIng am A
tv;	 ,.,t .,.,t t+^t 4tfit amal Art	 ,:r to, it',' Mille
M - , ,+ + , .e , ."nt tole be, • ome) , were mAde
. .. M. -W ! )-ii M ,'pro • t subsoliit of ri rat t lixing
.i +1t:. , z	 1,,,.!,_.	 t:^t based Un AerodvttASLi.
nM ..,, •..., . 1, .	 rh , • 44• air . taft are the twin boom,
:w„t i,oili 1 , iop ATA VA 511 11 transp , it (mAximisn SLAMS
t,K,	 ks, :,., Fi ll. W) and the Westwind, twinjet
.,.I, , s, t .t:i+port (midximllm mass 9400 YS) whi.11 to
A alt kit.,: t :. istoit , • t the Rockwell Jet t'ommAndri
wily.
	 _	 .i wing .'It each air, • rxft WAN divided
iut.	 . ,;:.t:'v spaced strips As Shown to Fig. 11.
La,n	 i lia ,•1113 s.,,xtmk+data A pair o mof	 tive —In
i„f.. ,,i,At is, 20% chord 1..F.-T.K. tontrolm).
.ht -iairiw :% dtrd Along the horizontal tail Wert'
.,I'. "w,., .spans tqual to one third and tine tenth of
the ;M	 ;OM A: tail somispan of the Arava And West
+t : it	 r: + t ° ? espe .tivvlN . Tire heat lotat ion*
s. tVaud xvxl. • m stotig ttie span of
it.%* .itig wttt drtermine.l Ioi bending - moment. Alit
t t',11„tion In fit-it'lAie A,celerationa, A,,,i
. ' : 1t,°: >•t,pi• 1t'Mai. t	 ltvivirince 1 1) dralM with •t,l
AUxt t ., utw .ritrlrAa rc tetelt , • e at deA: x wit:. i- ..
ShApc Ac id with peak valat'm tollowing tot,° t. "':t.
menta ,1 tnr frdrl Al aviation authoritieo.
:lee a imt It atricoua t reatment of f l it t er muppres
t..,: A:td gu-t Ailavistion problemo follows 4% A
tonsequeu,e tit the control law derived b}
the ;tmr of the aerodynamic energy which, As al-
reit4v meati.ioned earlier, acts to reduce the energv
Inpett into th- System and Moresse the dissipation
.*t energy.
(ltlfhr matt, paints emerging from this application
are briefly summarized by the following
liol lit s:
1) A single a,°tivated strip located at the out-
board region of the wing promotes negative
bending sirmtencs ( Mb) at the root of the
wing during upgust conditions (see Fig. 1..).
These negative bending moment* are caused by
tie restraining forces exerted by the seti-
vated strip, at its outboard location, as a
result of the upward motion of the airplane
,&used by the upgust forces. For similar
reasons, an activated strip located at the
root region of the wing promotes increase in
bending mostents during upgust conditions
(soe Fig. 13).
To tveremw these difficulties, the con-
ttol law was modified to activate the cont-
rol surfaces using the elastic contributions
of the motion. In mathematical terms, h
and t in the control law were replaced by
(h-hr) and (tit-a t') where the subscript r
reform to a reference point around the root
of the wing. This reference point is chosen
In such a manner so as to "filter out” all
the rigid body contributions to the control
Inputs. The results following the intro-
duction of the above changes into the control
law (referred to in ref. 20 as the extended
control law) are shown in Fig. 14. AA cart
be noted, the effects of the extended rtn-
ttol law on the maximum values of the root
bending moment ore indeed dramatic. The
best location of the activated strip for
maximum bending-moment reductions is in the
tip region of the wink but inboard of the
tip strip.
.') The optimuts strip location for maximum in
creaar in the flutter speed 1M at the wing
tip strip. Furthermore, the effectiveness
M the activated strip is greatly increased
by the introduction of the extended ctinttol
law. Flutter speeds could easily be in-.wreamr.1 
by more than 70% of the open loop
flutter speeds.
t) The optimum Strip location for maximum te-•
dulliono in tuselago averierstlons is at the
toot tttrip location for the ordinary coti!tol
1Aw ,Fig 1S). The extended control law
vieid% I,rttrr rroults with opt.imut* %trip
), , ,ation At the inboard region of the wing
(but ,IvAtl y not on the referents at rip, see
Fi te. i h)
lu Mmm,ttirtn t the Me%ultx of the above Applica-
t i.itM t.01 . it m.ii, liv st.itt• d that the extended con-
c101 law. whf, •h is based on the wing elastic defor-
mAti onW ttt y , pit i •nt% a major step lorttard in pro-
tilit-- it f lutt y : sii; jnession and gust alleviation.
It 1r.4ri, t.• all, " t , omplete decoupling between the
tigid boat tespon+.ex, elamtit responses, And the
activated Control forieh. As a result, major im-
provements In pe ► formance Are obtained. For this
reason, free flving wind tunnel models might show
greatly redu, •rd periormancr as compared with clam-
ped models unless some form of an extended control
law is uxt•d.
The above applications have shown that the
energy concept produces effective activated systems.
There were indications, however, that the derived
control laws could be improved and that the mecha-
nization of the L.E. control was more involved
than that of the T.E. control. Furthermore, some
of the control laws (such as the one defined by
eqn (11)) were difficult to realize. Thitr led to
an investigation aimed at avoiding the use of the
L.E. control while maintaining the effectiveness
of the activated system. The results of this in-
vestigation are described in the following section.
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ctive Flutter S r seIS Usi5t Trallim
Ida and Ta Cgntrol Sur aces
As already stated earlier in this paper, the
L.E. control may present some control problems
since it carries relatively large aerodynamic
hinge moments. Furthermore, there has been some
reluctance to introduce a L.R. control duo to its
possible detrimental effects an chr general aero-
dynamic characteristics of the wing. The acti-
vated T.L.-tab combination, if effective for flut-
ter suppression, could alleviate the difficulties
associated with the L.L.-T.lr. system. It is shown
(21) that an 82 chord tab should be chosen for a
20% chord T.L. con t rol. The results obtained(21)
for the variations of ^min with 1!k show that
the T.L.-tab system activated by both linear and
rotational sensors, has a flutter suppression per-
formance comparable to the L.E.-T.E, system. The
main advantage of the T.L.-tab system over the
L.L.-T.L. system lira in the lower actuator torque
requirements, whereas its main disadvantage
lies in its relatively higher control surface rota-
tioru► . Applications pertaining to the T.R.-tab
system were not further pursued in view of the pro-
gress *ado regarding the activation of T.L. alone
control s ystem. Some details regarding those
developments are presented in the following , oc-
tion.
Rrtaxattont of the lne	 wn:ept
Ub motion .mdFurmulation of Relaxed_ Conditions
The eneiry Approach, in iti s  original develo+p-
ment"O ' sought to drtermit+ e the matrix (T) so
AS to lender all the aerodynamic rigsnvalues lame
and p .sitive. This rry ,tirement regarding the
aerodynamic eigenvalues .insures bath the stability
of the system (since P will always be positive)
and its insensitivity to the various flight con-
ditions. Since the derived control laws are of
general nature and do not take into consideration
any specific property of the analysed s}stem, it is
possible to argue that the limitations concerning
the potentials of the T.E. control system to per-
tom effectively as flutter suppress or is in-
hrrent in the above formulation of the problem.
Assume that other methods of stabilization exist,
or can be dtvised, and that all we wish to ensure
is the insensitivity of the stabilized oyxtrm to
,hangss in flight conditions. The implications at
such an approach on the enrtgv concept involve the
relaxation of the requirement that all the arro}-
dynamic eigenvalues must be large and positive.
Assume, therefore, thar such a relaxation is now
introduced which permits come of the aerodynamic
rigsnvalues to be negative. Stability can only be
achieved under these conditions by modifying the
responses of the system so as to render the re-
sponsas associated with the positive eigenvalues
to be the dominant ones. This latter requirement
forma a necessary condition for stability but does
not @! °urn, in itself, the insensitivity of the re-
sulting stabilized system to the various flight
conditions. In order to ensure that this relaxed
st.+"+ilit y requirement yields a system which shows
only small sensitivities to the changing flight
conditions the absolute values of the negative
aerodynamic eigenvaluas must always be made much
smaller than those eigenvalues sssocr.-: 7 with the
dominant responses of the stabilized system. For
the go . eralized two-dimensional model adopted in
this work, two aerodynamic eigenvalues, %min and
and 1wm are obtained. in the original derivation
of the aerodynamic energy concept, %min waa re-
quired to be positj ) and large. in the relaxed
energy approach,
	 I XmIn is permitted to be nega-
tive provided
%meta 
M near maximnam value
(may be negative)




and provide,' that these relations are maintained
for all flight conditions. The above two require-
ments regarding %min and %msx will be referred
to as the "relaxed energy requirements". As con be
noted, the above reloxation is made possible by
abandoning the sufficiency condition for stability
in the original formulation while maintaining its
Insensitivity to changes in flight conditions. It
is worth noting that since the dissipation of
energy by the activated strip depends both on %min
and on %max, the importance of %max should nor be
overlooked even when Amin is positive and large.
Considerable improvements in the potential perfor-
mance of the activated control system may result,
It changes in the control gains are permitted which
lead to small degradations in %min, provided these
degradations+ ar accompanied by large increases in
r"x. This implies that while determining the op-
timum values of the transfer function matrix IT)
we seek to optimiza not only the area under the
train vs ltk curve but also the weighted addition
of the area under the %yx vs IN curve, so as to
satiafv egns (13). Convenient w4pys of performing
the above optimization of the CT] matrix are de-
secribod in ref. 17.
In addition to the above relaxation of the
energy concept, two other major changes were introt-
dviced in ref. 17:
1) Unlike the original derivation, only reali-
zable transfer functions .ere considered
1) The influence on the target function of the
very lour frequency portion of the % va 1!k
curves r.as reduced b y both an appropriate re-
definition of the aerodynamic eigenvalues and
the reduetion of the k range frota
0.01:8	 k	 19.5




The redeiintion of the aerodynamic eigenvalues
involves the inclusion of the frequency effects
into these aerodynamic eigenvalues. Hence, eqn (8)
was modified to the form
	
P . i N, kill- V • a11V R,1 + tI,11	
h
+ !; ( tR,2	 1 , .,^	 .....	 fin(&R,n * (Iin)
(14)
yielding the following relation between the Vs
%i i k2AI	(15)
Hence, at the low range of k values, the newly
b05
defined sigeavalues are smaller thaahe onginallf
defined sigsnvslues by r factor of k . Theae
changes permit the giving of more weight to the
intermediate frogooncisa during the optimisation
process.
Optimization Results (17).
The variation of tha non activated is with
1/k Is shown In Fig. 11. It is interesting to
comports t with .heir t, counterparts in
Fig. 1 end to note the largo changes in the shape
of the curves.
Two types tot optimized transfer functions ware
derived. t17 ) The first type is referred to as the
damping type transfer function (D.T.T.F.) and it
assumas the following cptfmum values foe (T].
U.	 0.	 ItL	 0 -4.	 4.






where aL and AT are positive free parameters.
These free parameters were introduced as a r.sult
of the unbotatded behaviour of the target function
with respect to increase of these paraststers. The
transfer fun c tion for the Tot. &Iona system is ob-
t&ined from eqn (16) by letting &L-O.
The mr., -i t ype of optimised transfer fwt.tion
f;;
	
ttct•tr+ .., dd the lQcaiizad damping type trans-
trt tutt.tior. ((.D.T.T F.) and it assumes the ful-







+ R1 	 (17)
>^.	 -L.ft	 10 	 aT 	4.	 2.8
tih,,	 "r	 again al, and AT are positive free
is+atOttrti (wh t."h follow the unbounded nature of the
t&rgrt tout . ^ tots with increase of these parameters)
And A t t, g, vets Ly
ik 2li - (ikjr + 2{k,, (ik) +kri	 (18)
Wittig 1, A,	 .tni ko are positive constants.
s	 . w, w	 h,. - rfntion of Amin vs 1'k and
v+t	 At ,r.a f o ,u Mto h numbers using the op-
+is s xr ,f r °-T F.. as defined by eqn ( 16) with aL-U
t+,.,	 *. '. F „nly euntrol ttystem) and aT-2'.t.
"he -i.	 ding, o.,n• Les using the L . D.T.T.F. J-
!
 ° ted ;,v . +,K (:7 . 18) are ahtAnt in Fig. 19 using
t:tr ..tfuts4 of a l,-U, AT- 1, ^-U.h and kn-0.2. It
an he tKrrn that the tesults .orrosponding to the
1 # . l' •1.1 " Jig.  10) sat isty the relaxed energy rv-
quiremesat* tae expresued by eqn (13)) over the
whole range of k's investigated. The L.D.T.T.F.
y ields results (Fig. 19) which satisfy the relaxed
energy requirements only around the peak region of
the .urves, The location of this peak region
(alung the 1!k axis) is around 1/kn and the
width of the curvet (in addition to their height)
are controlled by the parsmater L. In addition,
stiffness terms are introduced as R varies with
k. These terms vanish when k-0 and tharefore do
not affect the static behaviour of the system.
They, however, cart be used to change the response of
of the ayntem, if necessary, so as to ensure stabi-
lization. in general, several R values can be
used, having different values of kn, : and &'s,
if greater flexibility in the X distributions
(with k) is required while using the L.D.T.T.F.
(see ref. 22). For the L.Z.-T.I. systems, large
Improvements in the values of I 	 are obtained
g 1e(soot ref. 17) with almost negli 	 offsets on
the values of %mac (As compared with the T.Y.
alone control x"tom).
The working forms of the above tr=ofer functions
are simplified to the following forms for purposes
of subsequent applicationst-
For the D.T.T.F. matrix (T] is given by
]T] -






where wit is a reference frequency, normally chosen
as the open-loop flutter frequency. For the








O	 (RT,1 AT # V1T,2 AT,2)
{	 (20)
• i 4.	 2.8
where
w)2	 (21)R	 (ij . (iw + 2ZjwA J (iw) + (w,nJ)
It :an be seen that both transfer functions in-
clude parameters which can only be determined in
connection with the system considered, The
t.D.T.T.F. has more parameters for determination
and has skirt potential regarding possible changes
in the responses 0 the system. It is generally
-meidrted to to ireferabie to the D.T.T.F. On
the other hand, the D.T.T.F. has less such para-
meters and, thetrfore, their values are such easier
to determine.
An&lytical Appli.at ions of the Relaxed
Energy Approach
An optimization procedure was developed(22) for
the determination of the various free parameters
(that exist in the above transfer functions) so as
to minimize control surface response to continuous
gust inputs over a wide range of flight conditions.
Most applications relate to T.E. alone control eye-
tons in an attempt to determine their effectiveness
for flutter suppression. Extended type control
laws (driven by the elastic responses of the system)
were exclusively employed in all applications.
The first application of the above optimization
procedure using the newly defined transfer func-
tions was made to a violent wing flutter case of a
drone aircraft ( 29) selected by the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration for flight re-
search programs aimed at validating active control
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system Concepts. A plan view drawing o: the
flight vehicle-research wing combinationshown
in Fig. 20. Guided by previous results (A43 , the
T.R. control surface was placed As near to the tip
of each wing as was structurally possible (Fig. 21).
A,l1 the aorodynanic forces were computed using un-
steady lifting surface doublet lattice method.
The design objective of the flutter suppression
system was to provide a 20% increase I-% flutter
speed (to be demonstrated in flight) above that of
the basic wing. Although detailed results re-
garding this case appear in ref. 22. preference
will be given here to the tesults appearing in ref.
23 since they include comparisons with results ob-
tained using classical control system synthesis.
Table 1 presents at uummary of the calculated flut-
ter characteristics. It can be seen that both the
classical And the energy methods achieve the ob-
jective set for the flutter suppression system
(with somewhat higher flutter speed values using
the energy method). Figure 22 shows comparisons of
control surface rates and displacements. As can
be seen, the maximum values for the rates (and dis-
placements) using the energy method are around 20%
lower than those produced by the classical method.
In their discusetor of results the authors state
(23): "Two major differences result in the appli-
cation of these methods. The first difference is
In establishing the form, gains, and break
trequenries of the shaping filter. In the vlassi-
.al method, this process is a function of previous
experience :ouplsd with results of analysis fcr
the parti.uiar ayatem being studied and in general
cannot bi, extended to .other problems. In the
aerodyasmic energy method, on the other hand, at
fixed !.orm .! the shaping filttor is given with free
parameters available to fit this form to the dyna-
wic tharACteti#tics of the system being considered.
The se. • .md different-e is the moaner in which th.;
gust anal ysis is used. In the classical mettiod ttte
gust to used to evaluate rates and aefle , -tion# of
the control *vat on after preliminary design of the
shaping filter is complete. If the rate# or do-
floettons are beyond the capability of than control
system then an iterative process including changes
to the shaping filter and possibly the control sur-
face size is begun. This process is continued un-
til both the *:Ability and gust response require-
ments Ar.- met. In the energy method, the fixed
form of the shaping filter A'lows the gust to act
As A driver in establishing the free parameters
whi,:h in turn permits the minimisation of .onLrol
surface Activity while maintaining stability."
A second appiicrtio4 hits recently been madr to
the YF-17 flutter model(( )? with the object of sup-
pressing the external store flutter of three dif-
ferent stare configurations using a T.E. alone con-
trol surface. The geometrical description of the
active control system is shown in Fig. 23. Note
that the T.E. control surface spans only 7 per cont
of each wing. The description of the three con-
figurations is given in Table 2 and the result* of
the optimization procedure are given in Table 3.
These latter results relate to M-0 one v-93 m/a and
were obtained using a dynamic pressure QD which is
twice the value (determined arbitrarily in the ab-
sence of a definition of the desired flight enve-
lope) of the minimum flutter dynamic pressure, cor-
responding to configuration B. A L.D.T.T.F. was
employed and its free parameters wee determined
using configuration B. The resulting control law
was maintained fixed during Applications to
configurations A and C The significance of
thew results to threefold:
1) A single control law with fixed gains is em-
ployed for all configurations
2) Very large increases in flutter dynamic pres-
sures are obtained for All configurations
3) The effectivenesm of the activated control
system is maintained over the whole range of
flight conditions (thus providing yet another
confirmation regarding the potential of the
relaxed energy concept).
It may also be worth noting that although the
open loop configruation B is most criticai from
flutter considerations, the largest control surface
activity :orreaponds to configuration C. This
activity can be reduced by increasing the span of
the control surface (% 7%) employed in this appli-
,ation.
A single application of a I..E.-T.E. control sys-
tem has recently been made using the previously de-
scribed drone aircraft. (25)
 It is shown that the
L.E.-T.E. control system yields a closed loop sys-
tem with flutter speeds which are higher than those
of the T.E. alone system. In addition the activity
of each at the conrrol surfaces in the L.t.-T.t.
system is much lower than that corresponding to
the T.E. alone system. If, however, the performance
of the two s ystems is judged on the basis of the
maximum control surface activity (corresponding to
the desired 44% increase in the flutter dynamic
pressure) rather than on the maximum flutter speed,
And if we further require thet the periormance of a
system with two control surfaces be compared only
with systems having two control surfaces (in this
case a comparison between L.E.-T.E. and T.E.-T.E.
systems) one finds that the performance of the L.E.-
T.E. control system is comparable to the perfor-
swnce of the T.E. alone system, with slight advon-
teRe to the latter #yetem. Although this finding
may be of specific nature end need not necessarily
hold true for other applications, it to of impor-
tance ,;,, r it shows that a 1.E. ilone control sys-
kra kAn y ield results which compare favourably with
S L-E.-T.F:. :ontrrol system.
It is no t unintentional that we choose to close
the circle of applications by returning to the first
example which nerved ti, teat the potentials of the
aerodynamic energy method - that is the application
telating to the Boeing's supersonic transport. Com-
parison is now made between the results reported in
reference 2b, and which tormn ehase IT of the SST
technology follow-on progtam, and those obtairJ4¢)
through the use of the relaxed energy conceptSZZ/`
These results relate to the full span 1/20 scale
low-speed model of the Boeing 2707-300 supersonic
transport. Figure 24 shows the general configura-
tior. of the model. It car, be seen that two T.E.
control surfacers are available for activation. TA
application based on classical. control methods(2o/
attempted the activation of both control surfaces
whereas the application based on the energy approach
(27) attempted the activation of the outboard
aileron only (based on experience gainer: from pro-
vious applications(20)). These results, which were
obtained using lifting surface unsteady aerodynamics,
are presented in Fig. 25. As can be seen, the
energy method yeilds an incre- a in flutter speed
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of 33% uniag the 4utboerd aileron only (amd
L.D.T.T.F.) whereas the classical method yields art
increase in flutter speed of 11.32 only, using
both outboard and inboard silerome. Furtbetisers,
the energy method yields the following control sur-
face activity of the outboard aileron, at a speed
which is lb; above the insctivatad flutter speed
dRMS r 25.1 deg/*/*Is
dM - 0.33 dcplWx
These activities are not considered to be exces-
sive. It should be noted that flutter speed* could
further he increased bw specifying higher flight
dynamic pressures when using the gust optimisation
program.




The mutts+ r of this paper is unaware of my major
..arpsrativr studies between designs based on the
aerodynsmic energy method and those based on modern
control theory. Soso use has, however, hcon made
of the aero kivnamic energy control law (egis (lib),
0:)) sr drrived for the L.Z.-T.B. systev in the
original f:rmulation of the energy concept in con-
nvction wish int work which employed optimal con-
It i mrthoir'	 . The above control law wen ap-
llied(Z8) t,x a two dimensional subsonic strip, with
n;... i'.ire,. ' 44! t-1 dyneaiex included in the anal-
vsis. Tt .r,tlt^ yt,awed that the plunge and pitch
mou e` we re vtehllise d throughout the range of para-
Actrl	 iv. o tgatel whereas the leading -edge :on-
trvl m, d., eAA Unstable thrrughout this range 	 Such
A ,0451 +,.' t1 .an aricr it one considers the ront:ol
l.%we •t tut form given by eqn (3) to correspond to
t)r.. .,rteyen,: --ilections rather than to the actual
is .t^.ionr. It ahOuld therefore be stressed that
.,1.tr.^x sutixra dynanica should be compensated in
All apl • ti.Art,us employing the energy control laws
w es t.^tousr the transfer function matrix [T]
t, to atr between the structural oscillations and
thV a,t " ) ontrol surface deflections. It is
w, , t tt alrn , . t oning the results which correspond to
.he et.,avt wntioned two dimmnsionai strip as ob-
taitlrl through the use of optimal control theory
(2R?, It will b. • appropriate, however, to make a
hi iet fe at di. tt .r to the method used.
11.^ . 11rx1 optimal ., nLrol theory requires (29)
1t.. , •,+•t.;.ns of aw tion u l the system to be hr ush'
tt tLe following form
tit . [A] lxr + [B ]Jul	 (t2)
wl,rrr , Xr i-ptrrents the N state variables,
lAl ;.t order N x N) the plant (or system) matrix;
IN tof order N x m) the control distribution mat.-
t,x; end tu) (of order m:1 the control input
vector. Both the matricas (A] and IB] (eqn :.t)
ar constant for % given Mach number, gi g cn flight
velocity And given flight altitude. Optimal con-
trol theory requires the minimisation of the per-
formance index (PI), with equations (22) used so
vonstraints, where PI is given by
PI - f [IX [Q]tX) + 1,u [P]iu))dt	 (23)
and where (t1) is either positive definite or posi-
tive sesri,lefinito, and [P) is always required to
be positive definite. The problem now remains of
selecting the Weighting matrices IQ) and IF).
For the rintuisation of (u), IQ) is ebosen ae
IQ]-O. The resulting optimised control lw, whica




 terns are coastaots, causes all
the stable open-loop eigenvilues to resasim rachm4od
while the opatt-loop unstable sigaavaluas are re-
fleeted about the iW axis (that is, the sign of
the real part of the unstable roots is cavort").
This result (see also ref. 31) permits application
of the "pole placement" method for the deteraina-
tion of the matrix IT). Application of the above
optimal control method was made to the two diam-
at% strip example using a T.E. only control eye-
tem	 The stabilized clooed-loop system was found
to become unstable balow the open loop flutter
speed, thus showing the importance of the sensiti-
vity of the activated system to off-design condi-
tions. The &Love system with two control surfaces
was eventually stabilised by reflecting the un-
stable flutter eigenvalue about a line parallel to
the iW axis and crossing the real axis of the
root locus pint at a value of S radsisec. Such a
reflection is arbitrary and is not, in itself, a
result of application of optimal control considera-
tions. It cat 4
 thus be mean that off-design conside-
rations forces the designet to compromise for a
suboptimal system. The "rodynomtic energy concept
introduces those compromises in a conhistent man-
ner whereas ether methods deal with this problem in
an ad tat arbitrary fashion
An additional point which is worth noting relatvs
to the inclusion of the actuator dynamics in the
plan4j,j Mlions (22). It is felt that such inclu-
sion ((
	is limiting rirce parameters relating
to control surface dyapaai :* can be changed if nece-
ssary so as to reduce control surface activity.
The exclusion of control surface dynamics from the
energy synthruis considerations should therefore
be viewed as promoting efficiency rather than as
a limitation. The fo -m of the various R's (eqn
118)) associated with the L.D.T.T.F. have the form
of sn actuator transfer function. It in therefore
possible to vi.w the values of the optimised R's
an representing the desired actuator dynamics.
These lattet values clearly indicate the changes
that need to be lntrootced into tl.e existing actua-
tor.
As a litt ++ l irmetk, It to interesting to note
that the determination of the control law using the
energy concept wets none tit the difficulties which
characterize the optimal control approach such as
probl"s associated with serodyt ,amic modeling,
state augmentation and even * wally, the state vector
Identification for purposes of implementation of
the control law. The use of the continuous gust
program for the stinimization of the control surface
activity using the energy method presents absolutely
no aerodynamic modeling or state augmentation pro-
blame. Similarly, the relationship between the con-
trol surface deflection and the response of the
wing at a specified location (see eqn (12) as an
example) presents no need for state vector identi ­
fication (this is similar to the 1.L.A.F, concept
developed in referen,!e 8).
Concludlas Remarks
The paper presents the current state -of-the-art
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of tke narodynasic energy cosoept. Raw if the
applin:ations relating to the reLarid emorgy motkod
have not yet Use* published. It isfelt that the
relaxed omergy method. coupled with tke gust roe-
pen" opttmixatiom procedure yields effective con-
trol system for the suppression of flutter. These
systems; may consist of either L.S.-T.R. of T.R.
alsae control surfaces. These activated systems
stay slao b* used for rmt load alleviation aaod
ride control ( if appropriately located) ss shown in
ono of the early applications. Thera remiss to
extend the method to the supersonic flight regime
and to test the possible advsaotates of deriving
control laws based on the system s generalized mat-
rices (somewhat sloag the lines of ref. ( 31) using
the relaxed energy spproaeh) rather than an the
wooralixsd tuo-diseasional strip model.
Further substantiation of results is needed
using both wind tunnel models and flight test pro-
grass before attempting to incorporate some flut-
ter suppression systems in either existing or
future aircraft.
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s	 kPa rad/s kPa rad/s de /s/m/s a /m/s de /s/m/s de /m/s de /s/w/s d	 /m,
A 3.64 80 8.91 10 83 2.39	 72 2.23 65 2.10
j	 R 11.63 43 8.95 10 I61 4.11	 87 2.S3 68 2.17
s.9s 37
!	 t' !	 4.31 65 8.52 (	 10 156 N 3.15	 121 2.69 104 2.49




















































Fig. 1. )*in end Lkax vs 1/k. Wing strip with no control surfaces.
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Fig. 2. twin and ^. vs 1/k for various values of C22• Wing strip with T.E. control
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Fit. 3. )"in and
	 vs l/k for various values Of C22. Wing strip with L.E.-T.E. controls








Fig. 4. lstin va 1/k at various Hach n,mbers.
Wing strip with L.E.
-
T.E. controls







Fig.	 5. Amin ,ra IN for	 + `uus values of
w/wr- Wing strip with L.E.-T.E.
controls using egns (llb), (12).
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Fig. 7. Root locus plot comparing the un-
modified airplane with modified
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Fig. 8. Experimental wing for flutter sup-
pression shown mounted in the
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Fig. 6. Effectiveness of L.E.-T.E. system
as flutter suppressor for SST
	
F1.&. 9. Plan view of Arava STOL Transport.
type wing with engines.
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Fig. 10. Plan view of Westwind ltuainess
jet transport.
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Fig. 11. Strip allocations along wing and
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Fig. 12. Variation with time of wing rout
bending moment. Westwind trans-
port with activated L.F..-T.E. eye-
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Fig. 13. Variation with time of wing root
bending moment. Westwind tr+tna-
part with activated L.S.-T.6. nys-









Fig. 1-#. Variation with time of wing root
bending moment. Westwind trans-
port with activated L.S.-T.E. sys-
tem at strip 4 and with Amax-O.%
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Fig. 15. Variation with time of linear
acceleration at ventet of gravity.
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Fig. 20. Flan view of drone zesearch vehicle
(linear dimensions are in meters).
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Fig. 24. General configuration of the SST
model.
Fig. 11. Geometrical description of active
control system for the drone vehicle.
Fig. 22. Comparisons of control surface rates
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ACTIVE EXTERNAL STORE FLUTTER SUPPRESSION
IN THE MODIFIED YF-17 FLUTTER MODEL
by
E. Nissim* and I. Lottati**
Department of Aeronautical Engineering,








The investigation reported in this work relates to the
supl , rey :.ion of externa l store flutter in the YF-17 flutter modcI.
Configuratieni B was specified for the above purpose with the
ob,jeetive of enabling the activated model to be tested in a wind
tunnel at Mach number M - 0.8 and at dynamic pressures up to b9t.
above open loop flutter dynamic pressure. A schematic plan view of
the model is shown in Fig. 1. Two control surfaces are available
for activation: A leading--o lge (L.E.) oontrol and a trail It% crdgt
kT.E.) control. Control laws are defined in an attempt to meet
the above mentioned objectives. No attempt is made, howevor, to
f,tt into the details associated with the mechanizatiun of the --11-
trtol laws obtained.
Mat hemat 1,!31 Mode 
The dynamic characteristics of the model were supplied I)v NASA.
They inc= luded generalized mas.;es, natural frequencies and mode
shapes for 10 symmetric structural modes in addition to two rigid
body nu ►des. The general!-^ Ot'. aerodynamic: f.,rees were c'omputrd using
the Doublet-Lat t I ce method with 126 boxes can each wing :+ltd 32 boxes,
on each half horizontal tail.
The formulation of the equations of motion and synthesis tech-
niques (1) are based on the relaxed aerodynamic energy approach(.
Tl.., gen, t:al form of the control law employed was established in
fief. (L) and is given by the following expressions
► 	 7	 } -4
	
4	 hl - hr
1
	 b	 (la)
.f	 i . be 1
	 1`. r:.	 4
	
2.8	 a 1 - `" r
.
.:fret t• c iii,i r are t lie de I let t ,,us o f the L. E. and T. H. oont rol
•:,.rfAt•es.	 tivel;', an.i where tit, .el denote the transldtion and
t.et-it ittlt yet tht' 30 per cent chord point at the control surface 7li.i
.,ran :;ecl t oti respectively (:tee F I g. 0. The paratltt-t ers h t. and '., t
t !.• i i ,' ,Icit tt e the trans:last i oti .ttl,i i .,tat ion ut a rt fel e'n a Taft!•..
the cotltvr ltov t o, tht ttiselage acid It dvnott'>: tht' :,ml
a t the control ;+ttrt.t. t• wi,t s tt.lil sec t iou.	 'rljtt W, .tl v
wi, by i its . t. I tow in& expi vt i loll:;
s • +	 14;n 
I 
is +	 n	 +	 11,.,
,.r re s	 :.^ att,t wt y t re w eel>1 0 — i : t 	 ttu^ f , t tttlent.y tat osei I tat ion.
11 it t palrxr, , t te r;; .l i ,
 Iit x`11	 afro A l po , i t ..e ati,i their vaities de-i
S t ililltit'ti '.t1 ,11^ etlet tlni'"atioll 11 170r ..Im i7.1At'd , rtt tilt° t;,ttit response of the
u + ,it' l	 ;set	 w' 11t?'	 the Ilk'Lht ia +
l
''	 tit i .
t	
^ !',	 j' •t y t^'rt (- is 111 1	 f I) will
• 1:. +t''	 cd bi	 t ither L. E, elf	 1.. t'.	 it t`ri' ..	 it-terviw, to either
t','kltloi	 law ttaillsit	 11,.'1 Ceti • e	 It	 1 % ',I ivt' l.'.
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Presentation and Discussion of Results
The root locus plot for the open loop system, with the dynamic
pressure QD acting as a parameter, is shown in Fig. 2. As can be
seen the value of the dynamic pressure at flutter (Q DF) is equal to
QD F - 84 psf. with frequency w - 36.6 rad/s. Activation of the T.E.
alone yielded only marginal results, indicating the need to relocate
the control surface (see also Ref. 3). The L.E. alone yielded better
results but since these results originate from changes in the responses
associated with the energy eigenvectors and not from changes in the
energy eigenvalues (as required by the relaxed energy approach), the
work based on a L.E. alone system was not Pursued. Hence, the work
to be reported herein will relate to a combined L.E. - T.E. system
(at M - 0.8).
The control laws derived from the energy approach neglected the
effectis of control surface mass unbalance in an attempt to obtain
generalized results. An activated system with mass-b want-L-d control
surfaces was therefore tested first. The synthesis technique yielded
the following control law by specifying that the modal should fly at
a maximum dynamic pressure (Q D	) of 143 psf., and by attempting to
max
minimize the control surface rates of the system:-
1.62 s	 +	 15. s2
'E'	
s 2 +2x1x4xs+(41 2 	s2 +2X 0. 5 X 57 x s + (57)2
4.07 s2
	 (2)
' E. - s 2 + 2 x 1 x 41.5 x s+ (41.5) 2
with (g - 0. , structural damping)
-4-
16.04 deg, /s/ft/s
firms = 0.31 de ./ft/s
firms = 15.21 deg/s/ft/s
6rms = 0.29 deg/ft/s
The optimization was constrained to yield control surfaces
with nearly equal values of control rates. The closed loop root
locus plot for the above activated system is shown in Fig. 3. As
can be seen, flutter has completely been suppressed up to a dynamic
pressure of 200 psf (maximum value used in plotting all the root locus
plots to be presented herein).
The introduction of control surface mass unbalance has modified
the root-locus plot (Fig. 4) to such an extent that instabilities
cover most of the flight dynamic pressures. A careful examination
of the variation of R with frequency (Fig. 5) and its effects on the
flutter speed has shown that the aerodynamic and inertial stability
effects are not compatible. The guat optimization program was con-
strained to yield maximum aerodynamic damping around the flutter
frequency only while minimizing the control activity at higher
frequencies. This approach yields the following values for the control
law parameters:
1.88 s2
s 2 + 2 x 0.16 x 39.1 x s + (39.1)
(3)
1.26 s2
RL ' E ' R s2 +  2% 0.29 x 38.8 x s+ (38.8) 2












The root locus plot associated with the above control system is
..h)wu in Fig. 6. As can be seen, except for a small region of in-
atability at very low values of Q D (which is counteracted by normal
structural clamping) no flutter exists up to QO - 200 psf. The above
.:ontrol law will be referred to as control kw 1. The variation of
tha control surfaces activity with Q  is shown in Fig. 7 and a sensi-
tivity vari.itiort of the T.F. control rate activity (as an example) with
the control parameters is shown in Fig. 8. Cancellation of the pars-
!ester C21- -1.86 (eq. la ) simplifies the control law and shows no ef-
fect on stability (figures not included).
A second alternative control law (to be referred to as control
law II) was attempted by trying to match the flutter and inertial
stability requirements at the various regions of frequency. This was
done by using the synthesis I-vchnique (i) in the presence of a filter
l 
300 ) 
which multiplies the transfer functions shown in Eq: (la).
s + 300
The results for the control parameters are given by
1;. E. _	
...^	 ^ s2	 2





s+ 2 x 0.5 x 41.5 x s+ (41.5)2
with (g = 0 , structural damping)
-b-
	
bras - 21.38	 deg/s/ft/s
firms .
	
- 51	 deg/f t/s
6
	
reds - 19.35	 deg/s/ft/s
8rw 6%	 .52	 deg/ft/s
The, closed loop root locus plot is shown in Fig. 9. As can be
seen, there is no flutter up to QD - 200 psf. The variation of the
control surface activities with Q  is shown, for control law 11, in
Fig. 10. A sensitivity variation of the T.E. control rate (as an
example) with the control parameters is shown in Fig. 11. The can-
cellation of C21 - - 1.86 introduces in this case a flutter instability,
at Q  = 145 psf (see Fig. 12). Therefore C21 - - 1.86 has to be
retained. This implies that the acceleration signals have to be
i




tested in the region of 0.1 < e < 1. and no visible effects could
be detected on the root locus plots (figures not included).
The block dia;rams for the above two control laws are presented
in Figs. 13, 14.
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by
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The investigation reported in this -.urk relates to the suppression of
external store flutter in the YF-17 flutter mudel. Configuration B was
specified for the above purpose with the objective of enabling the activated
model to he tested in a wind tunnel at Mach number M! a 0.8 and at dynamic
pressures tip to b IA above the open loop flutter dynamic pressure. Two control
laws were derived at an earlier stage of this work', and were shtwn to yield
the desired flutter suppression capability through the activation of a
combined leading-edge (L.F.) - Trailing-edge (r.l:.) control system.
The mechanizattot. ,f one of the derived control laws was carried out by
Northrop and subsequently, the flutter stability augmented Y1-17 model was
tested in the Langley 16 ft transonic dynamic tunnel. The test results,
its reported to the authors of the present work, showed no correlation with
the analysis and the tunnel tests were discontinued at a dynamic pressure;
Hhich was below tine open loop flutter dynamic pressure.
Me object of the present pager is to present it Grit ;cal review of the
.tnalvsis versus the test results and to indicate thc ^,onir.cs of the
discrepancies ol h tained. for convenience, some of the major rc• ,,Ilt reported
in Reference 1 will be presented herein once ag:tin.
- 4 -
ANAI YTI('AI. RESULT'S' - INITIAL MUDEL
Background
The analytical results reported in Ref. I were based on a dynamic model
stapp1ied by NASA. It included generalized masses, natural fregUenciL's and
mode shalx-s for 10 sytsmetric structural modes and two rigid body modes. The
generalized :aerodynamic forces were computed using the Ikaublet-Lattice method
with 1.6 boxes on each wing and 32 boxes on each half horizontal tail. 'The
box allocation ►.as identical to the one appearing in thL Northrop report
:.dplied to the authors of this paper.
The general form of the control laws is ;riven by the flllowing expression
t; 	 u 0	 RL.E.
a	 t
d	 0 C„	 0





where h and b are the deflections of the I F. and T.E. control ^urt:aCCI',
respectively, and where h l , ail denote the translation and rotation of
the 30 percent chord point at the control surface mid-span section, respectively
(see Fig. 1). The parameters h r and 
a 	
similarly denote the translation
and rotation of a re+'ercnct puint located along the center line of the
fuselage and b denotes the semi-chord length at t he cont ro l surface mid
span section.	 The R's repro ent transfer t,uact ions which are dt-j^endent
.111	 S where S = iu' .
en Loo Results:
The root locus plot for the open loop system, with the dynamic pressure
c ID acting as a parameter, is shown in Fig. 1. As can be seen, the value
of the dynamic pressure at flutter (QD) to equal to QDF = 84 P 1!', with
frequency w = 3o.b rad/s.
Closcd Loop Results:
,activation of the T.E. alone yielded only marginal ini)rovements in
?^ 'I	 indicating the need to relocate the control surface (se v also kefs. 2,3).
lie L.L. alone yielded better results but since these results originated
. . gym changes in responses associated with the energ y eigenvecturs and not from
changes in the energy eigenvalues (as required by the energy approach), the
work based on a L.E. alone system was not persued. Hence, the work reported
herein relates to a combined L.F.-T.F. system (at M = 0.8).
1'wo closed loon L.L.-T.L. control laws were derived and presented in
Ref. 1. They are presented once again in the following for sake of completeness.
C, ' itt ro 1 Law 1;
In this contro; law C.,, = U and the R's appearing in Lq. (P are
given by
1.88 S`
RT . t:.	 S' + 2 - 0. It) x 39. 1 - S + (39. 1)
(2)
1.26 :i`
S`+ 2x o.29 x 38.8 x tit (38.8)
3
._
The root lv :us blot as-;ociated %. ith the above: contro l system is
: ! ►own in Fig. 3, (assuming :cro structural damping, ;, _ 0) .	 As can be
open, except for a small regi on of instability at very low values of
QI1 (,dtich is counteracted by normal structural datapinc * ), no flutter
exists up to (41) = 200 psf. Tile maximum control activity (at Q1) a 143 psf,
corrc ,ending to tho hilthest specified Q 1 ► 1 is given by (for g=ol
rms
a 14.Rb dei;ls/ft/^
6 M a 0.44 deg/ft/s





'the %ariation of tilt, cont r, i a.tivit. with Q1) for various valoe,,
,f	 is shown in Fig. 4. 	 the l,lo.	 di; ► ,;,. ►m for the control system
asst c iat. , d with control law I i -^ -hown in I i
At this stage it may be ohs. • r ^ e,l that thc	 k' .	 1,re ,•r,t("I ,a I,l. (.
r.; , resent transfer f tine tion: of second .^.dt,r '.^-.t('111	 Since a.t, ►ators
often have th, form of third order -.Ystem	 it wa y decided to in rt lase the
order "i the k's	 to yield thrc,: pole ,;,	 th.tt oorrc ► 1 a, tuators n, r
ht.- compensated thrOUgh the newt ) dorived c ntrol law.	 lhi .; point will




	 This control law was derived by using the synthesis technique' in
the presence of a filter 300/(5+340) which multiplies the transfer
functions shown in Eq.(1). ,he above value of 340 was determined following
a parametric study in conjunction with the synthesis tktchnique mentioned







	 SS + 2 x 0.5 x 41.5 x S+  (41.5)`
with C 22 - -1.86 and g - 0.
The closed loop root locus plot (with g - 0) is Shown in Fig. 6. A!,
, , n be seen, there is no flutter up to Q t) - 200 psf. 'Lie maximum control
activity (for K - 0) is given at qD - 143 psf by the following valt,es-
SMg - 21.38 dc,?/s/ft/s
arms = 0.51 dog/ft/s
rms - 19.35 deb/s /ft/s
arms - 
0.52 deg/ft/s .
The variation of the control activity with Q, ) for various values of





leads to flutter at QD = 145 psf), this implies that acceleration signals
have to be integrated. Integrations of the form 1/(S+t) and 1 /(S+t)2
had been tested in the region of 0.1 < E < 1 and no visible effects
could be detected on the root locus plots.
The block diagram for the :shove control law is presented in Fi t.. K.
The transfer functions representing third ord er •-ystems can clearly b.•
seen in Fig. 6. Furthermore, a third order actuator can readily be
ctympensated. This can be illustrated for the T.L. control surface having
:in actuator transfer function 'r(S) of the form
F
T(S), wn
(S^ 21	 xS +w  
n 
j(S +dj
Me following compensation procedure (see Fig. 9)
_	 NO






 'I( Is)(S+300)(S +2x0.43x57.4*S+157.4)`') *til116L
can be seen to yield the same effecti%e control law.
Summary of Analysis:
Two control laws were derived. Control Law 1, suitable for second






CONTROL SYSTEM MECHANIZATION FOR WIND TUNNEL TESTING
Control law II was chosen for the mechanization performed by Northrop.
Fig. 9 represents the block diagram of the L .E.-T.E. control system. The
Lontrol surface actuator transfer functions are denoted byGS,L.E. and
G
S,'r E. and are defined by the following expressions:
(S+24 VS + 260
S. L. 






S+ 	 124 S + 1385+ 19 OA4
 N—A	 191044	 X
-rmcse 004OSSS/vAu w6RE SaPPAISO M rt
G® Nrkok A.A pvs t ANO t wfRE DE reIR N/NEp AND
As can be seen, the above actuator transfer
5 + 44 05 + 98 590
98–," 6
IR ?saArr AurMPR s Aem, AFreg
PAESOJrSO AT NASA$,
functions include some
built in filters which were introduced by Northrop. As a result, the
effective expressions for the transfer functions in the mechanized system
are given by
(





	 S+ 28S + 2045 + 28 900 ( S ` + 6165 + 19 3,600
^ 8 X
	




,EFF. a S" + 440b+ 98,596	 T(S)T.1:.
C 99,596 )
where T(5)L.E., T(S).r.E. denote the desired transfer functions.
(6)
e
8As can be seen, the effective control law had been varied by a
considerable factor representing an additional transfer function. As
a result
-
, the mechanised control law represents a different control law
than the original control law II. Furthermore, the integration in
Fig;. 10 was performed by 1/(S+S) (instead of 1/(S+c), with ©.l c c c 1)
without checking its possible affects. It Is alto tacitly assumed that
proper account had been taken of the accelerometers and actuators'
sensitivities (does not appear in the block diagram in Fig. 9). It i-.
further assumed that the changes between the assumed accelerometer
locations and the actual locations are too small to have any significant
affects on the gains of control law II.
At this stage, the authors of this paper decided to rederive the
control law, in the presence of GS,I.f. , GS,T.E. and some additional
filters used by Northrop (denoted by II(S)). The results of this 1"; ter
analysis are presented in Appendix 1, and are lea ;ed on an updated dynamic
model and a refined calculation of the aerodynamic force.. This latter
model was supplied by Northrop, through NASA. It arrived too late to
fie included in the derivation of control laws I and 1I.
Unfortunately, the results appearing in Appendix 1 arrived Northrop
at to late a stage to be incorporated into the tunnel motel. Consequently,
the tunnel tests were performed using the 
T(S)L,E.,EFF and T(S)•I.E.$LFF
(see Eq.(6)), which are different from 1(S) L E. and T(S)T E. of control
law Ii (based on an older mathematical model).
. q .
MIND TUNNEL Tur RESULTS
The wind tunnel test results as reported to the authors of this
paper, reveal the following picture:
"Because of high frequency problems associated with the control law,
and a lack of knowledge concerning this law, testing could not be continued
above a dynamic pressure of 70 psf. This was a condition below passive
flutter (qp n 75 psf). Attachments 1, 2, and 3 are included to assist in
describing the problems encountered in the tunnel. The first attachment
presents zero airspeed transfer functions for the control law using either
the leading or trailing edge surface as input. As can he seen, the gains
are quite high across the frequency range. This is particularly true for
the 'r.E. . surface. Attachment 2 presents peak hold data taken during the
test, while attachment 3 provides model response data at the various test
points.
Initial tests indicted significant wing respunsc near 3u hZ. Response
data for test point 419 with the expanded time scale illustrates the problem
which is particularly noticeable in the wing bending response. for test
point 414, the control law was turned off while . t Northrop leading edge law
was activated. This also shows the significant frequency content of the
command signals.
Since there was no one available at the test who could offer guidance
in modifying the control law, ... , 30 HZ notch filters were incorporated
into the control law. With this change, test point 475 still shows some
high frequency content and signifit-ant L.E. command5. As a result, the
- 10 -
global gain was reduced 251. WhUs increasing dynamic pressure from 65
to 70 psf, a divergent oscillation was encountered and the control law
was deactivated. The frequency of the divergent oscillation was about
14 UZ. Further modifications to the control law were not attempted.
All high frequency modifications affect the performance of the overall
control law and without ,guidance it was not practical to compensate for
these changes in the flutter frequency range."
Part of the attachment 3, relating to test point 419, is presented
herein as Fig. 10.
ANALYSIS OF WIND-TUNNEL. TEST RESULTS
It was found impossible even to attempt any correlation between
analysis and t--,t results, since the control laws used in each case were
widely different. The changes introduced in control law II (see Eq.(6))
include high frequency transfer functions which, as noted in the previous
section, "affect the performance of the overall control law." Consequeatly,
it was decided to analyze the control law, as mechanized by Northrop, and
compare the analytical results with those obtained during the wind-tunnel
tests.
The new :analysis reported herein, is based on the updated mathematical
model and the refined aerodynamic coefficients. Since the wind tunnel
problems :eportvtt above relate to high frequency regions, no attempts are
- 11 -
made to investigate the possible effects of the 1/(s+S) integration.
The effective control law tested in the Kind ttxmol is given by the
following expressions













where QL.E. and QT.L. are thy- transfer functions transforming the
original control law 11 into the mechanized control law 11, and where
RL.E. and RT.E are defined in 4.(3). Using Eq.(6) the following
relations can be written
( 24
S + 24 VS + 200
r
 6
QL. E. ( 




QT. E. (5)	 S 4 440S+ 98,S96
9 ,596	 )
The control law defined in Egs.(3), (7), (8), will be refered to





The root locus plot for the closed loop syxom is shorn in Fig. 11
(with g a 0). Similarly, for comparison purposes, the closed loop root
locus plot for the original control law II, but with the updated dynamical
model and aerodynamics, is shown in rig. 12. As can be seen, the changes
in the mathematical model degrade the root locus plot for the original
control law 11 (Fig. 12). For g a 0 flutter occurs at Q W a 128 psf,
whereas for g a 0.015, flutter occurs at Q lW a 152 psf. In addition,
there is a lower frequency flutter branch yielding Q F a 143 psf (g a 0)
with wF - 16 red/s, and a high frequency negative damping mode at around
w a 270 rad/s. This latter high frequency mode becomes stable for values
of g ^i 0.015. It can be concluded that the updating of the mathematical
made), especially the changes introduced in the control surface aerodynamic
coefficients, degrades the closed loop performance of control law II (see
for comparison Fig. 6) to the extent which warrants its modification.
'rhe root locus plot for the Northrop modified control law 11 (Fig. 11)
shows flutter at QDF a 68 psf (g n 0) or QDF c 82 psf with g - 0.015.
The flutter frequency lies around 11U-115 rad/s. In addition, some high
frequency modes show low damping when compared to the j - 0.015 line
shown in Fig. 11.	 Hence, there is no wonder that the wind tunnel tests
could not proceed beyond Q  = 70 psf. Furthermore, at Q  - 60 psf
(relating to TP 419, see also Fig. 10) low damping modes can he observed
at w a 160 rad/s and around w - 260 rad/s, thus explaining the high .
frequency content of the responses of the system and of the control signals.
An example of PSI) representation for control surface deflections, using
the Northrop modified control law It, is shown in Figs. 13, 14 (with values
3
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of g as dofined by ground resonance tests (GRT)) . Fig. 13 shows the
PSD roprss*ntation for $out and lout (at Qp * 60 psf) and Fig. 14
shows a similar representation for 
din and din (also at Qp n 60 psf).
The" latter figures were computed for comparison purposes with the test
recordings, shown in Fig. 10.
Three main points emerge from the above coWarison: First -- lxwtli
Figs. 10, 13, show correlation with respect to the low frequency content
(around 15-17 HZ) of the lout signal, and with respect to the lack of
any significant high frequency signal. Second -- both Figs. 10, 14 show
that Bin has the large-t hign frequency content (around 40-5U HZ).
Third -- 0Vut in both Figs. 10, 14 show lower amplitudes in the high
frer,..ency content of the signal. The superposition of two signals with
frequencies of u rder 15 and 40 H" can be seen in both figures,
The analytical simulation of the wind tunnel test results relating to
the 34 HZ notch filter was found impossible since no data regarding they
notch filter was supplied to the authors of this work.
The control surface activity, with values of g as determined by
GRT of the model, at various values of Q 0 , are shown in Fig. 15 for the
Northrop modified control law I1. The control activities can be seen to
be much larger than those relating to the original control law II (by a factor




The control law, as mechanized by Northrop and tested in the wind
tunnel, bears no analytical resemblance to the original control law II.
The main deviation lies in the form of the effective control law used,
which does not compensate for the actuator transfer functions (part of them
could have easily been compensated). A second, smaller deviation, originates
from the fact that control law II was derived using the older mathematical
motel (the updated model was sent too late to be included in the original
analysis). The control surface aerodynamic derivatives in the updated
model were computed by Northrop using a more rational box allocation over
the control surfaces than in the older model (both computations used the
Doublet Lattice method).
The analytical simulation of the flutter suppression performance of
the YF-17 model (using control law II, as mechanized by Northrop) shows good
correlation with the wind tunnel tests both with respect to flutter dynamic
pressure and to the response characteristics of the model.
- 15 -
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APPENDIX 1: OPTIMIZATION OF A CON'T1L LAW IN THE PRESENCE OF
TRANSFER FUNCTIONS REPRESL'NTING ACTUATORS AND FILTERS.
The control law for the Yr-17 flutter model has been recomputed using
the following data:
(a) 11,3 new mode shapes and dynamic data and the new aerodynamic
coefficients.
(h) The new sensor locations (at W.S. 51.45 instead of W.S. 44.85
previously used).
(c) Incorporation of the following filters for both the L.E. and
T.E. control surfaces, following a specific request.
n(s)S2 + 21S + 2( 131 2 	 S2 + 5^ 52. 6 2	 (2^ 64) 2
S +^ (213) 1 S^4S + (552	 S + !64S + (26
(d) Incorporation of the following actuator transfer functions taken
from Northrop's papers attached to the above* mentioned letter:
G„	 S+ 260	 124	 (138) 2	 0	 (314 2a,T,C. ^ S+ 124 -- 7 +^385a (138)"	 4405+ (314)
G	 = S + 14	 S+ 260 - 28	 94	 X170) `	 (440) 2S,L.E.	 24	 260	 S+ 28 	 S + 94	 SSA 2045 + (170) 2 S} 616S + (440)'
The results presented earlier l employ an eider set of dynamic data and
were computed using the doublet lattice box distribution used by Northrop
at an earlier stage of the work. None of the filters ll(S) and G(S) were
3
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then used, although G(S) could have partially boon accounted for by a
simple transfer function compensation.
Nu attempt was made to rederive the previous control laws, using the
new information included in the above paragraphs (a) and (b). Instead, the
recomputation includes all the new elements mentioned in the above
paragraphs (a) through (d).
Before presenting the now results it should be stressed that the
constraints imposed by having to u§e the filters denoted by H(S) anu the
form of G(S) which appear to include compensation filters, do not seem
to he justified. These filters represent an integral part of the control
law developed by Northrop and they were required for stabilization of their
resulting closed loop system. It is difficult to see the need for their
introduction herein since if it is assumed that the mathematical representation
is satisfactory, why is it not possible to rely on the control laws previously
derived, which stabilize the closed loop system and have to resort to the
statement that "based on previous testing experience, Northrop has found it
necessary to insert filters in all the feedback signals to prevent system
instability?"	 If, on the other hand, the mathematical mndel is not
satisfactory, then there is no value to the present results and there is
very little trust one can put in them.
As already mentioned, the above constraints were adopted in the new
computations (some of these constraints we-e eventually compensated by
the introduction of appropriate transfer functions in the control laws).
It was found possible to stabilize the system by using different
control laws which yielded reasonably high 'utter margins. The chosen
3
control law gives the smallest flutter margin but shows the best behaviour
at lower values of dynamic pressure and at lower values of structural
damping (g). The results include a root locus computer run which includes
the values of g defined during GRT of the model. To cut down labour,
the results are brought to the form used by Northrop (degrees per g) and
their sign convention is used (in this Appendix only).
Finally, before presenting the results, attention should be drawn to
the fact that the control law rrquires that a free flying model (that is,
having plunge and pitch degrees of freedom) should be fitted with reference
accelerometers located along the center line of the fuselage. or near it





RESULTS - YF 17
Sensor Location Units and Sign Convention:
Four accelerometers are used, a l , a2, a
rl , ar2' The accelereometers
a l ,a `
 are located at W.S. 51.45, F.S. 145 . 18 (25% C) and F.S. 158.00
(76%C) respectively. The accelerometers a rl and ar2 are located along
the fuselage centerline, at F.S. 131.85 and F.S. 165 . 5 respectively.
The accelerations are positive downwards and the units are assumed to be
given in "g" units. The deflection of the control surfaces is given in
degrees with positive rotations obtained by deflecting the T.1 1 . control
downwards (ST.U. ) and the L.E. control upwards (SL.E.)
"uggested Control Law:
The suggested control law involves the activation of a combined
L.L.-T.E. system. The block diagram for the activation of the L.E.-T.E.
,-ontrol is shown in Fig. A.1 and the expressions for the different transfer
functions are given in Table 1.
Flutter Resuts:
Figure A.2 shows a root locus plot using the above control laws with
zero structural damping. Fig. A.3 shows a similar root locus plot using
the values of structural damping as measure: by Northrop. The parameter
of variation in the root locus plc.*- i^ the dynamic pressure Q. The spacing
between adjacent points along each branch represents a change in Q of
10 psf. The plots were obtained by varying Q between 0 and 200 psf.
-2p-
It can be seen that the flutter dynamic pressure is around 158 psf when
structural damping is present and 147 psf with zero structural damping.
Figs. A.4-A.7 show the variations of the activities of both L.E. and
T.E. control surfaces (due to unit RMS gust input with dynamic pressure
Q. It can be seen that both the deflections and the rates are relatively
small. Structural damping (Northrop's measurement) was assumed to be




TABLE I. EXPRE .S.SIONS FOR THE VARIOUS TRANSFER FUNCTIONS USED IN
ACTIVATING THE 3UMESTED L.E.-T.E. SY$TfB ►1
M(s) = s_^ 21S+  (213)'2 0 s 2 + (552.6) 2 	^26^1^^'




— --(138) 2	 314 2
	
GS,T. E. (S)	 — S+ 1242S +^ 138S + (138)	 s + 4405 + (314
_ 
S+ 260	 94	 S+ 24	 28	 (170) 2	 440 2
	
GS, L.E. (5)	 So	 97-9T —TT.— S+ 28
	
, 204S + ;170 • Ste+ 6165 + (440
T	 (S)	 R(S) S+ 124 • S 2 + 138s+ (138 2 . K .	 (S)T.E.	 124	 (138)1.E.
R(s) = S2 + 264S+260260	 S+60	 225	 (347.9)2
(264)`	 S+ 260	 60	 S + 227 s 2 + 492S + (347.9) 2
T	 (S) = R(5) • S + 94 . S + 28	 24	 S2 + 204S + (170) 2 • K	 (S)L.E.	 94	 28	 y+ 4	 (170)	 L.E.
'T. E. (S) = 3.09 -	 2	
[S2 + 43 2 35+ 	(94.3)2]
	
2[5 + 21.65+ (45) ] [S + 88.35 + (152.3) ]
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1. THE EWTIENS OF MDTION FOR FLUTTER MALYSIS WITH
MULTI—ACTIVE CONTROLS
A simplified method of formulation of the epiations of motion for
flutter analysis with any number of active control systems is presented
in this work. The suggested method combines computational economy and
programing simplicity with generality of formulation. It enables the
treatment of multi—active control systems with no limitations on the form
of the activated control laws. By way of introduction, two current
methods of analysis will first be described and their limitations will be
discussed. Following the presentation of these current methods, the new
proposed method will be presented and its special features will be
described.
The Equations of Motion
Let the n s equations
([M]s2 + I OV2 [A] + [ K ]) q	0	 {1)
represent the equations of motion of n s structural modes (including
rigid body modes) with n c activated controls where [M] represents the
mass matrix; [A], the complex aerodynamic matrix; [K], the stiffness
matrix; p, the density of the surrounding fluid; V, the velocity of the
fluid; and q , the response vector. All the matrices in equation (1)
are of size n s x (n s + nc ), that is, ns structural modes + nc
active controls. The response vector q can be expressed in terms of





Equation (1) can therefore be written as
(GMs Mc
]s2 +
	 V2 [As AcJ + [ Ks	 K^])	 qs	 0c
where subscript s denotes a structural quantity and c, a control.
quantity. Assuma now a control law of the forts
4,.	 [T]	 q 5	 (4)
where [T] is a n  x n  matrix representing the transfer functions of
the control law. Substitution of equation (4) into equation (3) yields
([M§] + [Mc][T])s2 + ^([As] + [Ac][T]) + [KS] + CKc][T]) 	 q g . 0
(3)
(5)
Typically, the elements of the aerodynamics matrices A s and Ac are
available as functions of the reduced frequency k and the Mach number M
whereas the transfer function matrix [T] is a function of the Laplace
variable s, normally expressed in terms of rational polynomials in s.
FLUTTER ANALYSIS BASED ON THE COMMON DENOMINATOR METHOD (CDM)
This method of analysis is described in ref. 1. It is based on
the representation of the matrix [T] by
[T] _ ^1 [ TN ]
	
(6)
where Q(s) is a scalar polynomial representing the common denominator of
all the T ij terms and where fTN ] is a matrix involving the resulting
numerators (as a function of s).
The variation with s of the aerodynamic matrix [A s	 A c ] can be
approximated by the following Pace representation
r
[A] a [Ao] +[A 1 ](b)s + [A2](V)2s2	 [A (2 +j) s	 (7)
,l = 1	 s +bv_ ^J
Y"L.e..	 Y
where all the matrix coefficients and the a 3 values are read and
constants and whero r normally varies between 1 < r < 4. Substitution of
equations (b) and (7) into equation (5) yields a rational matrix equation
in s. The common denominator of the equation of motion is given by the
scalar D(s) defined by
r
D(s)R(s) I.I. Ls + b ai ]	 (s)Jul
To solve the above rational equation of motion, it is multiplied by D(s)
where D(a) is assuaged to be of order s
(p-2) . 
Hence equation (5) which is
of order s 2 turns to be of order s p and assumes the form of a matrix
polynomial expression
([ Fo] + [F l ]s + [F2 ]s 2 + ..... + [F p ]s p) q 	 = U
where the matrix coefficients [F i ] are functions of M, V, and dynamic
pressure q n(• ypV2 ). Equation (9) can be reduced to the following
kanonical form for eigenvalue solution
s x	 - [U] x
where [U] is of size (p x n s ) x (p x n s ) defined by
[-Fp1Fp_ 1 ]	 [-IFp 1 F p-2 ] ... [-F p1 F 1 ]	 [-Fp1Fo]
[ U] _	 [ I]	 0	
U	 0
0	 [I]	 U	 U
0	 0	 ...	 [i]	 o
and X is given by
s (p 1) q
S











It can thus be seen that the original n  structural equations of action
end up with (p x n s ) equations which need to be so lved for their
ei g*nva 1 uses.
The main disadvantage of this method lies in the very rapid expansion
with control law transfer function of the order of the eigenvaiue
problem. For illustration purposes, consider a 10 degree of freedom
flutter problem (n sw1O) with aerodynamics approximated using 4 lag
terms (rw4) and with two active control surfaces driven by control laws
having four poles each. Hence Q(S) will be of order S8 and D(S) of
order S 12 (see eq. (13)). The value of p will therefore be equal to
pw14. It can therefore be seen that the original 10 degree of freedom
flutter problem turns into an eigenvalue problem of order (14 x 10), that
is, of order 140.
FLUTTER ANALYSIS 3ASEU ON OPTIMAL CONTROL FORM OF TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
(OCF) (Ref.2)
Consider equation (3), substitute equation (7) and multiply by the
common denominator of the lag terms to obtain a matrix polynomial
squat ; 	of the form
^q
([Fo Fo ] + [F1 F1 ] s + [F2 F2 ]sl +...+[F( r+2 ) s F(r+2)c]s(r
+2)) 
qc . 0
s	 c	 s	 c	 s	 c
(13)
where r represents the number of lag tern; in equation (7) and where the
matrix coefficients [ F
i
] are functions of M, Y and q Q . As in the
previous case treated above, equation (13) can be brought to the form















[ G3 'F(r+1), ] [ Gs F'r$ ]. . . L'Gs 71S ] [ B § FOS]
[I]	 0	 0	 0
[^5 ] .	 U	 [I]	 0	 0








[Gs F (r+2) ] ,r G s F (r+1} j. . . 4G s Ir ]KGs To ]
c	 c	 c	 C
[8c ] .	 0	 0	 . . .	 0	 0
.	 :
o	 ^	 ...	 0	 0
To include the effects of actuator dynamics using optimal control
form of transfer functions, the actuator model is described in
state-space form. For simplicity of illustration, consider the case of a
single actuator that is, when qc is a scalar rational polynomial







l7 ( s )	 boC	 (2U)
•	 gc,1(s) sn+an-l sn— + ...&0
where gc,I (s) represents the input signal to the actuator.
Equation (12) can be brought to the form
(sn + an-isn-l+...ao)gc . b
ogc,I	 (21)
which, in turn, can be representeo by
s xs%c . [Aa'c] 
xa,c	






c	 (?3)x a'c •
s	 q 
so	 q 







1	 U	 0	 U
	
0	 1	 0	 U
[A a,c ]	 i25)
	







For a number of cu.itro 1 surf aces, an equation s imi lar to equat ion (22)  i s
obtained.
Denote by xc 
the longest of the vectors X L and	 X a,c	
ano
modify either [A a,c) or [Bc ] accordingly (denoted by adding an
additional bar to these matrices. In so doing, it is possible to merge















The matrix As is of order [n s x(r+2)]x[n s x(r+2)) *ereas [Ka,c 3 is Of
order na,c x na'cwhere
n
na,c A max [	 n i (r+3) x nr ]	 (28)
i.l
where n  denotes the value of n for the ith control.
Optimal control analysis yields control laws of the following form
Xf,




where [E] is a matrix of constants. Substitution of equation (29) into
eq. (27) yields the following eigenvalue equation which forms the basic
equation for flutter analysis
A	 B	 0	 x
	S "s	 s	 c	 +	 [E]	 s	 (30)
	
C
	 ^	 Aa,c	 ^a,c	 Yc
The order of this eigenvalue equation is therefore [nsx(r+2)+naxc]x'nsx(r+2)+na,c].
For comparison purposes, consider the example treated earlier, that
is, the case where
n s = 10 , nc = 2 , r = 4 , n = 4 (tor each contra.;
Hence, the order of the eigernvalue equation (30) will be, in this case,
10x (4+2) + 7x2 = 74
which is almost half the order obtained by using the CUM methoo (= 140).
The main disadvantage of this method involves the limitation brought
about by the use of a control law defined by equation (29). In this
latter equation, the control law transfer function is linear with Xs
and is therefore limited to derivatives of q  not exceeding the order
of (r+1) whereas a general transfer function may employ any order of q 
derivatives provided it is swl ler than the order of its denominator.
In the following section, a different method is presentel which is
very sir,ri ler to the method just described but which avcids the use of the
limiting forms of control laws, such as the one described by equation
THE PKUPOSED K THOU
Consider equations (3) and (4) and represent the matrix [T) in
equation (4) by
[ T 1 = [^] [ P ( 5 )]
	
(31)
where [^] is a diagonal matrix consisting of the common denominators
of each of the rows of matrix [T] and where [P(s)] represents the
remaining numerator polynomial (in s) of matrix [Tj. Substitutiny














or, after ,=e rearrangement
q
	





[KS	 K `^	 S	 = o	 ( 33)—QT5^— — — —	
q 
Substitute equation (1) into equation (33) and multiply the structural








where E(s) and G(s) are matrix polynomials of order s(r+2).
.Q..
Define the following PAtrices
E 
R (s) -	 - -	 (35)
-p(s)
G(s)
NO - -- -	 (36)
INS)]
where R(s) and 0(s) can be written in the following matrix polynomial
farm.
R(s) - Ro + R1  + R 2 s^ +	 . . kms^n	 (37)
D(s) - Do + D I s + D2 s2 +	 . D11 n	 (38)
The value of m is (r+2) unless the order of the numerators P(s) is larger
than (r+2). In this latter case, m assumes the maximum value of the
power (in s) of the numerators. Similarly, the value of n is equal to
the largest value of the powers of Q(s) (which represents the
denominators of the control laws transfer functions), provideu it is
larger than (r+2). Otherwise, n, will assume the value of (r+2).
It should be stated at this stage that the representation of D(s) by
equation (38) is convenient for mathematical representation and for
programming, but is somewhat wasteful regaroing the final oraer )f the
eigenvalue problem. However, these changes in the order of the
eigenvalue problem are generally small, and do not, therefore, warrant a
different, more cumbersome formulation. It shoula also be observed that
the highest powers in s of both E(s) and G(s) are of order (r +2) and that
the highest powers in s of P(s) are either equal or smaller than the
highest powers in s of Q(s) (since P(s) appears in the numerator of the
transfer functions whereas Q(s) appears in the aenoininator). Hence it
can be stated that
M <	 (39) 3
4-10-
substituting equations (35) - (38) into equation (34) and rearranging
yields the following equation
	




Dn-ml [ Dn-m-1 ] . . .

















so	 qs	 sm-1	 qs










For the case where n=m, all the terms appearing in equations (40),
(41) which involve powers or indices smaller than (n-m), should be
omitted from the equations.
	
Premultiplying equation (4) by 'Rm	Dn] -1
 and defining
[ITJ	 -5i ] _ -[Rm	 Dn]-1 [R^	 D i ]	 (42)
we obtain the following equation
[[I]s [ m-1 ^n-1 ][Km-2 ^n-2]...[Ro -Un-mJLDn-m-1]...LDo]] N- 0 (43)
Finally, equation (43) can be written in the form
	
1Rm-1	 6n-O&-2	 Dn-2] ... [R1	 D n-m-1 3ER0	 Dn-m]1Dn-m-1]... LD11[5o]
	
[I]	 0	 ...	 0	 0	 0	 ...	 0	 0
	
0	 [I]	 ...	 0	 U	 0	 ...	 0	 0
s Y =	 0	 0	 ...	 [I]	 0	 U ... 0
	 C	 Y
	
0	 0	 ...	 0	 10	 I*]	 0 ... 0	 0
	




or	 s 	 - [U]Y	 (45)
where [I] is a unit matrix of order (it s +n c ) and [I*] is a unit ittatrix
of order n c . Equation (44) represents therefore an eigenvalue prubletn
of order (m x n s+n x nc).
For illustration purposes, consider the example treated earlier in
this work, that is
It s =  1 U, n c = 2, r- 4




Hence, the order of the eigenvalue equation will be
6x 10{6x2 =72
This is about the saute order as the OCF method (= 74) and is of
consiaerably smaller order than the CDM method (	 140). Hence, the
method proposed herein, enjoys the compactness of the OCF method while
maintaining the utmost generality in the furtn of the control law used for
activation. It should be mentioned at this stage that care must be
exercised while setting up equation (4u) so as to ensure that the matrix
[Rm	D n ] is non-singular (since it needs to be inverted). This
point is important while progranNiling equation (40).
2. THE EQUATIUNS OF MOTION FOR GUST RESPONSE OPTIMIZATION
ANALYSIS WITH 14ULTI-ACTIVE CONTROLS
The n  equations of motion represented by eq. (1) now assume the
following form




represents the gust force acting on the system due to a
sinusoidal gust velocity of unit amplitude at a specified Mach number and
a specified dynamic pressure. Following identical steps represented by
eqs (2-4), the following equivalent form of eq. (5) is obtained
2
[([ M S ] * [ Mc ] LT ]) s2 * QV--( [ AS ] * [ Ac]C T]) * ( [ K S ] * ( Kc][ T])] qs = F (47)
Eq. (47) yields




[ B ] _ [([ MS ]*l Mc]C T]) s2 * ^-( [AS] *[Ac][T]) *([KS]*[Kc][T])J- 1 	(49)
Using eqs. (4), (48), the control response can be computed
q 
	 = [T][B] F 	 (50)
The control rates can similarly be represented by
qc	= S(T]LB] F 	 (51)
The i th root-mean-square (rms) control deflection or the i th rnis
control surface rate per unit rms gust input is then computed using the
following relations for the i th control surface




where O(w) represents the Von-Karman gust spectrum.
The gust optimization program seeks to minimize a target function
consisting o f
 weighted rms responses or weighted rms response rates of
the control surtaces by varying the various specified control gains
available in matrix [T]. For the optimization results to yield sensible
values it is aosolutely necessary that the initial values of [T] (for the
specified flight dynamic pressure and the specifies Mach number) be such
as to yield a stable system. Under this condition, stability is
maintained during the optimization process while the control surface rats
responses are reduced.
Further details regarding the gust optimization method for flutter
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OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE FLUTTER PROfRAM
The program computes the eigenvalues of the flutter equations of
motion with active controls. The dimensions assigned to the different
arrays permit the simultaneous activation of up to 6 controls (of
leading-edge (L.E.), and/or trailing edge (T.E.) types) with resulting
augmented eigenvalue problem of up to 100 values (the basic unaugmented
system is limited to 15 modes, including rigid body modes). The input
data is organized on file 5, with the aerodynamic data (defined by array
AERO(I,J,K)) located on file 2. The printed output is located on file
6. The control law transfer function matrix is computed in subroutine
CONTRL. The program includes two versions for CONTRL based on the
concept of aerodynamic energy. It is imperative to extract one of these
two versions of CONTRL before running the program. For other types of
control laws, subroutine CONTRL needs to be reprogrammed. To ease this
task, details relating to subroutine CONTRL are given in Appendix C.
The output of the program consists of the input data together with
the system's eigenvalues over a selected range of dynamic pressures. The
package includes all the subroutines used by the program except for the
plotting subroutines ;which are installation oriented) and the eigenvalue
routines (IMSL routines). To ease the substitution of these eigenvalue
routines by other ones (should the IMSL library be unavailable) a full
description of the COMMON parameters of these routines is given in
Appendix D. A root-locus plot (with dynamic pressure as variable) may
form a part of the output when desired.
The program is written in FORTRAN and was developed on an IBM 370/168
computer. Double precision is used throughout the program due to the
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shorter IBM word length relative to the CDC computers. For CDC
installations, it is recommended to convert the pmgrw to a single
precision version. An example of an input and an output is included
•	 herein.
INPUT OF DATA
In the following, the data required for the operation of the flutter
program is described. For sake of clarity and brevity READ
statements are reproduced here together with the specified FORMAT and
with the full explanation of the various parameters.
READ (FORMAT (15A4)), (HDR(I), I.1,15)
HDR	 an alphanumeric treader for the job (up to 6U characters,
including spaces).
READ (5, CASE)
where 5 designates the input file and CASE is a rnamelist defind by
NAMiELIST/CASE/NM, NC, NAER, B, NG, NL
where
NM	 Integer specifying the number of modes (<15)
NC	 Integer specifying the number of controls (<6)
NAER - 1
	
Input aerodynamics will be introduced by mans of PADE
interpolation coefficients
- 0	 Input aerodynamics will be introduced by means of
aerodynamic coefficients at different values of reduced
frequency k.




NG - 1	 If gust aerodynamic coefficients are included in the
aerodynamic data.
0	 If gust aerodynamic coefficients are not included in the
aerodynamic data.
NL	 Integer specifying the number of lag terns to be used
during the PADS interpolation (14)
The aerodynamic data is then introduced as follows:
If NAER - 1 then
DO 1 1 - 1, W
DO 1 J - 1, (WING)
READ (FORMAT (6X, 7E10.4)), AO(I,J), A1(I,J), A2(1,J), A3(1,J), A4(1,J),
A5(I,J), A6(I,J)
1 CONTINUE
where the aerodynamic matrix A (see eq. (1)) is assumes to be
expressed by
[A] - [AO] + [A1](ik) + [A2](ik) 2 + T AL	 ik
L-1	 +	 L
and k aenotes the reduced frequency. The aerodynamic matrix [A]
should be arranged so that control coefficients are located in the
last columns with the gust coefficients at the very last column.
If NAER - 0 then
READ (5, FT)
DO 1 K - 1, NK
DO 1 J - 1, (NM+ NC + NG)
DO 1 I - 1, NM





where FT is a namelist dofineed by
NAMELIST/FT/NK, ASK, MAXNK, WRINT, NPUkCH, IKIf ID, JRIRID
and where 2 designates the file in which the aerodynamic data is
`	 located. The various parameters are defined as follows:
W	 Number of reduced frequencies k used for the
interpolation of the aerodynamic coefficients.
AK	 Array (< 20) containing the values of k corresponding to
the aerodynamic coefficients. The first value of k must
be zero. The order of the frequency values must
correspond to the order of the aero coefficients HERO (I,J,K)
- see below.
MAXNK	 Maximum value of NK ( - 20 in present program).
NPRINT - 0 No printed output from the Pade interpolation routine
(named subroutine FIT).
- I Printed output is available.
NPUNCH - 0 No punched output from subroutine FIT.
IRIGID,JRIGID
Interpolation coefficients for the aerodynamic
coefficients (PADC representation) of the first IRIGID
rows and first JRIDIG columns are determined using the
first few values of reduced frequency k (assumed to be
the lowest) without resorting to a least squares
procedure. In this case the rigid body modes must be
located so as to be the first modes. This is done in
order to increase the accuracy of the aerodynamic
coefficients at low k values where steady state stiffness
and damping terms are zero (the least square routine may
render them negative).
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AERO(I,J,K) Array containing the values of the aerodynamic aviatrix A
(see eq. (1)) - that is, the (I,J) th coefficient at the
K th reduced frequency. The order at which the
different K values are arranged must correspond to the AK
values
	
The first k value must correspond to k.U. For
order of columns in [Aj see remark for case NAER#U.
The program proceeds to the construction of the equations of motion
'
.
in subroutine FLUTCA) in first order form, as explained in the
theoretical section of this work. The data required for this purpose
is the following:
READ (5, FLUT)
where FLUT is a nameM-t defined by
NAMELIST /FLUT/MASS, OMEGAN, QBEGIN, QEND, NO, VEL, BTRAN, CTRAII,
CREF, ZW, ZREF, IPLOT, CLF, CTR, NCACT.
and the parameters are as follows:
MASS	 MASS matrix (< (15 x 15)
OMEGAN	 Array containing the values of the natural freouenctes
(in NZ). Stiffness is computed from MASS and (RIGAN and
is therefore correct for diagonal mass matrices only.
For nonaiagonal mass matrices the stiffness computation
in cards 331-333 (in FLUTCA) mint tie replaced by an
appropriate READ statement.
QBEGIN, QEND, NQ
The flutter eignevalue equations are sulved for (NQ + 1)
values of uynamic pressure Q, starting with the value of







	 Array of sesichoro lengths of wing (and/or tail) sections
where the different controls are located (at Mid-span of
control sections). - (16)
CTRAN
	 Array of distances between the two transducers at each
coxitroi surface mid-section (used to compute the angle of
deformation) - (16).
CREF	 Reference semi -chord length (normally wing root
sami
-chord length) - should be consistent with the
reference length used in computing to reduced frequency k
(in aero program).
ZW	 Matri( where Zw (I,J) inoicates the oisplacement
(positive down) of the I th transducer due to the Jth
,node. For each section, two transducers are allowed.
The fore transducer should be placed (in the oats) ahead
of the aft transducer. The present subroutines CUNIRL
assume the fore transducer to be located at 30 chord
from leading edge (L.E.) end these sets of transaucers
should be arranged in the same order as the controls - (<
(12 x 15)). For other types of subroutines CONTRL see
Appendix C.
ZREF	 Values like Zw of reference transducers are useu to
detect the rigid body motion of the aircraft. They are
used in this program tc determine the elastic deformation
of the wing. If not needed, use zero values for ZkEF -
k
 (2 x 15)).
IPLOT - 1
	 A root locus plot will be made.





CLR	 Array of X distances (positive aft) between the fore reference
transducer and the fore control transducer - (s6).
CTR -	 Distance between the two transducers at the reference section.
NCACT -	 Number of active controls starting from control No. 1. No
intermediate controls can be assumed to be inactive (control
gains can, in this case, be made equal to zero).
Remark:	 The transducer data as indicated above is tailored fit to the
control laws employed using the aerodynamic energy concept. The form of
control law assumed is as fol lows:
a l 	T(s-j	 Tl^i(s).	 1S1,NA (s) 	 hl
d 2	 j	 1	 h2
'qc	=	 Q2 (s)	 1




[ TSF	 C T(s) J
where the vector [h l , h 2 ... hNA]T denotes relative aisplacements
and/or relative rotations. The aerodynamic energy control lar.
assume that d is driven by hl and h 2 , that 62 is driven by h 3 and h4
and so forth, so that NA - 2*NC. The matrices [--^-s I and ET(s)] are
computed in subruuti,ne CONTRL (see Appendix C). The above Form,
however, is very general and can be readily used for other types of
control laws which are driven by any number of either relative or
absolute (or both) displacements (and/or rotations) at any chordwise
location. The cards 473-482 in FLUTCA process the transformations
matrix [H] (or order NA*NM) connecting the vector Lh l , h2...hNAJT










and computes the product P(s) (see eq. (30 1
 
den©tRd by PH in the
program), that is
(P(s)] . [^(s)J[ H ]	 (A3)
where [P(s)] is of order (NC * NM).
In summary, subroutine CNTRL provides the matrices [] and [P(s)]
whereas the matrix (P(s)) is computed to Lards 473-482 (in FLUTCA).




NAMELIST /PLUTPA/XI, Y1, XSCALE, YSCALE, XL, YL, ISYM, IENTRY
wnere
XI	 Left hand 1 imi t of red] part of root locus.
YI - U
XSCALE	 Abscissa scdle (value per• inch).
YSCALE	 ordinate 5cdle (vdiue per inch).
XL.	 Length of abscissa in inches.
YL	 Lenyth of ordinate in inches.
ISYM	 Integer defininy symbol during root JOLU5 plat t-3 is
recommended),
IENTRY - 1
The pro%;-a?, then reads the nameIist MXSIIE
READ (5, MXSIZL)
defined by
NAMELISTiMXSIZE/14AXC, MAXNM, MAXK, MART
where
MAXC	 Max inirxn number of controls (6 in this program) .





M4AXK	 Mtaxismi number of polynomial terms per element in the
transfer function nuarerator and ciknominator matrices
(- 10 herein).
14AXT	 Maxirrrum order of final rmatrix [U] (where
d Y Idt - [U] Y- - - assigned the value 100 in this
program.
1 t . and only if,  NCAC T rt U the pros-am reacts the narrre i i st CONC
RLAD (5, CONC)
LIM flied by
NAK L 1ST/CONC/WR,NTE, X
wher t.
WK	 Reterem a frequency (rad/sec) used only for the D.T.T.F.
control law (aeroaynamrc energy) - the value chosen is
normally around the value of the tlutter frequency.
Nit	 Integer array (tollowinq the order of the controls) which
identities between L.E. and T.E. controls.
	
• 1,	 T.E. control
	
U,	 L.E. control.
Note that whenever a control is riot active, put NTE - U when using
aerouyndmic energy versions for CONTRL.
k	 Array of gains. There are 6 gains per- control surface
for the L.D.T.T.F. Ana 1 gain per control surface for the
U.T.T.F. (c 36).	 The values of X(I) for the L.D.T.T.F.
should ue usea considering the following basic form for











s	 5+6*(I- 1))*X(6+6*(1 -1))*s + ( X(5+6*(I-1))2
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For L.E. control
t l . F l L-4 4j	 th/b) U.3C
a
For T.E. control
a t	 F 
I 
L 4	 2.8j (h/b) U.3C - 1.$a
a
For further details see Ref. 3.
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4. APPENDIX B
OPERATIUN INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE GUST OPTIMIZATIONIGUST SENSITIVITY PROGRAM
The gust package permits the computation of the spectral responses of
an aircraft due to a continuous gust environment. The effects of active
controls (up to 6 controls) on the gust response can be accounted for.
Furthermore, the basic gust program is coupled, in the present package,
4
with an optimization routine which enables the determination of the
various control gains which minimize the control responses to gust.
Sensitivity studies (with plotted output) around the given or optimal
cont,-ol gains can also be made.
The input data is organized on file 5, with aerodynamic data (aefineu
by array AFRO (I,J,K)) located on file 2. Most of the printed output is
located on file 6 with some additional output (arising from the
optimization stage) located on file 4. File 13 is used by the package
for labelling of plots and needs t o be declared by the programmer.
The control law transfer function is computed in subroutinea CUNTkL.
The program includes two versiuns for CONTRL basest on the concept of
aerodynamic energy. It is imperative to extract one of these two
versions of CONTRL before running the pro gram. For other types of
control laws, subroutine control needs to be reprogranonea. Tu ease this
task, details relating to subroutine CONTRL are given in Appendix C.
The output of the program consists of the input data together with
the optimal control gains and the power spectral aensity (PSD) plots of
the control responses, when used in its gust optimization version. when
used a., a control gain sensitivity program, the output is supplementea by
sensitivity plots showing the variation of the rms control responses with
'oe various control la y, gains.	 The )ackage includes all the subroutines.,
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used by the program except for the plotting subroutines (which are
installation oriented).
The program is written in FORTRAN and was developed on an IBMI 370/168
*computer. Double precision is used throughout the program oue to the
shorter IBM word length relative to the CDC computers. For CDC
instdilations, it is recommended to convert the program to a single
precision version. Input/output examples are included herein.
When using the program in its gust optimization version it is
advisable to extract subroutines GUSPLT and PLT from the package. The
input data for the gust optimization version will tirst be presenteo.
The changes required in the aata and in the program when running the
program in its gust sensitivity version will then be presented.
INPUT OF DATA - GUST OPTIMIZATIUN VERSIUN
In the following, the data required for the uperation of the gust
optimization program is described. Here again READ statements will
be reproduced together with the specified FORMAT anu with the tull
explanation of the various parameters
READ (FURMAT 1,15A4)), (HDR(I), 1.1,15)
HDR
	 An alphanumeric header for the job (LIP to 60 characters,
incluuing spaces).
READ (5, CASE)
where 5 designates the input file and CASE is a namelist defined by
NAMELIST/CASE/NM, NC, NAER, B NG, NL
where
NM	 Integer specifying the number of modes (<15).
NC	 Integer specifying the number of controls (<6).
NAEk - 1
	
Input aerodynamics well be introduced by means of PAVE
interpolation coefficients.
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Input aerodynamics will be introduced by means of
aerodynamic coefficients at different values of reduced
frequency k.
Array of values of lag terms to be used during the PAI1i
interpolation (<4).
If gust aerodynamic coefficient are included in the
aerodynamic data.





NL	 Integer specifying the number of lag terms to be used
during the PADE interpolation (<4).
The aerodynamic data i s then introduced as follows:
If NAER A 0 then
DO 1 I = 1, Nei
DO 	 J•1, (NM+NC+NG)
READ (FORMAT(0 ,7E10.4)), AO(I,J), A1(I,J), A2(I,J), A3(I,J), A4(I,J),
A5(I,J), A6(I,J)
1 CONTINUE
Where the aerodynamic matrix A is assumed to be expressed by
A . AO + A1(ik) + A2(ik) 2 +	 AL ik
L.1 1K + L
and k denotes the reduced frequency. The aerodynamic matrix LA]
should be arranged so that control coefficients are located in the
last columns with the gust coefficients at the very last column.
The program proceeds to read the namelist GST defined by
NAMELIST/GST/RMASS, OMEGAN, VEL, BTRAN, CTEAN, CREF, ZW, ZREF, Q,






	 Mass matrix (< 15 x 15)
OMEGAN	 Array containing the values of the natural frequencies
(in HZ). Stiffness is computed from RMASS and OW GAN and
is therefore correct for diagonal mass matrices only.
For non-diagonal mass matrices the stiffness computation
in card 437 (in subroutine SOLGST) should be replaced by
an appropriate READ statement. It is important to note
that 1.5 structural damping is assumed in the program.




BTRAN	 Array of semichord lengths of wing (and/or tail) sections
where the different controls are located (at mia-span of
control sections) - (<6).
CTRAN	 Array of distances between the two transducers at each
♦ 	 control surface mid-section (used to compute the angle of
deformation - (<6)).
CREF	 Reference semichord length (normally wing root semichord
length) - should be consistent with the reference length
used in computing the reduced frequency k (in aero
program).
ZW	 Matrix where ZW (I,J) indicates the displacement
(positive down) of the I t" transducer due to the Jth
mode. For each section, two transducers are allowed -
the fore transducer should he placed (in the data) ahead
of the aft transoucer. The present subroutines CONTRL
assume the fore transducer to be located at 30 chord
from leading- edge (L.E.) and these sets of transducers
should be arranged in the same order as the controls -
(<(12 x 15)). For other types of subroutines CONTRL see
Appendix C.
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ZREF	 Values like ZW of reference transducers used to detect
the rigid body motion of the aircraft. Used in this
program to determine the elastic deformation of the
wing. If not needed, use zero values fur ZREF - (< (2 x
15)).
Q	 Flight dynamic pressure
CLR	 Array of X distances (positive aft) between the fore
reference transducer and the fore control transducer -
(<6).
CTR	 Distance between the two transducers at the reference
section.
WR	 Reference frequency (rad/sec), used only for the D.T.T F.
control laws (aerodynamic energy) - the value chosen is
normally around the value of the flutter frequency.
NTE	 Integer array following the order of the controls which
identifies between L.E. and T.E. controls.
= 1	 T.E. control
= 0	 L.E. control
NCACT	 Number of active controls
Note that whenever a control is not active, put NTE = 0 when using
aerodynamic energy versions for CONTRL,
Remark:	 The transducer data as indicated above is tailored fit to
the control laws employed using the aerodynamic energy concept. The





















where the vector Lhl, h20.0 h ^T denotes relative displacements
and/or relative rotations. The aerodynamic energy control laws
assume that a l is driven by h l and h2 , that s2 is driven by h 3 and h4
and so forth so that NA = 2*NC. The matrices [--] and [lz(s)] are
computed in subroutine CON TRL (See Appendix C). The above form,
however, is very general and can be readily used for other types of
control laws which are driver; by any number of either relative or
absolute (or both) dsplacements (and/or rotations) at any chordwise
locations. The cards 282-288 in the main program process the
transformation matrix [H] (of order NA x W4) connecting the vector
ph i h2 ... hNAJT with the generalized coordinates
hl
h2	 [H] q 	 (B2)
hNA
so that the matrix [P(s)] in eq. 31 can be computed by
[ P ( s )]	 (B3)
In summary, subroutine CONTRL provides the matrices [ 1 ] and P(s)]
whereas the matrix [H] is computed in cards 282-288 (in MAIN).
If NAER - 0 then
READ (5,FT)
DO 1 K - 1, NK
DO1 J-1, (NM+NC+NG)
DO 1 I - 1, NM
READ (2, FORMAT(2E15.5)) 	 AFRO (I,J,K)
1 CONTINUE
where FT is a namelist defined by
i.
KAKL IST/FT/NKK, AK, KAXNK, NPRINT, NPUNCH, IRIGID, JRIGID
and where 2 designates the file in which the aerodynamic data is
located. The varios.iu parameters are defined as follows:
NBC Number of reduced frequerec ies k used for the
interpolation of the aerodynamic coefficients.
AK Array (120) containing the values of k corresponding to
the aerodynamic coefficients.
	 The first value of k must
be zero.	 The order of the frequency value must
correspond to the order of the aerodynamic coefficients.
AERO (I,J,K) - see below.
MAXNK Maximum value of NK ( - 20 in present program).




- 1 Printed output	 is available.
NPUNCH - 0 No hunched output from subroutine FIT.
- 1 Interpolation coetficients are punched.
IRIGIU, JRIGID
Interpolation coefficients for the aerodynamic
coefficients (PADS representation) for the first JRIGID
rows and first JRIGID are determined using the first few
values of reduced f requency k (dssumeu to be the lowest)
without resorting to a least squares procedure. In this
case the rigid body modes must be located so as to be the
tirst modes. This is done in order to increase the
accuracy of the aero-cuetticients at low k values where
steady state stiffness anu damping terms are zero (the
least square routine may resider them negative).
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AERO(I,J,K) Array containing the values of the aerodynamic Matrix A
(see eq. (1)) - that is, the (I,J) th coefficient at the
Kth reduced frequency. The order at which the
different K values are arranged Must correspond to the AK
values. The first k value waist correspond to k-O. For
order of columns in [A] see the remark above for case
NAER#0.
READ (FORMAT (4E10.0)), ETA1, PHI
ETAI
	 accuracy of computer relative to 1 (on I.B.M. double
precision - 5.E-13). Absolute accuracy . X*ETA1 (value
unimportant for gust sensitivity-version).
PHI
	 Relative size of "suction zone- within which the
optimized parameter is "sucked" to the constraint in
order to avoid false convergence. Absolute size of zone
. X1(I)*PHI or X2(I)*PHI depending on whether near tower
or upper constraints (value unimportant for gust
sensitivity version).
READ (FORMAT (5I5), NV, NPR, NOR




	 Optimization is based on the minimization of the RMS
responses of controls.
- 1	 Optimization is based on the minimization of the RMS
response rates of cortrois.
READ (FORMAT (5I5), NONACT
NONACT	 Number of non-active optimization parameters (that is,
number of control gains kept fixed curing optimization).
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READ (FORMAT (515), (11A( 1), 1 - 1, ACT)
MA	 Integer Array containing the location of the non-active
parameters in the X array (see below). If MONACT - 0, a
blank card should be placed here.
READ (FORMAT (4E10.0), WL, MT
WL, MT Two weights for emphasizing the contribut'n.is of any of
the control responses in the target function expression
(defined as FUNCTN in subroutine SO.GST, cards 461 aid
467). More details regarding the target function FUNCTN
will be given below at the end of the data description.
DO2UJI-1, NV
READ (FUNMAT (4E14.U)), X1(I), X(I), X2(I), EPS(I)
200 CONTINUE
X1(l)	 Value of the lowest bound of the I to control parameter
(during optimization).
X(I)	 Initial value of the I th control parameter (at the
onset of the optimization process). There are 6 gains
per control surface for the L.D.T.T.F. and 1 gain per
control surface for the D.T.T.F. (< 36). The values of
X(I) for the L.D.T.T.F. ShoulU be used considering the
following basic form for the Ith control surface
transfer function
+ 2*X(2+6*(I-I))*x(3+b*(I-1)) *S + ( X(2+6*(I-1))2
+	 X( 4+6*(1-1))*s2
2*X(5+6*(I- 1)) *X(6+6*(I-1))*s + (X(5+6*(I-1))2
For L.E. control





d t . F I L 4	 2.Sj (h/b) 0.3C - 1.86
a
For further details see R*f. 3.
X20)	 Value of the upper bound of the I th control parameter
(during optimization).
EPS(I)	 The desired absolute accuracy of the optimal final X(I)
va lue.
READ (FORMAT (4E10.0)), FMIN, ETA
FMIN	 Parameter containing an approximate value to the minimum
of the target function FUNCTN (see remark at the end of
this section). If unknown, use FMIN . 0.
ETA	 Parameter containing an estimate of the relative accuracy
of the rms response computations. Used to determine the
type of difference approximation to the gradient (value
unimportant for the gust sensitivity version).
R V AD (FORMAT (515)), ITMAX, IW
ITMAX	 An input/output integer. On input, ITMAX contains the
maximum allowable number of optimization iterations. On
output, ITMAX contains the number of iterations used
(value unimportant for the gust sensitivity version).
IW	 An integer code for printing during computation (value
unimportant for the gust sensitivity version).
- 0	 No printing.
- 1	 Print gradient vector, direction of each linear
minim::3tion and function value before and after each
linear minimization.
- 2	 In addition to the above, print function values
calculated during the course of linear minimizations. 	 3
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- 3	 In addition to the above, print function values
calculated in evaluating the gradients.
READ (FORMAT (11U, 2E10.0)), NF BEGIN, FEND
NF	 Number of frequency intervals used in computing the
spectral response (Total number of frequencies used . NFT
• NF+ 1, should be < IOU).
FBEGIN	 Lower value of frequency (in HZ) in computing the
spectral response.
FEND	 Upper value of frepl iency (in HZ) in computing the
spectral response.
READ (FORMAT (4E10.0)), LENGTH
LENGTH	 Gust scale length. Used to determine the Von Karman gust
spectrum.
READ (FORMAT (4E10.0)), EM
EM	 Flight Mach number.
Remark:	 The definition of t'ie target function FUNCTN (in
subroutine SOLGST, card 461 for function based on ris control
deflections and ^ard 467 for function based on rms rates of control
deflections) is left open to the user. It can be defined for example
as a weighted sum of the rms responses, that is
NC




FUNCTN a L W  `gci)rms
where W  represents the i th weight.
In some cases it may be of interest to keep the various rms control
responses equal and a penalty function may be introduced into the
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target function. Note the following equivalence relations between)	 9
the notations used in eqs. (52), (53) and those used in the program:
(qc i) arms 'fir
	
DBMS (1)
Rc )i rms s DRRMS(I )
Important: Do not forget to check whether the definition of FUNCTNi
in the program (cards 461, 467) is applicable.
INPUT OF DATA - GUST SENSITIVITY VERSION
As already mentioned earlier, the gust sensitivity version of this
program yields plots showing the sensitivity of the rms responses of
the controls with respect to variations of the various X(I) gain
parameters. To accomplish this, the following moificatiuns should be
made to the program:
1) Replace cards 299-3U9 by the following
IFINAL - 1'
CALL GUSPLT (XX, X1ACT, X?ACT, EPSACT, QQ, LM)
2) Delete cards 320-321.
3) Delete cards 472-5?6.
4) Delete one of the two subroutines CUNTRI present in the package
or replace both of them by a new one.
Une should make sure that both subroutines (GUSPLT and PLT) are
included in the source program.
The data required is identical to the one uutlrned in the above gust
optimization version except for the following change in the rneaning
of the following data:




READ (FORMAT ( AIEJU.0)), X1(I), X(I), X2(I), Ep5(I)
2O0 CONTINUE
XI(1)	 Value of the lowest bound of the I th control parameter
(during sensitivity variations of this parameter).
X(l)	 Initial value of the I th control parameter (at the
onset of the sensitivity variation).
X?(I)	 Value of the upper bound of the I th control parameter
(during sensitivity variations of this parameter).
Ll's(I)	 The step size used in moving from X(I) to both XI(1) and
X?(I).
Furthermore, some of the data needed fur the gust optimization
version is still read but the values are irrelevant for the
gust-sensitivity version since they are not used. These parameters
hdd teen indicated while explainitiq their meaning in the gust




DETAILS ON THE COMMON PARAMETERS
Subroutine CUNTRL computes the control lays used for either the
flutter package or the gust package (including gust optimization
program, or control response sensitivity to control law parameter
variation program). The subroutines included in the above packages
relate to aerodynamic energy control laws of the D.T.T.F and of the
L.U.T.T.F. Whenever other types of control laws are required,
subroutine CONTRL has to be reprogrammed (the same subroutine CONTRL
can be used for both packages mentioned above). In the following,
some explanations regarding the COMMON prameters employed by
subroutine CONTRL, will be given in order to facilitate the
reprogramming of subroutine CONTkL whenever deemed necessary. The
subroutine is defined by
SUROUTINE CON UL (NP, P, ND, QD, NC, WR, NTE, X)
where
NP	 Two-dimensional integer output array. NP(I,J) contains
the number of polynomial terms (as function of s,
starting from s ° ) in the numerator control law element
(I,J) of matrix [P(s)] (see eqs. (31), (63) above) -
(I<6).
P	 Three-dimensional output array representing the numerator
control law matrix [P(s)]. P(I,J,K) re presents the
coefficient of s (k-1) in the numerator polynomial
located at position (I,J) in ['F(s)].
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NO	 One-dimensional integer output array. ND(I) represents
the number cf polynomial terms (as function of s,
starting from s * ) in the denominator of the I th element
in the diagonal matrix [mss ) which forms a part of the
control law transfer function matrix [T.]
OD	 Two-dimensional output array representing the denominator
control law diagonal matrix [^]. QD(I,K) represents
the coefficient of s (k-1) in the denominator of the Ith
element in the diagonal matrix [ 1 ] .
NC	 Number of controls.
WR	 An input parameter. Used in present program for the
aerodynamic energy control law of the D.T.T.F. to
represent reference frequency (rad/sec). The value
chosen is normally around the value of the flutter
frequency.
NTE	 One dimensional input array used to distinguish between
L.E. and T.E. control surfaces.
= 1, T.E. control.
- 0, L.E. control.
X	 One-dimensional input array of control gains used for
computing both [T(s)] and [Q(S)-].
Note that matrix [P(s)] (see eq. (31)) is not computed in
subroutine CONTRL ([P(s)] s [IF(s)] * [H] where [H] is the
modal matrix connecting the deflection at the different
sensor locations with the generalized coordinates of the






DETAILS ON THE COMMOfl PARAMETERS
The subroutines described in the following pages belong to the IMSL
library. They can easily be used in installations enjoying access to the
IMSL library. Their replacement by other routines, if necessary,




C	 SUMNUUTiNt IiWALAr (AvhgIA9D9K *L) I<IdAL00/0
C EAAL0020
C-EBALAP -------- U--------L IbAAAY 	 I-------------------	 .-.._,.....--f lAAL00'JO
C 98AL0040
C	 FLO NCT ILN - WALANCE A REAL MATRIA A. IEE04L 0000
C	 USAGE - CALL EgALAF ( A•N.IA , O.K•L) E41ALO0b0
C	 PAKAMtTERa	 A - THE N X N MATRIX GIVING ThE l(LkNENTS OF Thk ENAL0070
C AATklA TU UE dALAwCED. 1HE INPUT A IS ZMAL0080
c. kEPLACLo Ov THE MALANICD MATRIX * ENAL0090
C	 N -	 Tt-r- CAJCR OF	 THE MATRIX A ANO ThE LPNC. TM Out= O I bAL0100
C	 LA - NG* 61MLNSION UP A IN CALLING PhC4kAM EBAL0110
C	 J - ThE CUTPUT AHkAV OF LENuIh N NhICH CONTAINb ZOALUL20
C INtGK1+Al1LN ULTEkMININ .i ThE PENMi1TAT ICNS EMAL01 0
C USLD ANU IHL bCALING hALTiWS EHAL0140
C	 K - k ANU L ARL T AU OUTPUT INT k GkA b SUCH THAT EaAL0150
C A(19J)	 •	 0.	 LF EbAL0100
C (1)	 1	 IS GRLATtk ThAN J AND ENAL0170
C (2)	 J	 =	 L•....K-1	 LA LUAL0180
C I	 s	 Ltl....•N EBAL0190
C	 L - bEL	 AdL.Vf •	 IF L	 •EQ.	 0 THE uA141NAL MATRIX A LUAL3200
C 1b	 IN hLbbeNHLkG FLkM. E8AL0210
C	 PitLISILN - blN mLL/UCUuLL EBAL0220
C	 LANuUA4E - FLkThAN LUAL02JO
C----- 
-------------------------------------- ------ --------------------EHAL024 C




C	 fuNCTILN - kL'JU%.t	 A NUh5VMMEThIC MATRIX	 TG UPPER EHEbOU5U
C HESbLNdLRLb f UkM uY GRTHLUUNAL EHES0000
C TkAN;.e(.kMAI LLN4 EHES0070
C	 U,AL,E - CALL	 LHL-	 bt	 (A.KeL.N. 1AoU) EHES0080
C	 PAkAME . TENS A	 - N UY N NL-4'iVMALT"IC MATRIX TU OE kEDUCEU TG LHESOOYC
C 3PPEk	 FtbStNUUNG ff LkM.	 (INPUT) EhESU100
C LN OLItl uT.	 A LUNTAINS	 THE UPPER HESSENBERG EhES0110
C MATAiX. EHES0190
C K	 -	 Tr- L	 6LUTINL	 k L^OOCLb LNLY	 Tr•.:	 SUEZ-MATRIX OF EHESOIJO
C LkUEk L-hr1 •	 *HE.HL K	 lz, ur( EATEk	 THAN OR EhLbU140
C E UuAL	 lJ	 1 .ANU LESb THAN uk ECVAL	 TO L. K EFESJ1b0
C lb THt kJw ANU LULUMN INDEX OF THt	 STARTLNL E:HES0160
C tLLMENT.	 (INPUT) EHES0170
C L	 -	 THL h un	 A NI % CuLu :-IN	 INDEX OF	 THE LAST	 ELEMENT. EHESU180
C L	 Iv LEsS	 IRAN UK	 LJJAL	 Tt;	 No	 (INPUT) EFESUIS00
G N	 - t;HJtk Ot	 A	 ANU	 iHC	 LEN61H CF U.(INPUT) EhEb0200
C IA	 - HUn JLMLNLIUN OF A	 IN LALLIri ta PALw4AM . 4INPUT) EMLS0210
C J	 - UUTP4T	 VLCTUk OF LLNGTh N CGhTAiNINCs THE EhLbU220
C UL-IAILS Of	 THL TkANSFCkMATILN LHES0230
C	 PktLISILN -	 ,INuLE/L)UQULL EI-ES0240
C	 LANuk AGE -	 F-CiilkAN EHES0250
C------------- ------------- ------- -- - --- -.---_-__ -_-_--.-.-----------_--EHE:S 02b 0






C -1 uwm.^F---_"^_--u-------L LbNARY	 t,..._...►.._«..........-..__-___._«.,._..__-.^.-...-. ---a0^iM1ooia
G aQRNo04c
C	 fUKl:Tll.h - FIND THE 1:10LW LUa g ANJ 10PTIONALLY ► 916&?- Loakoo IO
C V2c. 9URS Ut A REAL UPPER Ha$lg kbaRG MATRIX, EQRNQOGO
C	 viiAGk -	 9-ALL	 TEL I.H3F(r1.k./H•K•L•WR•Tr1.3•It•1RR1 EQRN0070
C	 PAHAMtTGNa H - CH INPUT, H CONTAINS THE Uf YPER HESSa%"XG EQRh00A0
C MATRIX* THL RCMAINING TRIANGLE UNDLR H MAY IEURN0090
C COkTAIN INFURMATILK f14CM THE HESSENRaNG aQRNO100
C RLUUC T/ LN PR64RAM Kht:.SlWo GN OUTPUT H IS LQFtN0110
C ut:3TFGYI:U. EURN0120
C M - h IS SHE URJLK OF	 THE H MATR IX . EORNOIJO
C 1H -	 IM lb	 TFL kUW t)IMLhblUN GF H	 IN THE EORK0140
C C ALL ING	 Pret;(,ttAM. EORN0154D
C K - K AKU L Akt: 040UUCLO BY IHE JALAKCING EQRNU160
r- L HUUTINt FUAI.AF.	 IF EJALAIF HAS NUT t3E.EN USLD*EQRNO/70
C SET	 K u l•	 LAN. EORh0180
C rR - ut4 uUIPUT.	 11-E VkCT09b WR ANJ Wl Uf LENGTH h EORN0190




C THL t:tutNVALULb Akt UNUAOERLU EQRNO220
C LXL [ NI	 THAI CUMPLLX CL.KJUuA1L PAIRS OF fORh0aJ0
C VALUtS AP-ILAk LwNStCUTIVELY WITH THL ttutN- LONNO240
C VALUL	 HAVIKv lilt	 POSITIVE	 IMAtiINARY PANT EQRNO215G
C I- ikSl a	 IF	 Ary 	LH14UK	 LXI T	 1S	 MAt)k.	 THE EGkh01b0
C, L1vLNVALUL6 bHUULJ dL LURRECT FUR INUICE5 EQkh0870
C JFI....• ►v	 WHLkL	 J=LEN-lid. tiRNO280
C Z -	 L,v	 INVuI.	 1	 LuNTAINb	 THL:	 IUENTITY	 MATRIX EQRNO2vO
C wF	 LkGLk N	 Lt-	 TilL LIvLKVECTQWS OF	 THE UPPER tGRNO300
C ht; DCKCtcci	 MATRIX	 Akt	 Ut il k LU. ECkk0.sl0
C if	 11- E	 Llvu14VE. LIUka OF	 A tit AL uLNLRAL	 MATkIAL URNO320
C AkL	 L.L.31 k t L)•	 iF • LN UN	 INPUT • 	 1 CONTAINS	 THE EC '-INUJ30
C FkANSFLkMAIiLK MAIkIX PkCOUCLO	 IN EHLSSF ku"NUJ40
C rH1Ltt	 I.LL)UL.LU	 ThE	 uErvEkAL	 MATRIX	 TU EORKOJ60
C hLS:jLNl'tRj	 VJKA.	 1HI:i,	 MATrtlX	 CAN HE LURNU36C
C we:IAIKEu BY	 bL IT 1NG 1	 TL	 THE	 K OV	 N	 IUhNS ITYLQkNU370
C MAINIX ANJ LA4LINU EHk , LKF	 tILFLkE CALLIN4 LURNO.jdJ
L LGKF JF . LukNO35► 0
C LN	 uLTPt.I	 ItIL	 h	 t1Y	 N	 kATkIX	 1	 CLKTAIN5	 THE LUkN0400
C kFAL
	
ANJ	 IAAv1NAKV	 PAkFZ3 OF	 THE	 EIGtN- LOHN0410
C VtLILN5.	 Thu	 1-TH LULUMN OF	 1	 IS A kLAL F-URNU420
C E luLNVL C IUk	 It	 THL	 1-11-	 t [uLNVALUE	 15 HtAL. t4;RN0430
C IF	 ThE	 L-TH LLutNVALUL	 IS CLMPLE:X	 WITH EtikNO44U
L jl^bIT IVt	 I.MALiIt,.AhY	 NAk1 •	 IHt	 I- 14H	 ANU EVkN0450
C llall-Tr+	 t,.t)LUMN:,	 Ut	 1	 LGNIAIN	 THE	 REAL LORN0460
C ANV	 IMAuL ,vAkV	 NAKTS Ut-	 ITS EIvLNVECTON. EUkN0470
G IF	 Ir+L	 1 -111 LIvLt + VALUt	 15 CLMPLEX	 WITH NLLA- EUAN04ti0
C T 1VE	 IMA.INAI,Y	 PAkl •	 THL	 L 1-1 1-TH CVLUMN GO- EORNU4%0
C Z	 LLNIAIN;,	 THL.	 1,L-AL	 PAkT	 OF	 115 Ell jENVELTUF EORN0500
ANC
	
11- C	 I — Tt+ t. LL.JMN	 OF	 Z	 4 . LNTAIN5	 MINUS	 THE F-UkK0510
C IMAGLNA ..Y 	 PAkT	 OF	 IT5 LlukNVECIUk. E0RN0510
C Tilt	 LLvLNVtLIUe45	 ASE	 UNKL#4 14ALIZEU.	 IF	 AN EURN05JO
C LWf%uk EXiT	 l5 MAUL • NUKE OF	 THE tluENVECTGhSEUkh054U
C HAVE	 dLLN FUUNCs EQNNU43!50
C 1[ -	 IL	 L5	 lilt	 t1uW UIMLNaIGN	 L.F	 1	 IN	 THL E"RN056U
C LALLINu	 PKwt,kAM.	 IF	 IL	 lz^, LESS	 THAN N • 	THt EQkNO570
C LILENVLCTUN 4 AkE NCT	 LUMPUTEU.	 IN THIS LGRN05t10
C LASL	 Z	 lb Nul	 U5LU. LORNU59C
C ILk - E.h4CI-	 P'AkAMLTEN EORNU600
C TERMINAL	 C.kUL R EORN0610
C LEk	 :	 1,?U	 r J•	 INUICATES	 THAT	 EQHHJF	 tF AILLU EORN0620
C TL CLNVLWuE 6N EiGENVALUL J. 1:1trENVALUES LGRN0630
43
c	 J*koJtd000**N HAVE b6th CCAPOED COhNECTLYs EORN0440
C	 C16ENVAL%ALS 199 ** PJ A14C "t TL ZERU• IF IZ EORN"50
C	 16 GhtAlf-k IRAN UP l[O4j4L TG No EIGIINVaCTONS WORNO"O
C
	
AkebLJ rC Zk&L *	 EGAN0670
c	 sJALclbI(iN	 Eakh"00
c	 Rft4jv• IMSL kukTjf4r!2 - uekTbT	 EORN0690




SOURCE LISTING MO INPUT/Oi1TPUT EXAWLE FOR FLUTTER PROGRAM
The first part of the Appendix consists of the source listing of the
program and is followed by an input/output example. The example chosen
relates to the PAST configuration at M60.9 with one active T.E. control
surface based on the L.D.T.T.F. The output of the computer run includes
a root-locus plot together with all the data rquired by the program. The
aerodynamic coefficients HERO (1,J,K) used by the program are listed for
convenience (this aerodynamic data is retrieved by the program from file
It is recommended to use the plotting symbol '+' in the root locus
plot. The symbol used in the present example is a resul+, of some
transient difficulties encountered using a new plotter.
3
44 0
IMPLICIT	 kE4L*6(A—Hs1)— Z) 0000000/
CCCCC(:CCCCCCC4CCCCCCCCCCCc:CCCCCCCtCCCCCCCCCLCCCCCCCCCCCCCCGCGCCCCCCCCCCC00 000002
F	 C 00000000.7
C FLUTTER WPHESSIUN	 PACKAGE(WITt 	 OR WITHOUT ACTIVE CONTROLS) 000000004
C USING RUUT LLoCUS TECHNIOU.ESe THE FOLLOWING INPUT DATA 18 REOUIRE0000000005
C 000000006




C NAMELIST/CARL — C00600009
C NM — NUMtIER OF	 4CUE S( 15 MAX) 0000000/0
C C90000011
C NC — NUMBER OF	 CUNTROLS(6 MAX) 000000012
C 000000013
C NAER — t	 INPUT AEkU IN TERMS OF	 INTFkPOLATICN COEFFICIENTS OF K 000000014
'	 C — J INPUT AFRO PUk UIFFEWENT VALUES OF K — INTRPOLATIUN 000000015
C CUE# v' IC TENTS TO HE CU 14PUTE U	 IN SUNkUUT I NE F 1 T. 000000016
C 000000017
C O — ARRAY OF LA%i T E kM y USF U DURING I NT ERPOL AT I ON( 4 AAX ) 000000018
C 000000019
C NG — 1	 IF 4U5T AERU IS SUPPLIED CO0000020
C — 0	 IF vUST ALRU 15 NUT	 SUP PLIED. 000000021
C 000000082
C NL — NUMBER OF LAv IEWMS TO Ht- USED DURING INTERPOLATION. 000000023
C 0000000P4
C IF	 NAER=l	 THEN At-RO COEFFICIENTS ARE READ(FURMAT 6X.7ET0.41 000000025
C jr-	 NAER=0	 NFXT	 INPUTS APE RtAD IN SU[IkUU71NE FIT. 000000096











READ	 IJ0,(HUR(I)s1 a 1.15) 00000036




IF(NAER.EOvJ) CALL FIT 00000041
IF1NAER.EA.0)	 GO Tu	 l0 00000042
DO	 I	 II x IvNM 00000043
DO 1 JJ-19NMW 00000044
READ
	




to COkT IN(JO 00000040
CALL	 FLU TC A 00,000040
' STt3P 00000000
100 FORMAT (ISA4) 00^000061
101 FOR04ATt1M •1 6A0 00000005
200 FORMAT ( 6X s FE 10.4 ) 0"00093
ENO 00400064
SUSPOUTINk	 LUNTRL(NA•F► ,NU900,Nr •NK,NTE,X) 00000005
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCt;CCCCCLCCCCCCCCCC000CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCOOO000"
C C00000007
C L,O.T.T.Fe, CONTk (X_ LAW FUR ANY NUMBER 6F CONTROL SUtRFACES. CAN 000000054
C 8E USCU FUk dUTH fLUTTLM AND toJST PkDGRAMS • THE BASIC GAINS 000000069
C USED HERF IN ARF APPAGPRIATF FnR 10 PERCENT L.E. AND	 ?O PERCENT 000000060
C T.E. CONTRLK	 SY5TFM5 WITH THL FORE	 SENSUR Lt4CATEO AT THE 30 C043000061




DIMFNSlt)N	 N) (bsll , etc.sld , l)•uJtlJsl) , FId•2)•MTEIn),X(361 • tN(.3), 00000066




E(202) s I.dUJ 0000001/
C2lz-1. 8030 00000072
NC2*2*NL 00000073
DU	 I	 1=1•NC 30000074
DO	 I	 J=I ON( .' 08000076
NH(I•J) : 1 00000076
UU	 t	 K=l•l3 00000077
N(I.J.K)=O.UJ 00000078
1	 CUNTINJE 00000079
DU	 7	 I=I,NL 00000080
C 00000081
C CASE uF	 T.F.	 CLINtkul 00000082
C 00000083
EH=E(791) 00000084
rAs E (2 , .' ) 00000085
lF (NTE ( I ).EJ.I )	 ,iL	 It,	 3 00000086
C 00000087
C CASE	 Eli-	 L.E.	 CONTc4L:L 00000088
C 00000089
E H=t (1 , 1 ) 00000090
E A = E (1 •.' ) 00000091
3 CUNTINUC 00000092
C 00000093
C DETEF' MINAT ) UN ^,F	 THE	 )EwuMjNAT,JK PULYNUMIAL	 tUk EACH CONTROL SUkF.00000094
C 00000095
CN(1)ZJ.D0 00000096
CN (2) =O.00 00000097
CUl(1 ► =x(b*1-4)**2 00000098






CALL	 PRUPUL ( C U t • 3 . c U2, 3 , UJ (t . I) • ND (I) ) 00000104
46
C 00000105
C	 OITSIIM[NATION Of THE NUfftkATOH 043LYNOMI4L FOR EACH CONTROL 1i4N1/'AC1100000100
C 6006-9107




00	 4	 K+=1 •N 00000110
P(192*1-19K) »EH*(TIEMWI(K)+TLMP2(K)1 00000113
P(I •t*I * K) NEA4(TE+API (K)+TEMP2(K))+C210tiTE(I)OW(Ko 1) 00000114
4 CONTINUE 000001/0
NP(I.2*I-1)=N 00000116




SUBROUTINE	 CDNrF6L(NP#P9ft09 09 NCoWR9NTE•X) 00000121
fCCCCCCCCCCCCC(.CCCCCCCCCCCLCCCCCCCC$-CCCCCCCCCCCCCCGCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCOOOOO122
C COODOO123
C	 U•T.T.F. CONTROL LA* FUR ANY r4UMftL:P OF CONTRUL SURFACES. CAN 0000001114
C	 BE USED FUR RUTH FLUT IER AND uUUT PkDuRAMS.	 THE BASIL GAINS 000000126
C	 USED MERLIN ARE APPkLPQIATE FUR 20 PLACENT L.E. AND	 20 PERCENT C00000126
C	 T.E. COWTkUL SYSTEMS AI TH THL ►-UkE	 aL.NSOR LOCATED AT TMC	 JO CO0000127
C	 PERCENT CHuRD LUCATIUm - OIM`N',Iu%s ARE LIMITED TO 6 CUNTROLS. C00000120
C COOOOOI29









NL2 =2 *NC 00000139
UL	 1	 1=19NC 00000140
00	 1	 J=1.NC2 00000141
NP(19J) a t 00000142
DO	 l	 K = l•d 00000143
P(I,J•K)=O.DU 00000/44
1 CONTINUE 00000145
`)O	 2	 I=I•NC 00000146
> ([•2 *I-lsll =O.nO 00000147
P(I.2*I.1)=A ►C21*NTF(I) 00000148
C 00000149




IF(NTE(I).00.1)	 GO	 TO	 3 00000/54
C 00000155










l o t 1.241 — I.t1 V A41 H e x (I )tt► i. 00000164
W(I of* lv2) t► A411 t.A*XI l)/WW 00000160
C 0"0916;
t	 W It, 0 M IWAII ( IN t ►F	 I I u	 ul NUMIMAT lk 1 + f:1 YNUMIAL	 I, CTN FALII CUNTkOL t)I0*a00000167
C 000/0160
ucl / t • 1 1 +A 00000169
W(do t) 	 1 000 00000170
MWII.d 4 I — I) W O 00000171
NP (102 n 11 8 ,? 00000172
W(11? 00000173
2 CON IINUE 00000174
NrTURN 00000179
I'ND 000001 76
f	 SUNtafOUT I NL	 f i t) I t A 00000177
IMPL I 
	
I T	 fit AL + ►ttA — t1.,) -t 1 00000170
E C. LLC I ( CC 	 ((l 1 t i LC L( C C' A ( (i...t.	 C ( f (( t .t_LLCCL( . LC C.(: C LC. LCLCCLC . CCL,.+.LCCCCCr, C000000179
C C06000100
C	 Ttlr	 t AUA T I t+N•,	 (if	 WIT 1 UN	 Akf	 it' IJU .H I	 IN	 T H (b	 SUUr+ UU 1 1 f`k	 T U	 A C00000101
C	 LL.NVtNIINI	 ( I1-(SI	 W10 1 1,	 Fi1kM	 f)Y/I)1 • uY	 AND	 °.V&VTU	 FI)k	 A	 , IVEN C0000014112
L	 Vt L F)( 1 IV	 AND	 MAl h N(J-4t1F k	 AS	 A I I )NL T i uN (,F	 THE:	 UYNAM I.,	 )RL SSUNE	 0 000000143
C	 (WHI(t(	 I)	 VAN It 1)	 allIII N 	 A	 NkF 3CWIIW)	 kAN tsFIa	 UP	 T+l	 SIX	 ArTIVL 000000144
C	 ( ()N T kill i	 (AN	 NF	 u , sr i)	 IN	 T tt i'..	 ',U IRuu T 1 Nr .	 kr wx I `,r	 ANf	 SUI TABLF C00000185
C	 F Cm	 kIn)T	 t lit u5	 I l u 	 '.. C00000146
C (:,00000147
r	 NAM(t I:.T/tIUT 00000014A
C	 MAS`..	 -	 MA ,j%	 MAT)• Ix	 (1,	 X	 I • )	 MAY) 000000109
C C00000190
C	 OMf GAN	 -	 NATUkAL	 f ill U')f I.L If , ,	 Aki4AY( IN	 HZ)	 -	 1 IS	 MAX)	 -	 NWT!- 000000191
t	 ST if f tit '.'.,	 1 % 	 (11,:+I I *41 f Is	 fl- , M 	 'AA . ,	 ANU	 1;M! uA N 	Atli)	 1 5	 THE Isf f U ►tE CO0000192
C	 LURK(. T	 F Ilk	 u t AL.L,ti^I	 MA:,S	 MA To t x	 ,.NL Y. 000000193
C 000000194






VAL Ut	 1 F	 )YI%AwIC	 011 1 .',U I• L 	 (j, CO0000197
C 000000198
C	 NO	 -	 1 4UMt)F k	 I.J	 I UOAI	 I N T i_ t. V AL ',	 ) I V I j I N.,	 T of	 u	 W A,moUf	 I NUM.1tk	 OF C 00000199
C	 VALUES uF	 U=NUI I). C00000200
C C00000201
C	 Vt L	 -	 F L IUH1	 VE LL( 11Y L00000202
C C00000203
C	 14TRAN	 -	 AkuAY	 LjF	 'o mlc.tit,14 11	 t (N oTti,	 uF	 wIN..(Uk	 TAIL)	 SECTIUNS 000000204
C	 ktfFRF	 THE	 DIFFf+-'ENT	 (.I,NTkIL'3	 AIt	 LOLATLv(AT	 MIU	 LuNTkUL	 tWAN CO0000205
C	 SLCTION:aI	 -	 (t6	 NAX) 000000206
C 000000207
C	 ( TRAN	 -	 AI,4AY	 ( . F	 a J'.1 AN( t ^	 .Jf T at LN	 THL	 l wtl	 1 . cAN5JUCf 1.5	 AT	 E ACH 000000208
C	 CUNTRUL	 $,Vki- ALE	 MIL)	 5( LT II . N(USt )	 TU	 LUMNUTL	 THr	 AN6I . E	 OF C00000209
C	 DEF OItMA T I UN)	 -	 (r	 MA x) . C00000210
C 000000211
C	 CREF	 -	 mEFLktNCF	 iFMI
	
^ I iU G U I-L-Nith	 (NUkMALLY	 *ING	 F,,JL,T	 SEMI C00000212
C	 CHORD)	 - SHUULD uE CUNSI`► TtNT	 w1TH YH 1 	kFFLHtNCE LEWGTH USED IN 000000213
C	 CUMPUT 1'4:, THE	 RFCULt.0 rkEJUrNCY K. 000000214
C C00000215
C	 Zw	 - MATRIX NHEKE	 ZM ( L.J)	 INJILATFS	 THE DISNLALLMFNT ( NUSITIVE C00000216
C	 nOVIN)	 OF	 THE	 I - TH	 T,4ANS n jC(f+ 	 uJF	 Tu THE	 J- TH	 'ALOE.	 r('a EACH 000000217
C	 SFCTION THFRE	 AkF	 TMU TkANSf ) UCEQS -- THE: FORL	 TRANSI)UCEP	 SHL.JJLU C00000218
C	 HE LOCATEJ AFICAD OF	 THE AFT	 TNANSUULFk ( AT	 3) PEkCENT CHONO FROM C00000219
C	 L.E.).	 THESr SETS OF	 TRAN5UUCf n S yHUUL . D bE	 Akf• AN.. ED	 IN THE	 SAME 000000220






























































1REF - VALUES LIKE Zw Of REFERENCC TRANSDUCERS USED TO DETECT C0000°0223
THE RIGID dUDY MOTION OF THE AIRCRAFT - (2 X 15 MAXI * 000000024
C00000225
IPLOT - 1--- RO BOT LUCJS PLOT WILL BE MADE C00000296
- 0 ---NO PLU T WILL HE MADE 0000000117
000000228
CLR — ARRAY OF X DISTANCES (POSITIVE AFT) 9ETWEEN THE FURS 000000t89
REFERENCE IRANSOUCEk AND THE FOkE CONTROL TRANSDUCEP — ((+MAX) COGOOO230
00000OP31
CTR — DISTANCE tiE1wEFN THE 	 TWO TRANSDUCERS AT THE REFERENCE 000000232
SECTIUN. 000000233
000000234










- AHSLISSA SCALt( VALUE PER	 INCH) 000000243
000000244
YSCALf-	 - uRUINATL	 SCALE(VALUC PER	 INCH) 000000245
000000246
XL - LENGTH OF	 AttSG ISSA	 IN	 INCHF,i C00000247
CO0000248
YL	 - L LNv TH OP	 LRUI NA 1 t	 I N	 I N( tit 5 C00000249
C00000250
ISYM -	 INTEtiFR DEFINING SYMUCL DURING kUCT LOCUS PLUT(-3 IS 000000251
RL(.OMMENJL-). COG000252
000000253
IENTkY	 -	 1 000000254
000000255
NAMELIST/MXSIZE 000000256
MAXC - MAXIMUM NUMULk OF	 CONTROL S( z t,	 ,N THIS PROGRAM) 000000257
000000258
MAXNM	 - MAXIMUM NUMtiCk OF	 Mt,JE5(x15	 IN THIS PRU(jRAM) 000000259
000000260
MARK-	 MAXIMUM NUMt-JElt	 Jr	 PI)LYNv 1,41AL	 TEkMS PER ELEMENT	 IN	 THE 00000026/
TkANSFLk fUNCTION NUAFT+ATOk AND DENOMINATOR MATRICES(=10 HEREIN) 000000262
C00000263
MAXT - AAKIMUM UkOLR ul- FINAL MATRIX A(hHERL OY/DT=UY -- 	 =133 000000264





THAT IT	 l5 NELC.^jARY TU UELETE ONE OF	 THE Two SUBROUTINES 000000268
NAMED CUNTR(_ ACCudDINk, TO THE DESIRED CONTROL LAW@ 000000269
000000270
WR - kEFLREN(.E FkFuUENCY(PAU/SEL)9U5EU ONLY FUR THE D.T.T.F. 000000271
CUNTHUL LAWS --VALUE GHUSF_N I y NURMALLY AROUND THE FLUTTER 000000272
FREWENCY VALUE. 000000273
000000274
WE - INTL(.ER ARRAY FIJLLUWING THE URDFR OF THE CONTROLS AND 000000275
IDENTIFYING	 3ETwEEN Let*	 AND T.L.	 CONTROLS. 000000276
=1r	 T.E.	 CONTROL 000000277
=0o	 L.E.	 CUNTRUL 000000278




C	 X - ARRAY OF 4A INS•+ THERE ARE 6 GAINS PER CONTROL. SUkFACE FOR 000000=8$
C	 THE L+D•T.T•F+ AND I GAIN PER CONTROL SU	 ACE FOR THE D+T•T+F• 000000283
C	 (=36 MAX) 000000284
C	 X(l) *5**2/16**2*?*X(2)*X(3) *S+X(2)**2) 	 + COGODO965
C	 X(4)* S**2/(5**2+2 *X(S)*X(6)*5*X(S) **2) 000000286
C 000000287
CCCCCCCCCCCCGCCCCCCCCCCCCLCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCOOOOOR88
REAL *4 	 XZ•YZ+XSCALE•YSCALE•XL•YL ► l3UF(100) 00000289
COMMON/AERF/AU(1!k * 2[)•A1(L$.2d)• A2(15922)•A3(15.222)•A4(13r22)• 00000290
*AS (15 v 22) • Ab( 15.22 ) 00000291
CGMM.7N/ I CAS! /8 ( 4) • r•M • NC . N4j • KL 00000292
DIMENSION OME4AN(l3)• H(Id•lS)•4UC(15,61sAlGIl5+b1 ► A2G(15.6). 00000293
*A3C(15• b)• A4C(l5•6)+ A5C(15. 6)•AbC(15.6)oZW(12.15)•ZREF(2915)• 00000294
*bTRAN(6)•CTRAN(6), ACL( 15.6 .4)•AL(15.15.4)91 + CT(b ► Z)•D(3)• 00000295
*01(15),CM(ib9l597)•LA(Lbol S• 7)•GAC(1'5.6.7) ► NP(6•l2)•NPIMX(6)• 00000296
*ND(6)•uJ(l0.6)s ►tM(r21s15.10),OM(?ls6 •iJ)•P(6•12.10)•PH(6al!S•IJ)+ 00000297
*C(5)•ROMN(21 •2l )•fk(189).El (i1i91 •NV(189),CLR16) •NPC(6) ► 00000298
*NTE(6),X(#6)• 00000299
*T(100.140) 00000300
kLAL *8	 MAb5(lb9 15).KtlAR( 15.15) 00000301
NAMELI $T/FLUT /MASS•UMEGAN•QF1EV[N+VEND ,NO+VEL•t)TRAN•CTRAN•CREF•ZW; 00000302
*ZKEF.IPLUT,CLk,CTR,NCACT 00000303
NAMELIST/PLOTPA/xZ• YZiXSCALL•YSCALF,XL•YLvibYM,IENTkY 00000304








DQ- (OF NO -JuF i I N) /N J 00000313
NQT=NU+1 00000314
P1- 3.1415W654DJ 00000315




IF(IMU T .EU.I )	 REA0( ,)9PL,;TPA) 00000318
IF( IPLn'k.LUoI )	 *F4IIF(6,aLL,TPA) 00000319
READ(°3,MXSlZE) 00000320
wkITE(6..AXSIZE) 00000321
IF(NLACT.NL .0)	 F: CAU( •,,,CUNC1 00000322
IF(NCACT.NE.J)
	




C	 COMPUTATION OF	 THE STIFFNLSS MAT141X	 KESAN 00000327
C 00000328
CG	 1	 1=1,NM 00000329
UMEGAN(II=2.U3*PI*UMEGAN(I) 00000330




C	 FORMATIUN OF	 THE	 VARIOUS AL KU MATkILFS 00000335
C 00000336
VELI =CREF /VEL 00000337
VEL2=VEL1*VELI 00000338
IF(NC.EO.))	 GU	 TG	 bJ 00000339
DU	 2	 1= 1 , NM 00000340
1T
50
DO	 2	 Js I * NC 00000341
AOC ( 1 * J ) n AO ( I * NM+J ) 00000342
AIC(1 * J) s Al(1 * NM+J) 00000343
A2C(1 * J);A2(1 * NM +J) 00000344
ACL l I. J * l 1 s A J (1 • NM+ J) 00000346
IF(NL.LT * 2)	 %&U	 TO	 2 00000346
ACL(i * J.2) OA4(I * NM+J) 00000347
1F(NL *LT * 3)	 VU	 TO	 2 00000340
ACL(I * J * .S) 2A5(I * PM+J) 00000349
• IF (NL *L T.4)	 GO	 TU	 2 00000350
ACL(I * J * 4) •AO(I*NA+J) 00000351
2 CUNTINUF 00000352
60 CUNTINL* 00000353
DO	 3	 I a l * NM 00000354
DU	 3	 Js1 * NM 00000355
AL(I*J*1)+•A3(1*J) 00000356
if (NL.LT.2)	 t* O	 TO	 3 00000357
AL(1*J*2) s A4(l*J) 00000350
IF(NL.LT * 3)	 vU	 (O	 J 00000359
AL(I * J * 3) zAt, (I * J) 0000036(•
I F (NL * LT .4 )	 (*U	 TU	 3 00000361
AL( I * J94)=Af,(i * J1 00000362
3 LUN T I NUE: 00000363
DO	 4	 I s i * NL 00000364
5( I I =Lt( I )/VEi. 1 00000365
4 CONTINUE 00000366
C 00000367
C RLOOLT IUN UP	 THL f OUATI CN It CF	 MUT IUN TU A LOMMUN UENUMINATUR —	 00000368
C IN	 Tt+l	 Ft.LL(IWINC,	 Iki(J	 STA4t 5.— 00000369
C (1)	 THE	 NM	 STSW(TUNAL	 EJUATICNt.	 wITt+UUT THE CUNTRUL CUNTRIBUTIUNOOOD0370
C 00000371
CALL	 hACTR(FCT * H * NL * LP * LF ) 00000372
LtMX=L F+01 00000373
OU	 b	 K=1 * LF 00000374
C(K)=FCT(K * LF) 00000375
b CUNTINUE 00000376
DO	 5	 I s l*NM 00000377
DU	 5	 J=I*NM 00000378
U(1)=KBAR(I * J) 00000379
D(2)=0.00 00000380
U(3)=MASS(I * J) 00000381
CALL	 PRUPUL(C * LF * U * i * uI * LS) 00)00382
OU	 7	 K=1 * LS 00000383





CALL	 PRUPUL(C * lF9Do3901 * Lb) 00000384
t DU	 8	 K= I* L S 00000390
CA(I * J * K)=UI(K) 00000391
8 CUNTINUE 00000392
t DO	 9	 K:.	 , N 0000039.
U(1)=J.UJ 0000039
0(2)=AL(I *J*K) 00000395
t CALL	 Nk0PJL(FCI(I * K) * L P *0*?*.)I*L.)) 00000396
DU	 10	 K.'.=l*LZ2 00000397
CA(I * J * KK)=CA(i*J*KK)+Ot(KKI 00000398


















L;U	 To	 48 00000400
00000409
(2) AUUITIONS TO	 THE NM STkLKTURAL EQUATIUNS DUE TO THE NC 00000410
CUN TRUL SURF ACr za 00000411
00000412
UU	 It	 lil•NM 00000413
DU	 It	 J=I * NC 00000414
0(i)=A0C(19J) 00000415
P(2)-AIL(lr.')*VFLI 000004/6
0(3) s Al.((I s J) *YEL: 00000417
CALL	 Pko PUL (CsLF st sJ*U1 wLS) 0000041E
DU	 12	 K=1sLS 00000419
CAL(I.J.K)=D1(K) 00000420
11 Cl ► NT INUL 00000421
OL D	11	 K= I s NI 00000422
1)(1)=0,00 00000423
D(2) = ACL(19J9K) 00000424
CALL	 P(<UNUL(FCT(1rK)sLF% rl)rYrt l trLS) 00000425




11 C UNT INUE- 00000430
LSO	 33	 1=1 sNC 00000431
Oil	 I3	 J= 1 r NL : 00000432




FURMAT IUN OF	 THE	 4C	 L.UNTkuL	 `iUH ► ACE	 FULIATIONt)	 THROUGH	 THE USE 00000437
OF	 TH(:	 CONTk0L	 1.A+ii 00000438
00000439











DO	 45	 1-1rNC 00000451
NPIMX(I)=NP(Isl) 00000452
IF (NU( t 1.t:T.NCr4X)	 NCMX=NL)( 1) 00000453
DU	 45	 J = tsNC? 00000 454
IF(N,'(I.J).L,t.NPI M K(I)1	 NPIMX(I)=NP(IsJ) 00000455
IF(NP(IrJ).(PT.N ► 'MX)	 N-'MX= NP(I.J) 00000456
45 CUNTINUL 00000 457


























If (NCMX * (PT * LSMX)	 Nw0mWMX 00000469 
CUNT INUE 00000460
DU	 46	 I=1 * NMT 00000461
00	 46	 J+l*NM 00000462
t)U	 46	 K= 1 * MAXK 000004631
RM(I * J. K) =0 * DO 00000464
CUNTINUO 00000465
1F (NC * EO*J)	 vO	 IU	 it 00000466
M	 4T	 1=1•NMT 00000467
OU	 4T	 J= ► * NC 00000466
DC	 47	 K z l * MAXK 00000469
D4(1 * J * K)=0gD0 00000470
CUNTINUF 00000471
INC=0 00000472
DO	 31	 1=1*NC,: 00000473
INC=INC+I 00000474
DU	 3l	 J= 1 .NM 00600478
H(I*J)=(Zw ( I.J)+(tLF( INC ) /Lik-l . 00 ► 4ZkEF(I*J)-CL R( INC)/CTk* 00000476
*IREF (2. J ) )/F3T RAN ( INL 1 00000477
H(I+1•J)=(Zk([+t * J)-7w(1 * J) ► /(Yi.AN(1NC)-(7kEF(2 * J)-ZkEF(1 * J)1/CTR 00000478
CONTINUE 00000479
DO	 30	 K=1.NPMX 00000480
CALL	 MXPROO(P(1.1 * K)*H.MM(1.l.K) * NC*NL2.NM*MAX(.* 14AXL29MAXC) 00000481
CONTINJL 00000462
DO	 17	 I= 1 .NC 00000483
NN z NU(I) 00000484
NPL(I1=Nkv-N0( 1) 00000485
00	 11	 K=1 * NN 00000486
DM(NM+ [ . I •N^tU -K+ l) =.) (NN -K+ 1 • 1 1 00000487
CONTINOL 00000488
Flu	 IA	 1=19NC 00000489
NNzNPIMX(ll 00000490
Nk =NPC ( I )+NF L L Mx ( 1 ) 00000491
NP1MX(I)=Nk 00000492
DO	 IK	 J=1 * Nm 00000493
uJ	 18	 K=1 9 NN 00000494
RM(NN+1 9J.Nk- K+1) =-P;4(I. J.NN-K+1) 00000495
CONTINUE 00000496
NNPMX=O 00000497
DO	 52	 I=I	 hl- 00000498
IF (Ni l IMX (I).u T * NNPMX1
	
NNF I MX =NNIMX( 1) 00000499
CONTINUE: 00000500




NT=NRR41 *'441 +(Nk >- vi:'7) *N( 00000505
N15=NMT*(Nkk-2) 00000506
NTS5=NR0-N--(k 00000507
NT S I=N41 *:v 2k41 00000508





FORMATI (iN OF	 THE	 t-XaANDEU F Ik-3T	 tJKDFR UIFFERENIIAL E QUA TIUNS 00000512
OF	 MuTIUN (SUITAHLF	 FLk LIGtNVALJF	 SOIUTICN ut	 THE	 T	 MATRIX) - 00000513
REPEATED	 IN A LUOP i-tli.	 1HF
	
VAklUUS	 VALUES OF	 DYNAMIC	 ' %,kESSURE O 00000514
00000515
UJ	 10 J.1	 I LA SF - I . NJT 00000516







00	 32	 J=1 * NT 00000518





DO	 15	 I • i * NM 00000524
DU	 15	 J-1 * NA 00000525
DO	 15	 K=I.LSMX 00000526
RM(I * J * NRR-K+1)aCM(I. J.L'SMX-K+I)+U*CA(1*J*LSMX-K+1) 00000527
15 CONTINUE 00000680
IP(NC * EU * O)	 GO	 TU	 49 00000529
Did	 16	 Is 1 * NM 00000530
DO	 16	 J=1 9 NC 00000531
00	 16	 K=t * L%MX 00000538
DM(I •J * NRR- K+1) =a*CAC(I * J*LSNX-K+1) 00000533
16 CONTINUE 00000534
49 CONTINUE 00000635
DO	 19	 I a I * NMT 00000536
DO	 20	 J=l * NM 00000537
RUMN(19J) a -kM(l * J*NkH) 00000538
20 CUNTINUE 00000539
IF(NC.EO * 0)	 4in	 TV	 19 00000540
DU	 21	 J=1 * NC 0000054/




OU	 22	 K n 1 ,NRPM 1 00000546
NJaNMT*(K-l)+1 00000547
KK=NI2R -K 00000548
CALL	 MX13kUO(KUMN * kM( 1.t * KK).T(l*-4J)*NMT*NMT*NM94AX*MAX*4AXTI 00000549
22 CUNTINUE 00000550
IF(NC.EQ * ))	 vu	 TD	 '1J 00000551










MXNRk)DIRDMN * 04( t * l * KK) * 1(t * NJ) * NMT * NMT * NC*MAX*MAX*MAXT) 00000556
23 CONTINVL 00000557
50 CONTINUF 00000558





tiU	 TU	 20 00000562





EIGENVALUE SULUTIGN OF	 THk	 FINAL	 T	 MATRIX 00000568
00000569
CALL	 L8ALAF(T * NT9MAXT * PV * INK * INL) 00000570
CALL
	
F.HESSF(T * INK * INL * NT * MAXT * PV) 00000571
CALL	 EURH3F( T * NT * MAXT.INK.INL * ►: R * El*ZZ * 09IEHR) 00000572
PRINT	 600 * IERk 00000573
UO	 82	 1=1 * NT 00000574
PRINT	 200 * Fk(I) * EI(I) 00000575
82 CUNTINUE 00000576
54
IF(IPLUT * E0.1)	 CALL	 PLTDAT(NTsEReEI * X2•YZ•XSCAL69 YSCALEeXL•YL• 00000577
+ISYM•IENTRY) 00000574
1000 CONTINUE 00"015"
CALL	 PLOT (0 * • 0..9961 ) 00000560
100 FORMAT(//10X • DYNAMIC PRESSURE s*•FI0.3• /) 00000561
200 F0RMAT(IOX9Ei5 * 4• • 	 +1	 *9E15 * 4) 00000562
500 FORMAT(//10X • ROOT LOCUS — CLOSED LUOP —REAL ACTUATORS •//) 00000'1163










C THIS SUBRUUTINE CUMPUTES THL VARIOUS FACTORS WHICH ARE NECESSARY 000000594
C SO AS TO BRING THE AERO PAUL APPRUXIMANTS TO A COMMON DLNUMINATOR000000595
C FCT(I*J) IS THE FACTOR WHICH MULTIPLIES THE J — TH LAG AFRO TERM — 000000596
C IN TERMS OF	 POLYNOMIAL FCT( t• J)+FCT1^oJ)+s+fCT(J@J)*S**2+.....•. 0000001597
C 000000598
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCO0000599
REAL *8 	 FCT(595)•t4(4) 00000600
IF (NL .NL *







I I F (Nl . NE .2 )	 t,O	 T U	 2 00000608
LP=2 00000609
LF:3 000006tO
FCT(19 1 )=k3(2) 00000611
FCT(291)=t * DO 00000612
FCT(1.2)=13(t) 000006/3
FCT(2.2) x t*UJ 00000614
FCT(1 •3)=ki(l)*H(2) 000006/5
FCI(2.3)=B(l)+0(2) 00000616
FCT(3 * 3)=1.U0 00000617
RETURN 00000618




FCT (2 • I) =13(2) +H(3) 00000623
FCT(3el ► =IoDO 00000624
FCT(t•?)=8(1)*8(3) 00000625








FCT(4.4) =1 * DO 00000634
RETURN 00000635
55
3 1F(ML.MZ * 41	 GO	 TO	 4 00000036
LP-4 00000637
LF-5 00000630
FCT(1 r 1 )-8(21*d(J)*8(41 00000639
FCT(Ret)=®(2);5(3)+ti(2)*8(4)+Mt.i)*8(4) 00000640
PC T 4 3. 1) nb(Z) +GI( 3) *U (4 ) 00000641
FCT(49t)=t * D0 00000642
FCT (1 .21 =E!(I) *E1( 3) * p (4 ) 000"643 
FCT(2 * 2)=t3( t)*Ett 3)+Fi(t)*6(4)+H(3)*8(4) 00000644
FCT(3*2)=8(1)+N(3)+d(4) 00000640
FCT(4*2)=1.00 00000646








FCT (t *S)=B(t)*tit 21 *ti(3!*dl4 ) 00000655
FCT(2 * 5)=e( 1 )*ti(2)*H(3)+ti( 1 )*H(?)*d'4 ► +8(11*U( 3)*13(4)+f3(2)*8(J)* 00000666
*8(4) 00000657
FCT(3s91=d(11*Btll+ti(t)*H( Jf+U( i)*Il(41+8(?!*ti(31+ttt2)^td(4)+k)(31* 00000658
*0(4) 00000659
FCTt4 * t5)=ti( l)+H(2) +II( J)+H(4) 00000660
FCT(5v5)=I.O0 00000661
RETURN 00000662
4 PRINT	 IJJ 00000663
IOU FtiRMAT(5x # NUMtff k OF AERUDYNAMIC LAv TERMS EXLFEDS THE MAXIMJM OF 00000664




IMPLICIT	 REAL*8(A- HvU-2) 00000669
CC CC CC CC CC CCCCLCCCCcc. cC r.CLC<.CCCCCCLt (.LLCLCC(.CCCCLCCL(-LCCCCCCCCCCCCC00000000670
C 000000671
C	 FITS THk	 AEkU CU FFICIENTS iN TERMS OF PADL APNROXi:AANTS USING C00000672
C	 LEAST	 SQUARE	 TLCHNIUUL * 000000673
C 000000674
C	 NAMELIST/FT 000000675
C	 NK - NUMUER OF REJUCLO FRruufNClt '.i K USED FOR iNTERPULAI IUN 000000676
C 000000677
C	 AK - ARRAY CONTAINING TFE K VALJE!,(20 MAX) - (FIkST RFUJLED K C00000678
C	 MUST bf LJUAL	 TU ZERC) 000000679
C 000000680
C	 MAXNK - MAX VALUE OF NK ( MAA NK =dO IN PRESLNT PkUGRAM) 000000681
C 000000682
C	 NPRINT	 - 0 NO PPINTFD OUTPUT FRu4 SUB14OUTINF F l T. 000000683
C	 -	 I PRINTED OUTPUT	 IS A"AILAULE ( FOR UEtiJ( ,GING PJkPUSES) 600000684
C 000000685
C	 NPUNCH - 0 NU PUNCHED OUTPUT FROM SUEJkUUTINF FIT 000000686
C	 -	 1 PUNCHED OUTPUT(INTLRPOLATION COEFFICIENTS). 000000687
C 000000688
C	 I8IGIL)*JkIt * IU - CURVE FITTING ( WITH NO LEAST	 SQUARES TECHNIOUF) 000000689
C	 OF	 THE FIR>T	 IRIGIO RGWS AND JRIuiU COLOMNS OF 	 AFRO MATRIX - 000000690









COMW)t4/ALAF/AO(tb * 22) * At(l5 * 22) * A2(l5 * 22)*A3(16*22)*A44IS*22) * 00000696
*AS(I5 * 22) * A6(15 * 22) 00000697
COMMON/ I CA8C /l)(
 
4) * NM * NC * NG * NL 000L )698
COMPLEX*16	 ALkO(l5 * 22 * 20) * CCE:F 00000699
0104ENSION	 AK(20) * AK2(20) * X(40 * 6) * XT(6 * 40) * Y(40)*XTX(6*6)9 00000700
*XTY(6) * S(b) * CL.k(4 * 20) * CLI(4 * 20) 00000701
NAMM IS►T/FT/NK * AK.MAXNK * APRINT * NPUNCH * I RIG ID•JRIGIL) 00000702
READ(S * FT) 00000703
wRITE(b * FT) 00000704
MAX%K2=2*MAXNK 00000705
NMNC=NM+NC+NG 00000706
DO	 1	 K a l * NK 00000707
AK2(K)aAK(K)*AK(K) 00000708
DO	 1	 J s l * NMNC 00000709
DO	 t	 I=I*NM 00000710
RFAD(29201)	 AE:RU(I.J*K) 0000071/
1 LUNTINUF 00000712
DO	 5	 I=I.NL 00000713
82;t4( I )*d( i ) 00000714
UU	 5	 K=t* NK 00000715
CLR( I * K)=AK?(K)/( 0 12+AK2(K) ) 00000716
CLI(I. K)=ti( I)*AK (K)/(L3L+ AK2(K)) 00000717
5 CONTINUE 000007/8




IF(AK(I)9NE.0 * 00) 	 STUP 00000720
C 00000721
C	 DETEPMINAT IUN Lf	 THL	 tNTi 1WOLATIJN LEAST	 5OUANC MATRIX	 XTX AND 00000722
C	 THE KNOWN AFWU VECTOR	 XTY 00000723
C 00000724
DO	 2	 I=1 * NM 00000725
DO	 2	 J=I9NMNC 00000726




DO	 3	 K=? * NK 00000731
X(2*K-.i*L)=0.U0 00000732
X(2*K-1 * I )=AK(K ) 00000733
X(2*K-3.2)=-AK2(K) 00000734
X(2*K-2.2)=3 * U0 00000735
Y(2*K-3)=DRFAL(AERU(I.J.K)-Ar tiL)(I*J.1)) 00000736
Y(2*K-2)=UATMA6(AERO(L.J9K)) 00000737
DO	 3	 L=1 * NL 00000738
X(2*K-3 * 2+L)=CLk(L*K) 00000739




IF(NRU*S *LT * NCULS)	 PRINT	 Ila 00000744
IF(NRUNS * LT.f4LULS)	 STUP 00000745
DO	 4	 IR= ► * NRUWS 00000746
DO	 4	 JKz19NCOLS 00000747
XT(Jk * LR)=X(IR * Jk) 00000748
4 CUNTINUk 00000749
CALL	 MXNRJU(xT * X * XTX.NCULS * NftU.YLi * NLGLb.fi * MAXNK2 * 6) 00000750
CALL	 MXPROU(XT.Y * XTY.NCOLS * NRUW5 * 196 * MAXNK2 * 4) 00000751
C 00000752
C	 SULUTIUV FOR THE UNKNu*N	 iNTEkPULATIL^, COFFFICIFNTS 00000753
57
C 0000704
CALL.	 MXINYR(4CC+LS * 0r6 * XTXI 000007:6
CALL MX)OD(XTX * XTY+SeNCOLSoNCOL S * 196 * 696) 000007"
AO( I * J)=ABRO( I. J * 1) 00000707
AI(I•J)•S(1) 00000708
AZ(I•J) .S(21 00000709
A3(I*J) a S(3) 00000760
lF(NL *LT.2)
	
GEC)	 TO	 10 00000761
A4(I*J ► •S(4) 00000762
IF(NL *LT.3)
	
(i(J	 TO	 13 00000763
Ab(I+J)xS('5) 00000764
lf(NL *LT.4)	 coo	 TO	 LO 00000766
A6(19J1 n 5(b) 00000766
10 CONTINUE 00000767
If( I.LfolR Ili IT).ANO.J * LE * Jk1(aID)	 NK aNKT 00000768
C 00000769
C PkINTEO AND/ON PUNCHf -0 OUTPUTS 00000770
C 00000771
lF(NPRINT.NF * I * AND.NPUNCH * NF.1)	 GC	 TO	 2 0000077+2
IF (NPUNC H. NE * 1 )	 yin	 TO 00000773
PUNCH	 607 * I * J * AO(I * J) * (5(JJ) * JJsI * NCUL5) 00000774
V CONTINUE. 00000775
1F(NPRINT * NL * 1) 	vJ	 TO	 1 00000776
PRINT	 700•I.J 00000777
PRINT	 200 * AJ(I * J) * ( 5(JJ) * JJ=I * HCCLS ► 00000778
DO	 8	 IK=I•NK 00000779
COEF a DC'MPLX(J.U')*O * UO) 00000780
DO	 6	 II=1*NL 00000781
CUEF = CJVF+S(2+1I )*0 4L4PLX(LLk(I I * IK) * CLI( II* I r,)l 00000788
6 CONTINUE 00000783
COEF=CEIEF+AFkE)(I * J* L)+tj(()*nCMPL X(O * DO * AK(IK))-S(2) *AK2(IK) 00000784
QUOTR r-0WFAL (AEk )(( * J * IK) ) 00000785
QUOT I = ')A(NAG(AE Kn(1 *J* IK) ) 00000766
IF(UUL;TR * FJ.J * D0I	 UUvTR:-I.0-&'0 00000787
IF (OUn r l * LQ.0.D0 )
	
Qt.UT [ = I .0-1U 00000788
EkR=DKEAL(ALKO(19J91K)-CCF.F)*133 * JJ/UUOTR 00000789
ER(= DAIMAc*( AFRO (19J•IKI-CA F F) *IJO * DO/JUuT1 00000790
PRINT	 21il * 1 * J * IK * AK( I BC) * AEkJ( L * J * IK) * COIF * E•t•t * ER 1 00000791
8 CONTINUE 00000792
2 CONTINJF 00000793
20%) FORMAT (IOX •
	LUefV	 =	 • dE12 * 4) 00000794
21) FURMAT(2x * 3(5 * 4X ► 7E11.4) 00000795
hOO F0RMAT(2X * 2I2 * ?A9?rIJ * 4) 00000796




FIkbT	 <LDUCEU	 FRFUUENCY	 MUST	 UE	 EJUAL	 TO	 ZERO'/) 00000799
110 FUPMAT('	 THEkF	 ARF	 LESS	 EQUATIONS	 THAN	 UNKNJ*N5 • */) 00000600
201 FURMAT(2EI5 * 5) 00000801
END 00000802
SUHRUUTINC (ALT')AT(N * FLkvrLI * X1 * YZ * XSCALF9YSC ALL vXL * YL.ISVM91FNTRY 00000803
+) 00000804
REAL *r1	 E:LH (I) * ELL (1 ) 00000805
CC CC C CC CC CLCCL CC CC t-CCC CC C(.C(-L4-(.,C.CLLC C %-CLCC.C. CC C LCC. LL(.L CC CC CC CC C CC CC(,CCCCC00000806
C 000000807
C ROUT L%XUS PLLT - F,;R FLUTTER Pkui,&AM 000000808
C 000000809
C NUM = 4*NUMBFk OF MODES C00000810
C 000000811
C KZ	 = LEFT HAND LIMIT OF	 HEAL PART COOOOOS12
50
c 1 000600813
C YZ = 0 • c00T,100014
C c00000i16
C XSCALE s A88C I SSA KCAL! 000000014
c c00000817
c Y3CALE a Uk0INATF SCALE C00000410
c c000008ll
c XL * LEN G TH Of PLUT	 IN IW.HES Of PAPtt (R 000000020
c 000000021





DU	 1	 I=I•N 00000027
ER(I)=ELfi(I) 00000020
EItI) s EL1tl) 00000429
R(jHTLM = XP + XSC AL E * XL 00040630
UPLMTsYZ+YL*YSCALF 00000831
IF(EN([ ).Lr,x1)	 C...	 t.,	 I 00000832
IP (E l (i) .L T . 3.)	 G I_)	 TO	 ► 00000833
t F t F Rt I ).ai, ►+:,Hlt M)	 ,t.	 T.,	 1 00000834
IF (E E (I) ...T ,UNL t4T)	 (^U	 TL	 1 00000835









uU	 Tu	 (: • S) • I LhTk Y 00000845
2 CONTINJf 00000846
YAX I5J=ALSS i,.I/XSCALF) 00000847
CALL.	 AX t a(U..O..'ktAL	 PA'4f $ •-O•XL9J.•X7rXbLALE) 00000848







FUNC T 1 UN 0kf AL ( Z J 00000856
C THI5 SU.)kUUI INC	 LAN tit	 USLU	 01Tt+ LI THE k	 THE	 SLG*	 OR FAST. 184* 00000857
C DUUME	 PREC t	 lUN	 •	 C(1MPkE`^w9I() L L	 ALkUUYNAMIL	 CLLEFF IC IENTS PRCGRAM .00000858
/MPLIrIT	 REAL*9(L)) 00000859
RE AL *ti	 Z (2) 00000860






SUE)RCUTINt- 	 P--4(' :s UL (A. ►N•.i•M.C •L) 00000867
IMPLICIT	 u(AL*8(A- t(•t,-Z) 00000868
CCCCC( CCCCLC.Ci 	 "C( t.( CCLt.Ct.CCCCCLCCC(.CLCCCCLLCCLLLLLLLLCCCCCCCCCLC(.LCLCC 00000869
C COOOOO870
C A ROUT INE, f Ok	 MOLT Wt Y(N6 PUL.Yh.)MIALS	 C=A*ti	 WHERE	 A.HtC	 ARE 000000871
C	 POL 'NO MI At. 0 Of THie FGRM
C	 Au A(I)+A(2)*X+A(3)*X**2fA(4 ► *X**3+.••.....•A(N)*X*+(Pt-l)
C	 ^0t1)+ii(1t14X+(9131#X*+2+f9t41+Rxtt3+...••.•...0(MIRx+4IM--l)
C	 C nC(1)•C(2)*X+C(3)*X**2+C(4) +X* *3+.......C(1++M-II*X**(N+M 11)





DO 1 I s I  rNM
I C(I )uoouJ
DU 2 [*Is"
00 2 J n 1 rM




C	 SUNkujTINC MXINVk _ ODUOLE. PRE( ISION
suouuUfIN£ MXINVM ( N.MrMAXrA)
C
C	 HEAL MAIWIX INVLat y l JM *ITH S , ILUTILIN Of L 1NFAk E QUA TIUNS
C
C	 CAVM a OAbS(A( MAX))r CAVA = JAUa(A(1rJ))
C	 CApm s 0A9S(UFTL.4M)r CA.J V = OA8b,(I'IVCT)
c
IMPLICIT .0-AL * -J(A-HsO - l)









I OJ0 P ukMAT t ` 	 tvu St,LU T ) uN	 LF	 L ( Nt 4+4 t OUAT TUNS	 I5 ALLI)Wt: D F014








DE T a Cl
CAVM=I.JD)
DU 20 J=1rN
20 IPIV(J) = U
DU 500 1=19N
C




IF (IPIV ( J) .LU. 1) jL. % l,1ti
DU 100 K=1.N
IF (IPIV(K) - 1) S0r100r1^)0
5J CUNTINUE
LAVA=DAtti$(A (J rK) )











































































CAVM a CAVA 00000931
100 CtNNSINM 00000931
105 CON  ItNtM 00000933
IF ( CAVM•Lt d• 0.000) WL)	 IJ	 UO 00000934
IPIV(ICUL)




T(, O UT	 NI VUT eLt MC NT UN OI At.UN41. 00000°937
0000093•
IF	 (1 14J*	 .L%J.	 IL LL)	 4L	 IL	 230 00000939
DET	 a	 --JL T 00000940
DU 700 t a 1 , N 00000941
SKAP	 a	 A (It.I)w,L) 00000940
A(IkUM,t)	 a	 A( (C(TL,L) 00000943
At ICt1L.L 9	 a	 Sg AP 00000944
200 C(INT IN'JC 00000946
IT	 (M	 .LL.	 0)	 (oU	 Tt,	 21) 0000OV46
OU	 W20 l = 1 ► M 00000947
SWAP a 00000948
B( INLa.t	 )	 =	 t+( I(- LL,L) 00000944
t4(t(0L .t	 )	 ,%4to 00000950
;120 CUNT I •+Vt 00000951
230 C • )N t I N J I 00000952
INUX(I , 1 )	 -	 )trtaa 00000953
INJx(1901	 =	 I(-(JL 00000954
PIV
	 -	 4 t i	 L. I< (:t	 ) 00000955
c. AwV - )Att 3(1 1 1 V 1 00000956
iF (C AP V.t	 4. }.30 ))	 t,t	 Ttj	 7. 1 0 00000957
00000956
oIV(t't	 t'IV()T	 1"tja	 HY	 Pj%r9l	 ILI%	 NT 00000959
00000960
A( I(t.t	 ,	 ((	 1 0)000961
II I V t. = t .d0l n I V 00000962
tx,	 ,.^.)	 t	 t	 I N 00000963
3',0 AI It. L.L.t. i
	
-	 A( [ C_	 A ,t. )*t-'I VO4 00000964
IF	 ( M	 .L.L.	 J)	 G(I	 Ti;	 jiu 00000965
OL,	 = 70	 L = 1 . M 0000096E
370 B( ILLX . I 	)	 t'( I( t ) L,L)«NI Vu 00000967
00000966
1{EUULt	 NUta -T^i VAT	 ^tuMS 00000969
00000970
ti0 CUNTINUL 0000097/
Ut)	 SOJ L 1- 1 ,N 00000972
IF	 (L I	 .t-U.	 ILU L) 	 vf_	 TL	 600 00400973
SWAN	 =	 A(L I: ILUt ! 00000,974
A(L 1 ► IcUt.)	 =	 CO 00000975
Otl	 400	 t = l . N 00000976
4430 A(L 1 .L)
	
=	 A(L t *L)	 -	 A(ICLL .t ) * .wA tl 00000977
lF	 ( M	 .t-E.	 -1 1 	 (,C'	 it.	 ;Jt) 0000097!!
DU	 450	 L=1. 04 00000979
45J ti(L i,L)	 =	 "(L I,L)	 -	 H(IC LL 9L ) * 7AAV 00000980






UU	 700	 I=19N 00000905
L	 =	 N+I-I OJ000986
IF	 ( INJX(L 9 1 )	 .t U.	 IN.)K(L ,Z) )au	 TC	 700 000009$7
INUW	 =	 INUx( L,1) 00000988
ICUL	 =	 INJx( L ,2) 000009H9
61
11(1	 h90	 K a i r M 00000990
t;MAP	 .	 A(KrlFVw) 0000OV91
A(K . tknw)
	
•	 A(Kr ICCN.) 00000992
A(K• ICJL) a	 y wA w 00000993
Co5r0 CON 	 t ►JJE 00000904
7)J CONTINUC 0000OV45
w ,-	 T%.	 . ISJ 00000994
UJ OL T	 n	 t,) 00000997
ISCALC	 J 0000OV98
7'.)0 Wir T U)tN 00000999
PNU 00001000
aUti`i! -i r ih`
	 4M11 LU(A.M•C NIA,NIL1•NJJ•%AXA•MAxt!•MAXC) 0003/031
)I t, AL *'i	 A *
 3 r C r Q 00001002
J1#4CW-i,) 14	 A(MAYA• 1) * H(+(AXt s t)*..(MAXC.1).J( LLU) 00001003
Ou	 1k)a	 l a tshlA 3OOalaa4
Jt)	 200
	 J= i . NJ'i 0000 1005
J (J) x rt • .) J 0000 1006
1)C.	 QUO	 KKIL 00031OJ7
J(J )' )(J) t A(I•Kr.)r+ {1snrJ) 00001008
tUJ C-NT 1 1401 00001009
00;	 10.1	 J a i .NJ 1 00001313
>> C(I.J)=u(J) 00001011
lUJ ( UNT ( 'vii) 04001OLZ
1-!	 Tuo,N 0000tO13
^NJ 040alOI4
W01. 1 :U11•4F	 4XA,.$U ( Arlr( •ATAvNJ9 g AXA v MAA6sM4XC) 00001015
4r AL s • )	 Aso *( 000011ib
AMCIwtiI JN
	
A(O1AXA.1) *.1( AAXt±. I)
 r( (MA)LC.1) 000')lal7
Do	 13)	 1 X IINIA 000010105
?i'	 1) 1	 J : l rhJ 00001019
lt?0 C(I•J)-A(1rJ)+C(1.)) 000-1023
)-U I Vt.'s 00001 0? L
1 '40 000ai022
• .IJUkt ,1(l	 4kAA.MAXr!.MAX(-) 0000102-1
)-t- AL* -1	A.,) * L 300-1'24
01KEN',I-N	 A(MAXA * { )• +( 4AXo
	 I I 9 ( 4AX(- 00001025
1)k+	 1OJ	 1 =1 •NIA 0000/026
Ji	 1J)	 J=l * NJ 000)10?7
ICJ C(I•J)=A( lei )--itlei) 0000l02pt
''I	 l J ' ' p. 0000 1029
1 0J a0aJ1JJ0
,Jt' kL Ji 1 1 4t.	 MX` ( AL ( As-*C *Nl 1 r'*J S.'VAXA, AAX t+. v(A)LC) 0000/031
'-SAL • i	 Av3 9 C OOOOIOJ2
u l M tNSl	 .,.	 1)(%4AAt'*1) •((
	
aKC *!) 00031033
.Il1	 1))	 1=i * Nt" 00001034
Du	 III	 J= l . Nj -i 0000M$5
11,	 1 ^.t
	 l*-1)-,%*	 f(	 lei) ry00aiJ3(i
•^ tUk)a 00001037
RNJ 0000LOJS








VAST COW I ►,URAT lUN AT d=0 • v•	 ►JATA FGm FLJTTLR C .ILCULA T ICha
4CASIE
NUM	 `)•NLs d*NAER- 09d= U.lOCJ00J00JOJVUJVU 000




NKs	 IU ••%K=	 U.J • J•45)y9Si^i5isybriSr64d$U -J1•
O.IoJvU(;0JJ0UJJJJUil
	 CU• J•.Ga3JLCJOJJ)JJ)UO r O.JJOJ0oJ000aU3000 •
J040J(JJO.IJJJ)JJJJJ . 4.3JJJJLJJ )JvUJJUU • J.o000JC0000000000 •
0.7000UUUUOJJCJJJU . J.du000CJJJJ4JJ0J0 • U00 .
000 . U.0 . J•0
-	 000 • U•J • J.J •
0.0 • 0.0 • U40 .MAXNK=




MAba=	 J.61 PajoJ.;JJOJ0J0 •	 .)• G ,	 J*) •
0.0 • J•0 . j
a • U.0 J.(I
J.0 c•J J.J
J s U•J r J.J •
U•U LJ„J.uJ4 )ij,lJ'JUJ J.a
0.0 r J.0 r J.J
000 • j • 'J•J
0.J • U • j 
U•U • J00 • j •
0.0 • J•J • JoGJ')LJJJJJ)JJUJJJU-uL.
0•G • J.0 • 0•U •
0.0 • U.J • J•0
U•0 • C•U • U•)
J.J • J.) • J.J.
000 • J.0 r J•U
0.JJ3	 y J.J • J.0
090 • U.J • J•U
0 • U•J . J.0
U . U 
. 0.0 .
O.0 . j • J.J
J•0 s U.!3	 1,	 IV 1i'^ y 1%0 10 I,yv-v19 J•J
040 . U.J • U.(1
U•0 ► U.0 , O•J
1 . Q • j •
0.0 • U•) • J•0
3•0 , U•J • ).biI#o	 rs'd	 9yj90-0 ?.
0.0 r j • )•U
0.0 • 0 . J.0 .
J.0 • J.0 , J.0
0.0 • J40 . O.J .
0.1	 ::Jv,)tJuJJJJJU-.L• U•0
000 • U•J • J:0 .
0•0 • U.J • J•U •
U.J • 1 o • U•U
000 • J.0 r 0.0
()•0 • 0.L03LUCJ0J00U!)UJ00-01r 0.0
0.0 • U•0 . U.J
0.0 , 0•U • U00
U.0 r U•0 • U•0
0.0 • 000 s J.0 .




000 •	 0.0 •	 000 •
Oro • O p •	 Ur0 •
000 •	 000 •	 Uro
r	 000 •	 000 000
Oro •	 OrU •	 0r0
000 .	 0.J Uro
=00 .	 JrU .	 UrJ .
0r0 •	 00J •	 UrJ
Oro •	 Ur0 •	 0*0
000 ,	 0.0 •	 J.0
O.0 •	 J.0 •	 Oro r
Oro •	 U00 •	 Ur0 •
000 •	 C 0 J •	 000
Uro •	 U00 •	 U a 0 •
000 •	 U.0 ,	 UrJ
J.0 •	 000 •	 U.0 •
0.0 •	 U.0 •	 U.0 •
0.0 r	 00%) r	 U.0 •
0.0 •	 U.0 •	 U00
000 •	 0 00 s	 J.J
ti.0 •	 u.0 .	 U.J
0.0 ♦ 	 U.0 •	 J.0 •
000 s	 Lt.J •	 u.J
U00 •	 00J ,	 J.J •
0.0 •	 U.0 .	 U.J •
`0.0 •	 0.0 U.0 •
0 * 0 •	 J0J U.J
U.0 •	 u.J r	 U.0
U0u ,	 J.J U.0
0.0 (;.0 U.J •
00u . 0 s .	 U.0
000 u.0 .0
k- HtuAN-	 t:. J ,	 l'.. G ♦ 	 b.'t410UUUOJUUUJUJ
.)1.° a/ti..UJJUuJ.1JJ •	 Jµ..`.it.JUJJ	 JttuJJ :;J.15owJUJJODUUUU •
d4.JJ"ti;^JuJJvJI.UJ •	 l l y .bl	 vOUJJ.)UuJJ •	 le/ * ,6HC000jaCUUUU •
0.0 •	 U.O •	 0.0
Uou .	 u.J •	 U.J
GHLt•ih=	 J.0 •.:t NO 	 '.UUJUJJJJJUJJt;JU
	 sNJ= 46
YE S=	 1144.f .JuJJuUUJJOU I nA%N	 t .1 "o	 )UUJOJk;uj0
	 r
t).lilUJuQ.JuuJUJO e	 J.J •	 t/.0
U.J ► 	 U •J rC TF.AN -	 t.b`s70UuGJ6JJUUJU
b. bbIJvCvJJuJJu00 •	 0.J r	 J.0 •
0.0 •	 J•J '41:t-=	 l.. i.b43JLOJUJUU000
	 •
IM=	 1.UUUUJuuJJJUUOJu •	 1•JJUJJJI)	 JJt. r	 1•UvJJtlUU000U4U4G
1 sCl.uJu	 JJ^IUJJJJU •	 J.J .	 J•J
J.J
u. 0 .	 u.J .	 J.J
3 140 I.'U )b. leu"L;J,)UJUO000
4b	 aJCLJJJ000UJu •	 000 •	 J.J
U.0 •	 J.J •	 J.;; .
U.0 .	 0.J •	 u.J •
U.C4UJ0C..Uou00JIiU^) •	 U. 14 L; Q0G t:JAJJ00vUv .	 J.04UJJL JJJJJOJUJU r
u.IQ.uJuJJJJJJJuJJ ,	 0.J r	 J.J •
...i •	 J. J.J
-'	 'r c:" 1Jte.JUV.lJJvuJ ♦ 	 J.c )uJuJJJJJJJJUJU 9-•J.4CJdJ4JJJJJUJ000
t	 u:'JJJU,tJt JJ •	 J.J •	 J.J
U.J r	 J.,) .	 J.J •
J.J .	 J.J r	 J.J
-J.51JuJJuoJJuJJJuJ •	 U.c'aJJa, j J.)JJJJtuJ •-^;.alvuJJJJJUJUJUJO
6.lEJJJ,oa0J 14uJJJu r	 U.0 0	 0.J
•
0.0
000 • 0. a . J.0
-093600000000000000 •- 00449yv'byv9v9VCvvgu - UI.-4.Jn00000000000OUO
-0.+4ti yvvvvv yvvyv9vD - Ul• 0.0 • 000
000 • O.J . v.0
060 . 000 . 000
0.j6000LvJJUv0JuU0 • 0.l0000L0J0a0000UU0 009 O.J6000000JU000000
0./00UN0uv00ojouoou UJ• -J.J . J.0
000 • 000 . 000
000 . J.J . v.0
J•200UJ0U0JJUJJQJU0-U1. J.2ciQOJJaJJUOaOJJU . 002o000000000000000•-01
0.2600000000000004 . 0.0 . 000
0.0 r U00 r O.J
0.0 • 000 • 000
-U.9Sti5rti +r ye,r ySV5 y tivU-U.c•-0.2&:aUJ coo 00J aJ000 r-0.9^ryvySivvNydyd5r9yU-1;t
- 0.22u000CJvJJJJi,JJ r J.J r 0 +J
U.0 • On . Ono
0.0 • J.0 . J.J
0.0 • 0.J . 0.0
J.0 • U.J • J.0
000 • J.J . J.a
U.0 • 000 • 0.0
J.0 a v.J • v.J
a•0 . J.J • J.J
J.0 • )•J • J.J
J.J . J•J . J.J
U.J . U.0 . ).a
O.0 ► U.J . J.a
U.0 . 1.1 .0 . J.J
u • J•J • v.J
O.0 . U.J . J.0
u • U ► 000
j . U . J.0
J.J . 0.J . 0.J
J.0 r j • L. *J
u.0 . U • J 
J.J • a.J . j 
JeU • J•J • J.J
O.J . J.J s J..)
U,J . JrJ • J.J
000 . J.J J
U.J . J..) .J
1 .vuL,uL, , )J•JJJJJJJ . 1. 'iCJO.:JJJJJJO. , vJ . -j8.20U6J0J0000U0O
-1.t'000 )JJ.)-)JJJJU . 0.J r J.0
J.J . j ).a
000 • j • v.J
000 . 1 . u.J
J.J • 0 : J.J
U.0 a U • J.')
J.J . J.J . U.J
u.0 • 0.0 • J.0
U.0 . J.J • J.J
l.Llit = 	 11.S2UJJU0i60L)	 J'.1
	•	 7I0N-,OvJJJv0vJ(G0J
0.J . J•J • O.J






























 O T PA
1(Z= -100000000




200.00000	 ► X1.= 7.OJOOJ00	 •YL- 5.00wr0U00







































	 • 1 s
	0.0






JYNA A41C. PVL:;bJl L =	 J.J
1 t tt ^^	 -	 u
J.0 It J.)
U.0 +l J.J






-u.Od11U-12 +1 J#OJ410 U3
- J.O d2lO-L,2 +1 -U.3041U U3
-J.1d7bU-I1 +I J.152,6u U3
-0.1d76U-11 +[ -J.752d0 03
-0.IJ460-11 +I 0.5 10 GJ
-J.L3400-11 +1 - 0.5tylU J3
-0.15950-1l +1 0.31tadU 03
-0.15 y5J-11 +I -0.11530 13
-0.141JU--LI +L 0.14cio 03
-U.1410U-11 +1 - O.tsH3U 03
-J.1524D-ll +t 0.el^)00 CS
-0.1124L-11 +1 -0.21bOD J.1
-J * Jf5JO	 u2 +1 0033010 J2
-J.375JU
	 02 +I -0.33()70 JZ
-0.10690- 11 +1 0.6d40U U2
- u.IU09U-LL +1 -J.o246U 02
-0..335150	 J3 +1 U.d5H3U-Iu
-0.Ji1Obu	 OJ It -J.d583D-l4
-J.3395U	 U3 +I J.0
-u.33v50 U3 +I 10.'21)JU-11
-J..93 y 5J	 03 +1 -v.220JJ-ti
-J.33 y 5t)	 J3 +I j 0
-0.33950 43 +L J.1519J-L L
66
-UsJJY5L) UJ +I - u. I57VJ-II
-0.9JY50 00 +1 000
-002 g4TU 03 ♦ I 0. I Urt /U - UV
-0.25470 OJ +I -J.LOZ70-051
-0.1547tJ VJ +1 0.0
-U.db47U JJ +1 000
-002547u OJ +I 090
-0.2tj41U_ JJ tl 0031410-11
-Jes!b4lu JJ +i -O . J147U-11
-3025410 UJ +I 000
--J.d547U U  tI J.J
-Jo LbVdU JJ +1 J..' 5?1W-lv
-J.10adU J1 +1 - joe-)	 J-lJ
-U•1CStlt) U1 +1 j 
-J.IovJJ JJ tI j 
- J. ► OVJO U.) +I J.1OviU- 11
-J. Lc,v.3J JJ +l - J.JJILU - tt
-J.lovdu JJ +1 J•)
-U. I4ddu u-i + I r	 )
-J•I:)v3J J3 +1 JrJ
- J•ti4PJ y ., J2 +I J-ic
-Jrd4b')J %;2 +L 0-12
-J•d 11a 90 J2 t r:J-12
-J•.i43`dJ J +1 001 -'610 - II
- Jr d4dvJ J2 +I - O.12L'iJ-I1
-Jrb4dJJ J.'. +t ). l 42•s6)-12
-job4d'). U..t +1 - J «1Jr1J -12
- J. b4d yU U2 t
 
J.J
,;4NAMIL	 PkL_,:3Ur-L	 - J03JJ
ILt-4	 -	 J
J..1 41 Jr,)
-J.'dt.Y1U j + l J1► W	 J1
-J. sn y 1J j t -S•'i)!1v	 J.a
-J.v112U JJ +1 J.I-J1U	 J1
J..4212v )" t1 J./J.)SJ
	 u3
-JrJ'i`V.) u +L U• 12d4U OJ
-u^Jj:J y u J1 +L -00y2d4J	 03
-a.IJvJJ J1 tt J..31t,10	 J3
-Jr13v5u j +L -C.3/P,Ili	 03
-J.II t'4U JJ +I J..?-1,100	 JJ
-J.11740 JJ +L -J..'L.iJu
	 UJ
-J•1dd1J J1 +L 0.1444U	 UJ
-0.Iddt0 U1 +I -J.1S44J	 U.L
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APPENDIX F
SOURCE LISTING AND INPUT/(XJTP°UT EXAMPLE
FOR GUST OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM
The first part of the Appendix consists of the source listing of the
program which is used for both gust optimization and gust sensitivity
purposes. The operating instructions indicate which :subroutines and
which cards need be deleted or replaced.
The example chosen relates to the same DAST configuration (M.0.9)
chosen for the flutter example with one active T.E. control surface,
(using L.D.T.T.F.). Therefore, the aerodynamic data AERO (I,J,K) which
resides on file 2) is not listed again in this Appendix. All the data
required by the program appears in the output. The two PSD plots for the
control surface deflection and for the control surface rate cf deflection
are supplemented by a tabulation of these plots. These appear in fuur
tables as follows:
The first table shows XF(I)(aw rad/sec), DEFLN(I)(
" a i,PSD ) and PSD(I)
(= the Von Karman gust spectrum).
The second table is similar to the first but shows DEFNR(I)(= 6i,PSD)'
The third table shows DEFLN2(I)(-6i,PSD)
The fourti. table similarly shows DEFLNR2(I)(= 6 
,pSD).
Note that all the control defections are given in degrees per unit
gust velocity.
The last table summarizes the optimization iterations and is very
important in studying the progress of the minimization process. The
notation used is as follows:
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FOPT.	 Value of the target function FLWCTN during the present
iteration.
GMAX	 The absolute value of the maxim gradient component during
the present iteration.
IGMAX	 The active control law variable number to which GMAX
relates.
DELMAX	 The maximum absolute value of the optimum direction
component during the present iteration.
IDMAX	 The active control law variable number to which DELMAX
relates.
E(LOWEST) The step size to the minimum along the optimum direction.
The output also includes the initial values of the gradients G(I)
(with respect to the control variables) and the final values of the
gradients G(I) (after completing the minimization process) together with
the optimum values for the control variables X(I) and the minimum value
of the target function FIJNCTN.
Note also that when a control variable resides on a constraint and
its gradient leads to the violation of that constraint, the gradient is
artificially changed to assume zero value.
Note that the plotted output shows labels which appear to be
displaced. These displacements reflect transient difficulties
encountered while using a new plotter and they do not originate from the
programs used.
!7
IMPLICIT	 ItLAL *1!(A-H.O-t 1 00000001
CCLCLCCCCL( CC':LLCLCLLL000LLLCCLCCL( "LECCC LCCLLCCLCLCCCCCCCCCCLCCCCL f- cLCC00000002
C C00000003
C	 WDT RtE WONtif PACKA"F WHICH PLKMll4 THt CUMPUTATION CE THE COO000004
C	 BPtCTkAL kESPUNSE	 OF	 A(RCRAFI	 DUE
	
TU LUNTINUOUS GUtiT ENVINUNMWNT.000000005
C	 THE	 E Fi= t CTa OF	 AC I lVt CUNTWLL S JN TFit kLSIJJNSt. CAN PE	 ACCUUNTED 000000006
C	 FJk.	 FuKTIit_kMUKE.IHL	 liAS1C	 uUjT	 ►-J t4(ltjWAM	 15 LUUNLED	 IN	 THE C00000007
C	 PRESENT	 PALKAaF WITH AN U'TIMIZATIt)N kUUTINL 	 NHICH FNA4iLF'z THE C00000006
C	 UETENMINATION Of	 THE VANIUUb CUNTHUL	 tjAINS Su AS	 TU MINIMIZE THL C00000009
C	 AIRCRAFT KLSOUNbE
	
III uJST.	 St.NSI TI V1 TY STODIEb AROUND THE 000000010
C	 (,IVEN	 (uR JNTIMAL	 )	 (.UNTI+UL	 (iAIN5 CAN ALSU JF	 MADE.	 THE C00000011
C	 F OLLUW I Nu 0AT A	 15 kLOU I REi..--- COOOOOO12
C [00000013
C	 HOK	 -	 HLAUER	 (tUl.dAl	 IbA4) COOOOOOt4
C	 NA MF L 1ST /LASE - COOOOOO1 6
C	 NM	 - NUMt1tk	 OF	 Ml. nFSt l	 MAX) C000000t7
C C000000t8
C	 NL	 - NUMtltK Ur	 LUNTRUL.a(t	 MAX) COOOOOO19
C 000000020
C	 NAER -	 I	 INPUT	 ALWO	 IN TERM;, LiF	 INTrRPULAT(ON CUEFF'ICIENTS EW	 K 000000021
C	 - 0	 INPUT	 AERU FUN DIFfLktNT	 VALUES OF	 K -	 1NTRPOL.ATIUN 00000002?
C	 C(IEFF IC ILNI S	 TL. tit LUMe3 UI FU	 IN	 SUt3kuU7 I NE	 F 1 T. 00000002:1
C 000000024
C	 U - ARRAY OF	 LA(s	 TERM) USEU DUQIN(,	 INTLWPGLAT1GN(4 MAX) CO0000025
C CO0000026
C	 Nti -	 1	 IF	 wUbT	 AEku	 IS 5UPPLIED 000000027
C	 -	 0	 IF	 JUST AERU	 lb NLT	 z+U:,lLIED. 000000028
C 000000029




THEN AFRO COEFFICIENTS ARf	 RLADtFORMAT 6X97Et094) 000000032
C 000000033
iC NAMeL1$T/GST C00600034
C RMASS - MASS MATA I X(I Sr* 1 f MAX ► C00000036
C 00000002#
C OMEGIIN - NATURAL FREUUENG IE y A RMAY4 IN HZ 1 - ( If MAX)	 -	 NOTE- 000000037
C STIPFNIESS IS COMPUTED FROM MASS AND OMEGAN ANO If THMiR1EP01W C60600030
C CORRECT FOR DIAGONAL MASS MATRIX ONLY. C060000.'!°i
C C00000040
C VEL - FLIGHT VELOCITY C00000041
C 000000042
C VTRAN — ARRAY OF StMICHORD , LENGTHS OF WING(OR TAIL) SECTIONS C00600043
C WHERE THE UIFFERLNT CONTROLS ARE LOCATED(AT MID CONTROL $PAN 000000044
C SECTIUNS) -	 (6 MAX) C0000004f
C COOOD0046
C CTRAN — AkkAY OF DISTANCE;., M TwEEN THE TWO TRANSDUCERS AT EACH 000000047
C CONTROL SURFACE MID SECTIUN(USFD TO COMPUTE THE ANGLE OF C00000044
C LW FOkMATION) - (6 MAXI. COOO00049
C 000000050
C CRFF - REFERFNCE bEMI CHURD LENGTH (NORMALLY SING ROUT SEMI C00000051
C CHORD)	 - SHOULD AF CONSISTLNT WITH THE REFERENCE LEN4TH USED IN 000000052
C CUMPUT INti Tf1E RFUUCED FREGUE14CY K. 000000053
C COOOOOO54
C ZN — MATRIX WHORE ZW(I.J)	 INDICATES THE D13PLACE4ENT(POSIT1VE COOOOOO65
C DOWN) OF THE	 1 — TH TkANbQU(.ER DUL	 TO THE J— TH MOcat. rO" EACH C00000036
C SECTION THEkE ARE TwU TRANSUUCERS -- THE FORE TRANSDUCER SHOULD COOOOOOS7
C I3E LUCATEn AHEAD OF THE AFT TRANSOUCLK(AT 30 PERCENT CHORD FROM 000000088
C L.E. ).	 THLSL SETS OF	 TRANSDUCE-k.3 StluULD BE ARRANGED	 IN THE SAME 000000039
C UROEk AS THE CONTROLS — (12 X	 15 MAX) * CO0000060
C C00000061
C ZREF — VALUES LIKE 70 Uf kLFFRLf44,E 1kANSDULEkb USED TO DETECT 000000062
C THE kl( LO UUUY MOTION OF THE AIRCRAFT — 	 (2 X 15 MAX). 000000063
C 000000064
C 0 — FLIVHT DYNAMIC PkESSURE 000000065
C 000000066
C CLR — ARRAY OF	 x DISTANCES	 (FUSITIVE AFT) UE:TWELN THE FORE CO0000067
C REFE14ENCE TRANEPUUCER ANU THE FORE CONTROL TRANSDUCER — (6MAX1 000000068
C 000000069
C CTR — DISTANCE HETWEEN THE Twt, TRANSDUCERS AT THE REEFFkENCE 000000070
C SECTION. C00000071
C 000000072
C Wk — REFERENCE FREVI)FNCY(RA()/SFC)-USED ONLY FOR THE D.T.T.F. 000000073
G CONIROL LAOS --VALUE CHOSEN IS NORMALLY AROUND THE FLUTTER C00000074
C FREQUENCY VALUE. C00000075
C 000000076
C NTE	 —	 INTESFk ARRAY F-.;LLLWING THE UtiUER OF THE CONTROLS AND CO0000077
C IUENTIFYINu EatTwEEN L.E.	 ANU	 T * Co CONTROLS. CO0000078
C =19	 T.F. CLNTkGL CO0000079
C =0s	 L.E. CCNTkCL C00000080
C IT	 IS IMPuRTANT	 TO NOTE	 THAT	 wHENLVER A CONTROL IS NOT ACTIVE 000000081
C PUT NTF=U COOOOOO82
C 000000083
C NCACT — NUMHLk OF ACTIVE CLNTRULS COOOOOO84
C C00000065
C COOOOOO86
C IF	 NAEk=O	 NLXT	 INPUTS ARE RFAV IN SUBROUTINE FIT. 000000087
C C00000088
C ETA19PHI — tTA1 — ACCoA ALY OF CU4PUTEk RELATIVE TO l	 (ON I•E3•M• 000000089
C UUUHLE PRECISION=59E-1J)o ABSOLUTE ACCURACY=X4ETA1. 000000090
C — PHI
	
— RELATIVE SIZE OF	 1 SUCTION ZONE 4 	 WITHIN WHICH CO0000091
C THE OPT IMIZED PAkAME TER IS SUCKED TO THE COSTRAI NT 000000092
r
C IN ORDER Tu AVOIL) PALM COWSR"NlC1<* ABSOLUTE 6121 000000003
C OF ZLtNR• X l ( 1 I tfsH l OR X111	 *09441 0909MOINS 00THRA NEAR CO4,000044
C LOWER ON UPP[A CCN(STRAINITS(FOFIMAT 4910 *0) C0000'1►dM01i
C C0"00996
C NV.IM''R•NDQ — NY — AN INPUT INTIFGCR(3+6 +#AX) CONTAINING T11(I C00400047
c
NU 146ER Of INDEPENDENT 6ONTROL GAINS INTHM SYSTEM 00018104044
j	 C• - WR - 1 C00'000009
+	 C - NOR - 3 OPTIMIZATION BASED ON MINIMIZATION OF RMS 040000100
C NFESPONSt UP CUN T*ULS * C80006101
C - I UPTIMIZATION dAOE.D ON MINIMIZATION OF NOS 00,0000102
C kZSPON1fE RATES Of CONTROLS * (FORMAT 5150 C00000103
C CO 0000104
C NONACT - NUMBER nF NON ACTIVE OPTIMIZATION PANAMETERW ORMAT GISIC00000105
C C00060106
C NA - INTEGER	 lVPI.T ARNAY CAbTAINIhu THE LOCATION OF THE NON C00000107
C ACTIVE PAAAMETEk3 IN THE X APPAY ( SEE BELOW) - ( FORMAT 510)* 000000104
C IF	 NONACT m 0s A HLANK CARD 3HOU 'L0 Oil PLACT'D h[REo COOOOO109
C C00000110
C wi qwT - Twu %EIGHTS FOR F ' MPAbIZINI6 THE P4 6 CONTROL RFSPONSE 000000111
C (OR RATE) OF	 ANY U[SIREO SPECIFIC CONTkUL SURFACE * THIS IS USED COOOOOI12
C IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE DVFINITIUN GF THE 	 TAkuCT FUNCTION COOOOO113
C IFUNCTNs	 .	 (FLW MAT	 4E10.0)* COOOOO114
C C00000115
C Xl (I ) s X(I) s ►cT( I) sLPb ( I)	 -	 THLkt	 AkE	 NY	 SUCH CARUS ( MORMAT 4!:10.0) 000000 1 1 6
C XI (t) - DFhUTES THE LO%T'ST (3uJ40 OF 	 INC I	 - TH CONTROL 000000117
C GAIN PANAME TEE+. C00000110
C X( 1) - UENUTLS THE	 INITIAL VALUE OF	 TAE:	 I	 -	 TH CONTROL 000000/19
C GAIN PAR APE: TrR * C00000120
C X2(I) - UENOTLS THE UPPER dUONO OF 	 THE	 I - TH CONTROL. 000000121
C uAI h P414A14L TES+. C00000122
C CPS(t)
	
-	 THE DE5IRE0 AUSOLUT^	 %(.CUNACY OF	 T14E OPTIMAL COOOOO123
C FINAL	 X(I)	 VALUE(iN (.ASE`	 MINIMIZATION	 IS MAOE),IN COOOOO124
C CAbL OF LUNTKOL UA1N SENSITIVITY STUDY CPS(1) JENOTES THE 000000125
C INCREMENTAL	 VARIATIUN LF	 X(l)	 WITHIN THF	 REGIUN	 Xi(I)--X2tI)9 COOOOO126
C MAX. NUMt3Lk OF	 INLRLMENTS = 34.	 MAX.	 SIZE	 L-*	 APkAYS = 3G. COOOOO127
C COOOOO128
C FMINsETA - FMIN - INPUT	 PAFAMt1tR CwNTAININ4 AN APPROXIMATILN C000001229
C TO T HE MINIM UM (.MS RESPONSE	 VALUE.	 IF	 UNKNOWN COOOOO130
0 150	 FMIN&O. L30000131
C ETA -	 INPUT PA^AMEIE R CONTAININv AN ESTIMATE OF THE CO0000132
C RELATIVE ALCURACY t.F THE	 kMS RESPONSE FVALUAT- 000000133
C IUNS	 MH1CH A ►,L	 USE.0 TG DETERMINE:	 THE TYPL: OF CO0000134
C CIF FI RLNCE	 At"OkUXIMATION	 TG THE:	 GRAVIFNI * C00000135
C (FuRMAT	 4ELU.U). COOOOO136
C COOOOO137
C IIMAXs lw -	 ITMAX	 - AN	 INPUT/OUTt s UT	 INTE aFR.	 UN	 INP `UT9	 ITMAX CDOOOO138
C CutdTAINS Tng	P4AXIMUM ALLUMAbLF.' NUMBER OF 000000139
C vPTIMIZATION	 ITLRATIGN5 * UN UUTPUTs	 ITMAX 000000140
C CONTAINS THE	 NUMPE- k Of	 ITERATICNS USED. COOOOO141
C I* -	 AN	 INPUT	 INTE%,E q s-00F FUk PRINTINti DURING 000000142
C CUMPUTATICN. CO0000143
C -	 J NO VR I KT I h(, COOOOO 144
C -	 I PRINT	 GRA.)IFNT	 VECTURsnlntCTION OF EACH LINEAR 000000145
C MINIMIZATIONsAN.J FUNCTI O N VALUE HEFURE	 AND AFTER C00000146
C EACH LINEAR MINIMIZATIUN * CO0000147
C - 2	 IN ADDITILN TO THE A80 VEsPkINT FUNCTIUN VALUES COOOOO148
C CAL(:UL ATtD E)uk[N (i THE COURSE OF LI NEAR MINIMIZAT*000000149
C - 3 IN ADDITICN TO THL AHOVE•PkINT FUNCTION VALUES 000000130





C	 W9F1106IN • f9k11 - NU40E-R Ut FWF GU[NCY INTEItYALS UIWO I N COPWUTIN4 C000001 0
C	 THE "CTRAL R11SPONSE*LOWCR VALUR (IF MLOUNIOCY C60000104
C	 (IN MZ ) •RESPCCTIV6LY(F01tMAT	 1109OE10 * 61 * TOTAtL 000000106
C	 4%*SfJt OF FRE'AUONC I EO USED W TmNF ♦ 1 C000(l11t"
C 0107C00,00 110
C	 LENUTM - 6JbT $CALF lENOTM * USED TO DETERM1KE TMF. VON 066000104
C	 KARMAN GU 'SY SPtCTAUM(FO4tMAT 4EI0011) 0.0,0000109
C C00000l60
C	 Ell - PLIGMT MACH NUM"R ( FGMMAT 4EIO * 0) * 00496016/
C C6"001 012
C	 NOTE THAT THE M AIN PR,7vrRAt+ W WITES AND READ$ FROM A TEMPMANY C6690016
C	 F lLE	 t J * (St1UVLO Mk DCf tNt:O AS NAW * PAS► S) * F ILEA	 10 Ub11D TA OUTPUT C06009164
C	 OPTIMIZATION k%bULT b ANO SMCULD tC UEf1NIRD Ab EttUAL TO UUTPUT * C(1000616s
C 000000141
C	 NOTE ALSO THAT PLOTS bHUw1kJo THE SENbITIVITY L* ANY CONTROL 000000107
C	 LAW %lTH kESPECT TO THt VARIOUS X(11 PARAMETERS CAN BE MA IM C00000166
C	 USth(a THIS VACKAUC e TU ACCOMPL ISH T141i * 	THE CALL TO SUBROUTINE COOOOO169
C	 SOFP toHOULU Lit 11FOLACLO w1TM A CALL TO fi118A3UTtNE OUSPLT * WHEN C00000t70
C	 SENSITIVITY PLOTS AkF NCT REOUINED IT lb POSSIBLE TO DELETE THE 000000!tl
C	 SUONUU1114ES csUSPLT ANO PLTtW141CH lS CALLED UY GUSPLT1* 	 THE C00000172
C	 SENSITIVITY kANut	 IS HOUND UE,TwEEN X1 (I) 	 ANO X2(1)	 IN STEPS Of C0000017`3
C	 LPS(l)•yIAkTINa	 •ITH	 X(I) * C00000174
C C00000175
C	 NUTt AL50 Tto4T TwJ oXNtkALI7ru CONTROL LAMS ARE INCLUDED IN C0000017b
C	 THIS NALKAC.L :- THE L * J*T*t * F * 	ANJ	 THt D * T•T * F.	 LLNTROL LAWS * C00000t77





CUMMUN /LVtiTFty/X(3oI *PbJ( lU I) •LNEf .XF ( 103 ) • ti•VEL • H( 12 * 1'S) • 00000103
*kMASS(15.15)•UMP-GAN(lS) * wL•%T•xk( ► 03 ) tY(103)•Wk •URMS ( 6)•URRMS ( 6) 00000184
CUMMUN/CUbTFN/NFT*NVACT•IF INAL*NUR*NAl3t,)•NV•LAt1ELX(15.6) •NMNC• 00000185
*NLACT * NTE(n) 00000186
CUMMUN /A(;RP/AJ ( IS•20) • A1(10)o2 e')• 42(15.22) • Ad(Ibo22) • 4A(15 . 22) 000001t37
+•A5(15.2.:)• Ac) (l5.22) 00000t88
COMMUN /ILA.5E/ U(4)•NM * NC • hG * hL 00000189
DIMfN y tuN	 HJ(,( Its) #Z w( l2.I5 )•LkFF(2*Ig)otOS(Jb)*XX(36)*EPSACT( 3(,)•OOOOOt90
*DRV(36).UkVACT(ib)•Xt(su)•XtACT(Jo)•x2(3t,)•X24t.T(3b)98TRAN(b)• 00000191
*CTRAN(b)•CLk(G) 00000192
kE AL *d LENGTH 000001 V3
NAMELIST / vy T/kMA S :;••J loffuAN•VFL t o il KAN•tTRAN * CWFF• Zw•ZREF • t1•CLk • CTF 00000194
*.wR * NTE•NCALT 00000195
NAMEL IST/CASE/NM•NC •NALR oft * h(t•NL 0000015tb
C 00000197









is 	 l(:	 17 00000205
Did	 1	 1 I $ 1 •NM 00000206
DO	 1 JJ=I,NMNL 00000207









VIA I TE ( 6 s SOT 1 0004, 212
IF (ft"Ra94o 01	 4ALL	 t I T 00000214
)	 *.w* ♦ML +kG Olt;00210
100 F4311	 1T(^	 MF •^ *1 3.^	 F"tQlWm* * F.13.6* 6 0*400816
{R IwC 2.2*MC 004100217
' READ 100.ETA1*PHI 00000210
tuI S 6 00000219
c #00#os:o
c 00000221
P I * 3 * 14 I % 49 6'34D'j *"**&s it
READ 103.MV r'sM * hDk 00000223






DO 203	 I a I * MV 00000250
kFAD	 I00.XI(1)*X(I )*x2(I)*EPS(I) 00000231
200	 W14ITf ( lUI * IO2)	 xl(tl.x/1! * X?I!) . LPa(I) 00000232
Do-	 7 0% I a I * NV 00000233
rjRV(l) a 0 *000ID0 00000234
206 CONTINUE 00000239
kEAO	 100.FMIN * FTA 00000236
REAL
	
103 * ITMAX91% 00000237
RrAC
	





CF = (F f' Nth -F tJ E V Ih) /c*F 00000241
PRINT	 103.,E * FIiF41N * FENO 00000242
NF T a NF ♦ 1 00000243
MAD IJU.CM 00000244
PRINT	 1 3 '1 * t. M 00000248
C, 00000246
c 00000247




OU	 tut	 ( a 1 * NC 00000?50
WLwIND	 13 00000231
wk l TE (1 3. 133)	 E M. 43 * I 00000282
RE * INt)	 13 00000253
Loo RFAD ( 13*140)	 ( LAJFLX ( J * O*J=1* y 1 00000254
C 00000255
C COMPUTA T IG * Of	 l h'_	 VUN KAkMAN 00000236
C 00000257
u;.	 120	 1 = I * NF T 00000258
xF l I)=IfHEcslN+DF *(t- 1))*2.U1*Pt 00000289
xK t [ )= XF l I) / (2.D0* ►^ t 1 00000360
F =XF (t) 00000261
PSD(t ) aLFN{. TH/(I, l*VtL) *( 1*J3+t4 . U)/_1.03 *( 1..13 rUJ*LLN(jTH* f /VEL )**2)/00000262
f (1.D0t1 1..13460*L FN(iTt+*F/VtL) **2) ** I.t%43333 JJU. t 00000263
220 CONTINUE 00000264
Pk INT	 104 9 NV * NPk9NLtk 00000265
PRINT	 ltbvETAI * Nt• I 00000266







PRINT	 10 1.wL rw T l00"270
MFRITE(IW 1 r 1 07) "000f71
%#R 1TE ( IVIv102)
	







C CWIPUTATION of	 THC TkA14 %rMaATt (IN MiATI•IX	 M	 WHICH EXPOWS" S 00009#77
C T41 Df ►L [CT I vN AN, Tw i sT Cs THE JO P tk(.CNT CHORD Pf) Ik+T POP THE 06"6276
C VARIOUS MID IPA .,4 UtCTIONS of THE r-uhTRULOrIkTEW142 LW THE 00000879
C GENFRAL I1EA LOORUINATt ii. 00000260
C 000064191 
DO	 140	 1*1rNC292 000002RI
INC • IftCrI 00000263
DU	 140	 J • I.NN 00000264
H(trJ) 8 (1 0( IrJ)t ( LLk(INC l/CTk-I900)*IkV ► ( IrJ)-CLR tlt4C) /CTk0 00000960
► tf<f^f (2. J) ) lL41RAF.l 4 11!1. 1 00000266
MtICIrJ ) j(Z1► (Itl•JI - Tw(I•Ji) / iT ►tAM ( INCI-( ,ikFf( ? rJl-ZFF tr F ( 1rJ11 /GTkt OOOOOiti7
240 CONTINUE 00000269
C 00000289
C FURMATIUN UP	 NEw AMPAYta Whtkt 	 A(.L	 THEIR E LtAENTS 14LLATE	 Tt. 00000290
C AL71Vt	 NARAFIt ltws LNLY. 00000291
C 00000292
(ALL	 XZxX( N VrNVACt * xsxx.AA ► 00000293
CALL	 X2Xx(NV.NVACT.tNS.EPSACIaNA1 00000294
CALL	 X?KX ( NV•NVALI9U#tV.UkVALl #'4 A) 00000199
CALL	 X2XX(NV 9 NVALTvXI.XIALIsKA) 000001V6
CALL	 X2XX(NV.NVACT•X2rx2AC1•AA) 00000297
IF (NVACT.Ej * 0)	 vUTO	 141 000002ve
(t I NAL. it J 00000299
C 00000300
C ItiF	 FOL10%1Nu	 uV1I M IIA71O N	:.U0HOUTINt	 LALL	 jotfUJL0	 (It	 RE PLACLJ 00000301
C IVY	 A CALt	 TU	 c.U`,PLT	 wHtN	 `,thSlTIVITY	 PLOT%	 Akt	 kE%1uIsE0. 00000302
C 00000303
CALL	 SM' 63 (NVACT.:^I ACT . XX.X1At T.tMIN.EVtmALT.tItot TAI •,J HI.UkVACT9 00000304




XX1X(NV#NVALi.x.KX 9 nA) 00000307
Pk I NT	 t14.I1 kN9ITMAX 0000330M
Ph IN T	 I t 1 .F uw TN 00000309
C 00000310
C Pw INTUUT	 .F	 UPTIMAL	 C-NTkLL	 .,AI N .,. 00000311
C 00000312
RkINT	 ti.? 00000313
PRINT	 tJ2. ( X(J).J=I .NV ) 00000314
PF 1 1NT	 11 13 00000319
241 CUNTINUF 00000316
C 00000317
t PRI N TOUT Ut	 UPT I '4At _ 	c,JST	 FE SPuW3E OF LUNIRUL y • 000003/6
C 00000319
I F I NAL = i 00000320
CALL	 SULvST(xx. F UViIN) 00000324
Slop 00000322
100 FURMAT(4FI0.0) 00000323
101 FURMAMP0	 LF44.iTHs" vF I i.t) 00000324
137 FUR*AAT(IP94E I4.t+) 00000325
103 F URMA T (S 1 5) 00000326
604 FORMAT(/.1H	 . • NV =0 1100 4 	WJkmI.il.'	 Nu1-s'0I,!./) 00000327
1)b FORMAT ( 1P. 1 	*L. = • . t I J * 6 9 	*T='.E13 . 6./) 00000324
ti,
103
107 FURMtAT4 0 	INITIAL tlkftT) V'CTOX CMRV 4 I1 9 9/1 00000389
I" FOWIIAT(I N ••	 x104	 X( I)	 X3 (II	 lips( II1*/106006,40
100 FORMAT(/P./• • FMIhA* * fft3 *6v* r TAS'0 413.00/1 00000331




III )-LIII%AT(I H 9 0 OPTIMUN	 VFCTUR	 X(Il's/I 00000334
114 FORMIAT(IM	 Irete"0 1290 	ITERA'ItJMS PEltfull"90* , 0136.0 00000335
III PO4MAT (//) 00000336
11. 00#t*AT(iP.'	 fTAt ft *.Cl3.to9 6 	PH1 64 or/!.4•/) 0000033T
119 FORMAT V NONACT a 4 * 12. 0 NVAC T• 6 .12• / 1 00000320
120 FORMAT( # 	Tht NON ACTIVE PARAW TEAS MA(1) 0 9/) 00000339
1231 FO*MAT(I10.ZE10.0) 00000340
130 FO) 04AT415A41 00000341
131 FORMAT( ► M .lSA41 000003142
132 FORMAT(bX.7r10.4) 00000343
133 FORMAT (•	 OAST .Ma l of 4.11. O (s l oPt5. 1.'C(JNTkW.	 NU9 0 . 11. 0 	MZ • ) 00000344
135 FORMAT (I M. • Ms l .F 4. 2 • /) 0000034'
140 FORMAT (1 SA4) 0"00346
fND 00000347
SUORUUTINE	 *ULGST ( Xx.FJMCTM0 00000346







.if	 THL C ,3hTk(W.	 aLFLCuTIUNS AND/UR HATES ARE 000000302
C CALCULATE() IN THIS SUbkOUTINL USING THE VON K4WMAN CAW iPECfRU* C00000363
C 000000364
CC JC.LCC t CCCLCCC (LCCLLLCC -CCC.CCCC000CCC CC(.CCC CCCCC.CCCLCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCLC000000353
ct.MMON /CJSiFN/ x( 3v) •N:,O(1JI ► •C ►eLt•xl (1J31rtl.Vt:L.M(12.t'31r 00000306
*RMAS► S{ 15.1!+).UMCC. ANt t'S). r^L.+► T • ^► ( 1031 •Y ( 103).M'+ rDuM1{bi.OilFtMS ( E► ) 00000357
COMMON/(.tiz,,TFN/NFTfNVACT•1 F INAL•NJk.NA(36).NV.LAWELX(IS.0)sNM1+1C• 00000356
*NCACT.NTr(6) 00030359
REAL *4	 Xk• Y.FNN 00000360
COMMON/AtFtt/AO(15.?2) * Al I 1 )#72).Al.(1 1.592?)•AS()5.21)9A4(1J.221 00000361
+•451!5•?11.46!!5•'?) 00000362
CUMMO•.! ICASE/M( 4 ).NM.r*C, •tw• hL. 00000363
DIMCNS1 , 14	 Xx(1)s'?U(lU • Gi•N(t • 12.1"f).Ul. t(IU ► .v) . DFFk ( l31.6 ► t 00000364
*UEf2t lOt.el .OEF^c2 ( 1 )tn,G).hUF ( IOJ1 00000363
*.twK(I%•1)• tPIVUT(15) 	 121*N,)(6) 00000366
CUMPLtX *l6 	F•H7(141.tiN(b:t2).LM(4.1b)•FC(l rti.it))•Ptt(15ivT(15•Ibi 00000367
+k(6).AK90ETERM.ZEWU 00000360
+.AK® t • AK ,32. AKt33 • AKt34.FNC ( 1396) 00000369
P1=30141nv265400 00000370








F O%JA T I tlNS OF	 WIT I CN	 ARE	 C U"J •., T Rt.	 LL) AhU	 ,UL VE U F Uk	 NF T 00000377
C VALUES	 OF	 FkL• OIJE NC i c: S. 00000374
C 00000379
GC 200 JF n 1 . N+ T 000003110





AKBI=AK/(AK+B( ► )) 00000386









AK83wAK/( AK+6(31 ) 000*0340
AK*4-AK/(AK+81 4) ) 990003119
86000"o
THR TRANWORMATIUk MATWX ldklKfEN (CNERALIZFD COOODINATFS AND 00000391
CONTROL. ROTATIONS 11 CCN$Tk1J^CTEJ NEXT. 000001911
00000393
DO	 30%)	 I . 1 * NC 000009614
"N O ND(l ) 00000395
do( () n zEko 000003+
DO	 250	 K•1 * NN 00000397
250 6D(I)=50(1)+U0(K* I)*F**(K-1 ) 00000398
D(J	 300	 J =t * NCP 00000399
8N(I * J)=LEkO 00000400
Nt %+'NP(1 9 J ) 00000401
(X)	 320	 K=I * NN 00000402
IF(P(19J9K)*ta•O * D) ► 	 GO	 TC	 32J 00000403
SN(I*J) • t4N(19J)+P(I *J*K)*F**(K-1 ) 00000404
320 CONTINUE 00000405
300 t$N(19J) W SN(19J)/HD(11 00000406
00	 340
	
I s 19NC 00000407
DU	 340	 J=I9NM 00000408
CM(1*J)=ZkRU 0000 0409
DO	 343	 K=1 * NC2 00000410
JAU CM(IoJ)sC4(1 * J)+H,4([oK)*1-(K * J) 00000411
00000412
CONSTRUCTION AND 'oOLUTION U+	 Ifif LUUATIONS LF MOTION 00000413
00000414
DO	 3h0	 lxl,NM 00000411
UO	 3h)	 J= l 9 NC 00000416
NMJ-NM+J 00000417
FNC(I * J)i(AO( 1 * NMJ)fAl(l * NMJ)*AK +A2(l9NMJ)*AK2+A3(1*NMJ)*AKdl+ 00004418
* A4( I * NMJ)*AK82+A5(19NMJ)*AKH+I+AG(19trMJ)*AKU4 ► *0 00000419
360 CONTINUE 00000420
DO	 361	 (=l9NM 00000421
DO	 3bl	 J=19NM 00000422
FC (I * J) =ZFkO 00000423
DO	 36 
	 K=19NC 00000424
361 FC(19J)=F(-(I * J)+f-NC(19K)*LM(K9J) 00000425
DO	 3d0	 1=1 * NM 00000426
FG(l)=-,7*(1*/V(-L)*(AO(i9NMN C)+A1(19NMNC)*AK+A2(I.NMNC)*AK2+ 00000487
+A3(19NMNC)*AK6l+A4(l9N41%C)*AKN2+ 00000428
+ A5(I9NMNC) *AKti3+A6(1 * NMNC)*AKR $P) 00000429
380 CONTINUE 00000430
DU	 400	 I = 1 *NAM 00000431
DO 395 J=19NM 00000432
T( 19J)=RMA:ib([ * J)*F2+0*(AO(19J)+Al(1*J)*AK+A2(1 ► J)*AK2+ 00000433
+A3(I * J ) *AKti l +A4 (1 9 J) *AKti2+AS(I * J) *AK83+Ab1 l 9 J1 00000434
+*AKt34)+FC(1 * J) 00000435
395 CONTINUE 00000436
T(l * I)-T(I 9 1)+RMA45(l * 1)*LIME uAN(I) *UMEtiAN(11*4.JO*PI*PI 00000437
r*DCMPLX( IoJ390.01503) 00000438
400 CONTINUF 00000439
CALL	 CXINVM( T9 NM9FG919DET1RM91NIVUT91%K915915CALEI 00000440
DO	 420	 I=19NC 00000441
k(i) r ZERG 00000442
DO 420 J=1 * NM 00000443
420 k(1);k(i) +CM(I*J)*FG(J) 00000444
IF (NDJt9EQe l * AND9IF INAL 9E0 * 0 )	 GO TO 430 00000445
DO	 421.	 I=19NC 00000446
105
DM JF • I I•COABS(fl( I ))*R20 00000447
4111 DEFXIJF * IIOMF(JFrI)*OC'F(JF91 X00446
430 IF(NOW•EO.O•ANOeIFIMUIL.EO.0) GO TU 200 00000449
00	 422	 1-1 •NC 000004"
OEFR(JF• 1)=CDA8S(R(I )*F 1*M2O 000004111
422 DEFR2 (JF•I) :DEFR(JF91)*OI(FPWe11 000$04!1.2
200 CONTINUE 00000403
IF4MDR•!°0.1.AkO&IFINAL•EO.01 GO TO 440 00000404
C 0"00466
C CJMIPPUTAT ION OF RMS RESPONSE OF CONTRUL SUOWACEO 00000456
C 00000457
DO	 423	 1=l9NC 00000450
CALL	 INTGL3(NFTsXl'vDLF2(1r1)•kkEArPSO) 03300459
473 DRMS( I ) -D'JURTIAREA 00000460
FUNCTN=ORMS(i l 00000461
IFI IF INAL.EO.0) GO TO 460 00000462
440 CONTINUE 00000463
DO	 424	 l=1rNC 00000464
CALL	 1NTGLS(NFT * XF#DEFRd(1.1)•AREA•PSD) 00000465
424 DRRMS(I)-D3UkT(AREA) 00000466
FUNCTN-DRRMS411 00000467
IF(IFINAL.EU.0)	 c,C IC 480 00000468
C 00000469
C PRINT AND PLOT OUTPUTS 00000470
C 00000471
PRINT	 100 00000472
DO	 42 65 	l = I . NF T 00000413
PRINT
	 110•(XF(i)•(DEF(I*J ► •J s l•NC).PSD(1)) 00000474
425 CONTINUE 00000475
PRINT	 12J.(DkM5(II9I=I * NC) 00000476
PRINT	 111 00000477
PRINT	 101 00000478
DO	 426	 I ; 19NF T 00000479
PRINT







DU 470	 I=19NFT 00000485
DO	 471	 J*19NC 00000486
DEF2(I.J)=DEF2(19J)*P3D(I) 00000487
471 DEFR2(19J) r-UEFR2(I•J)*PSD(I) 00000488
PRINT
	 110 * ( XF (I)9(DEF2(1*J)oJ=1•NC)#PJD(!)) 00000489
470 CONTINUE 00000490





DO	 4?7	 I-I.NFT 00000494
PRINT





CALL PLUTS(8UF•l04 * 6.10 * ) 00000498
CALL	 SCALE(XR95.9NFT•1) 00000499
CALL PLOT(l0 ** 2 * 59 — J) 00000500
DU	 900	 IP=IsNC 00000501
DO	 900	 IR=1.2 00000502
IF(IRoLG*IoANUeURMS(113 )•EO*U@JO )	 6U	 TO	 900 00000503
IF(IR.Ef,1.2.ANO * DRRMS(1P).CO.O.OJ)	 GU	 TC	 v0) 00000504




W	 9J1	 IIPs I.WT 00000506
901 Y M P)ODEF2(11P*IP ► 00000507
FPk1oDRMS ( IP) 60000b00
Ei►0	 TU	 950 00000500
910 CONTINUE 00000510
DO	 911	 I1P • 1• NfT 0000051l
911 Y( IIP) •OEFR2( IIP910) 00000510
FPNUDRR MS( I P ) "000513
950 CUNT INL)E 004005/4
CALL	 AX15(O.•U.•LABELX(1.IP )9-56*7.90.•x11 ( NFT+ I )•XR(NFT+ Z )) 00 0 0 0 111 5
CALL SCALE(Y•5.•W T . 1) 0000051 6
IF(I R.Eu.I)
	
CALL	 AX15(0.90 * . 4 DFFLN	 PbD*.10.5.9900*Y(NF7+I)0 00000517
+Y(NFT+2)) 00400510
IF(Ik.EU.2)	 CALL AXI3(09•0..*DEFLN	 kATE	 PS099l6v5*910•*Y(NF'T;1).00000519
+Y(NFTtI)1 00000520
CALL LINE(xvgY•NFT•1.5s1) 00000521
CALL	 tx y 4UUL ( 5.5.4. 7S• J • l 5 * l • J • f-• I ► 00000622
CALL	 NUMt(ER(5 * 76 9 49675 * Ooib * FPN•0..`) 00000523
CALL	 PLUT(15.9000-J) 00000624





Xf(1)	 ULFLN(I)••..•.•	 P5u(I)*s//) 00000528
101 FORMAT(*	 xF(1)
	
0EFLNI:(I).••• .** 	 ptiDl1)* s //) 0000052Y
110 FURMAT (IVvdF1.3 * f0 00000530
1-0 FORMAT (IPs'	 UkMS(I)=*.bt l3.to •/) 00000531
121 FURMAT(IP•*	 UkkMS(t) a *•hE13.0•/) 00000532
125 FURMAT('	 XF (1)	 JEFLNI(I).•.....	 PbJ(1 ► *.//) 00000533
IBC+ FOFkMATI I 	XFM	 OE t=LNF.2(()•.....•	 P50(1)* n ft1 00000534
127 FUkMAT(/i) 00000b.35
END 00000536
t;UtP00 IINt 	 GU50LTIXX9Xx1 * xxd * JLLX.JU •tM) 00000537
IMPLICIT	 kLALfd(A-H.0-Z) 0000053s
CCCCCLCC CCCCCCLCL:CLCL000CCCLCLCCLLCLCLLL LCLLCLCCLL(:C $LCOCLLLCCCCC000CCCCO000053Y
C 000000540
C THIS 5Ut3RoUTINL	 (.,	 NELL:abAi : Y	 UNLY	 wHLN	 StNSITIVITY	 PLOTS	 ARE C00000541
C REOUI14CO ARUUND GIVEw X(I)	 LLNTWUL	 GAINS AND VAKIEO HFTWEFN 000000542
C XI ( I )
	
ANJ	 Xd( I )	 IN ;,TFNb	 LIF	 LI'y( I ).	 THIS	 5UARUUTINE	 kF PLACE S	 THE C00000543
C CALL	 I 	 SJFP	 'aUIikUUTINE.	 IHL	 IOLLLwIN%i	 suBkLUYINE	 CALLS 000000544
C SUHkUUi INL	 PL 	 •	 i).,TH IJ	 THFSF	 ';u1jkL:UI INf5 HAVE	 NL CARD C00000545
C DATA	 INPUTS.	 THE	 PLAT	 UUTNUI	 It,	 ALSii NkINTED	 IN	 SU13WOUTINF	 PLT. 000000546
C UNLY ACTIVL
	
K (1)	 ..AIN .3 	 ARt	 PLUTTLOo	 MAXIMUM	 (IF	 34	 INTERVAL CO0000547
C VAk TAT I JNS	 t,F	 x(I)	 AWL	 All (-Y.F U	 F uH. CO0000548
C C00000549
CCCLLCCCCCLLCCLLLLO LLL CLLCLk- L000 LCL%L(.Ll L LLLLCLLCCLC.0 CCCC.CLC CC CC CCLCLCCLOJJ00550
COMMON/CUSTtN /X(JL-)9P' ) ( 101) •(kFF sX r (103) ► L) * VFL•H( 12.15)• 1000055/
*uMASb(1.15) •UMtGAN(t`^).wl .M1.xR(l0s ► .1(IOi ► •rk 00000552
+ ► GRMb( t,) ► DkR M:i(t 1 00000553
CUMMUN/CWTFN/NFTsNVACT9 1F INAL •NJk.NA( 16) * NV * L Ac3FLX (15 * 6).NMNC • 00000554
*NCACT.NTE(6) 00000555
UI 14ENSILIN	 XX(1) . xxl( 1).Xx2 (1)•JtLX( I) * D(3F.c, ) vD 14(Jo . b)•xP(3(,) 00000556
kEALM4	 OsUk.xl'.xR.Y 00000557
ISTART=O 00000558
NL z NLACT 00000559
DC,	 26L	 I= 1 , NVAL. T 00000860
I5TART=1STAwTtl 00000561
NP=0 00000562




00	 100	 K- l r 34 00000546
IF(XM *LT.XXI (I) )	 G0	 T(I	 160 000"a"
• XM-XM-•MLXI11 00000067
i	 150 CONTINUE 00600565
Xx ( I ► - XM 00000".0
DO	 250	 K- 1 •34 000+00670
s XXlt ► -XX(1)+DELX(l) 00000071
IF(XX( 1).6T.XXIt(I).UR.XX(1).- T.XXt(1)) 	 GO	 TJ	 250 000006711
NP-N(~++ 1 00000673
XP(NP) KXX(I) 00000574
CALL	 S.IL(o ST(XX * FUNCTN) 00000676
DO	 300	 IC-19NC 00000676
O(NP.IC)aDRMS([C) 00000577
300 DW (NP .IC)-DRNMS(IC1 00000578
250 CONTINUE 00000574
XX M Z XT 00000680
DO	 251	 1C=I.NC 00000581
CALL	 PLT(NV.NVACT.NA .XP90(191C)*Wo 1.1•U#EM.IC.ISTANT•NC) 00000582
ISTAPT-I'zTART+I 00000683






SUBROUTINE	 PLT(NV.NVACToNA.XoY•NP•IPLTeK.OUp .EMDP•IC•ISTART.NCI 00000590
REAL*8	 UUP * LMDP 00000591
CCCCCCC(LCLCCILLCCLCLCCCCCCCCCk.(;LCCCLLCCCCCLCCCCCCCCCCCCCCLCCCCCCCCCCCCC0000059?
c CO0000593
C THIS SUtlkUUTINE	 IS CALLED BY SUf3kUUTINE GUSPLT ANU IT DOES THE 000000594









FM n E'MDP 00000602
YMX=Y( l) 00000603
DO	 15	 I= 2 • NP 00000604
15 IF(Y(I)96T.Y4X)	 YMX=Y(I) 00000605
IF(YMX.t0.0.U0)
	 qC TUkN 00000606
NYz l2 00000607
NX-36 00000608
IF (NV.LO.NV ACT )
	
I ND)	 A= IPL T 00000609
IF(NV.EQ.tiVACT)	 1^U	 YU	 3 00000610
11-1 00000611
INONAC=0 00000612
DO	 10	 I s I.Nv 00000613
IF(I.NE.NA(II))





2 IACTIV=I — INUNAC 00000617
IF(IACTIV.EGolPLT)	 It40FX=l 00000618










IF(K*EO * 1)	 WRITE(13 * 121)	 IC 00000614
IF(K *ED * IS)	 WRITE(13*It3)
	
IC 00000+0116










CALL	 PL0T(I0 ** :t.6•-3) 0000""
CALL	 SCALE()( * 6 ** NP * t) 00000631
CALL	 8CALE(Y96&*NP * 1) o"Go"It
CALL	 AXIS( O ** 0. * LAbELXoKNX * 7 ** 0 ** X(NPt1)*X(NP *211 0,0000633
PRINT 120 *LADCLX 00000634
PRINT	 102 * 4X(J)*Ji1*NP) 00000636
PRINT 120 * L ABELY 00000636
PRINT	 102 * (Y(J) * J e 1 * P*PI 00000637
CALL	 AXIS(0 ** 0. * LAL9ELY * NY * 59 * 90.•Y(NP*l)*Y(NPt2)) 000006311
CALL	 LINE(X * Y * NP * lmI#I) 00000639
CALL PLUT(15 * *0 * *-3) 00000640
RETUkN 004)00641




FORMAT( • DRMS( 9 *11 * 0 1	 PS0 1 ) 00000644




SUBROUTINE	 CONTkLthPvP * NUvU09NC * wR * NTE * X ► 00000649
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCL LLLCCCCCCCCCLCCCLCLCLCLCCCCCCCCCCCCLCCCCCCCCCCCCCCL CCCCCC00000650
C 000000651
C	 L .U. T * T.F * CONI kOL LA+v F Ok ANY NUMBER OF CONTHUL SURFACES. LAN 000000652
C	 BF USED F4., BUTH FLUTTER AND UUsT PRUGRAMS * 	THE BASIC GAINS 000000653
C	 USED HE14LIN ARE ANNkUNRIATE FOR 20 PERCENT L.E. AND	 20 PERCENT 000000654
C	 7*E. CONTROL SY yTE1AS WITH THE F'IRF SENb(jk LOCATE) AT THE	 30 CO0000655




DIMENSION NP( 6*1) * N(6 * 12.11• GL(10 * I)*E(2 *2)oNTE(6)*X(36)oCN(3)9 00000660
*CD1(3) * CD2(J) * TFMPL(5) * TEMP2(5)*ND(6) 00000661
E(1*1)=-4*DO 00000662
E(I*2)=4 * UJ 00000663
Lr (2* 11=4 * DO 00000664
E (2 * 2) =2.1300 00000665
C21--1 * 9LUJ 04000666
NC2=2*NC 00000667
AO	 1	 1 =1 * NC 00000666
DO	 1	 J=I#NC? )0000669
NP(I *J)=t 00000670
DO	 1	 K=1110 00000671
P(I * J * K)=J.DO 90000672
1 CANT INUF Oa000673
UU	 2	 I=1.NC' 00000674
C 00000675
C	 CASE OF	 1 * E.	 CUNTRUL 00000676
C 00000677
EH=E(2 * 1) 00000678
EA=E(2 * 2) 00000679
IF(NTL(I).EQ.l)
	
(vO	 TO	 3 00000680
C 00000681




Eli*E { I • t) 00000a^04
CAME( 1 .3) 0(4000iy(LI')
3 CONTINUE 00000i"
CN(1 ) ,8 0.00 0000"07
CN (! )m 0 .D0 00 ""40
C 000009








CALL	 PRUPUL(CU1.3•CD2.3 * UD(191).ND(1)) 00000894
c 00000699
C DETERMINATION UP THE NUMP. RATUR POLYNOMIAL FJit EACH CUNTRUL +3URFACE00000700
C 00000701
LN(J)=X(6*1-5) 0000070+2
CALL	 PW0POL(CO2.3 . t_N.J.TEMPI.N) 00000703
CN(J) =x(t,* l-2) 00000704












SUP.RUUTINr	 CUNTkt ( NP9P#foVv0').NC•irk * NTF.X) 00000715
CCCC,.LLLCOCCCCCCCCCCCCLLCCCCCCCCCCCCCC:LCCCCCCLCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCLCCCCCC000000716
C 000000717
C D.T.T.F. CUNTRUL LAN FUR ANY NUMUER OF CLNTkUL SQRFACFS. CAN C00000718
C BE USED F uR HOTH FLUTTER A141i GUST PFaOGkAMS. 	 THE BASIC GAINS 000000719
C USED HCREIN ARE APPrUPRIATE fOk 20 PERCENT L.E. AND	 20 PERCENT C00000720
C T.F. CONTRUL SYSTEMS *ITH TNr roar 5ENSUR LOCATED AT THE 	 30 C00000721












00	 1	 I $ 1.NL 00000734
D6	 I	 J=19NC2 00000735
NH(I.J)=1 00000734
DO	 1	 K=l.2 00000737
P(I.J.K)=0.DO 00000730
I CONTINUE 00000739





Pt tI tt:t* I • I )-A *CAI I *ANTE t 1) 00 100742
t	 C 00000743
C CAME OF	 T.IE.	 CONTWOL. 00000744
C 0"00746
• EH=IL (,T. 1) 00000746
EA=EI292) 00000747
IF(NTE(1).EQel)	 GU	 TU	 3 0+0000740
1	 C 00000 740
C CASE	 OF	 L.E.	 CUhTkLL 00000780
C 004I)T1 07b 1




C D•ETFkMINATION Uf	 THC NVMEkAT0I- oJULYNOMIAL FOk LACH C UNTROL SURFACE000007"
C 0000076i
P( I..t*t -1.2>=A*Ff^ s x(t I/MR 0000071"514
P(r•^*1.21•A+^FA *X(1 ► /MK 00000759
C 00000700
C DETE RMINATION (' F 	 THt UENOMINATUR PUL YN O MIAL FUR EACH CLiNTRUL SURF00000761
C 00000762
OU(1.I) = A 00000763
QD(2.I) = 1.UJ 00000764
NP(191*I-I)=2 00000763
NP(Ir2*I) =2 00000766





IMPLICIT	 kF AL * 3(A — H.0—t ! 00000772
CCCLCCLCCCCCCLCCCa:Ct:CC C(.LCCCCCLI.LLf.LLLLLLLLLLLC( LCCLLCCCCCCCLCLL LCCCLCC(.00000773
C CODO00774
C FITS	 THE	 AERu	 CUt FF IC If n+TS	 It,	 Tt: kma OF	 PAIlt	 AlJ PRuXIMANT;3, 	 U 3lNti CO000077S
C LEAST SUUARL	 TtCHNIJUL. 000000776
C 000000777
C NAMELIST/FT 000000778
C NK — NUMBER OF	 REOULEU Ff• Ft.UtNCILS K u`.El) FLk	 1NTL_HPULATIUN C00000719 
C CO0000760
C AK	 —	 AHRAY	 CONTAINING	 THE	 K	 VAL Ut S(,2J MA X )	 —	 (F IWS0	 k( f)UCtD K 000000781
C MCJST	 OC	 t UtJAL	 T L;	 1t R0) C00000782
C 000000783
C MAXNK	 —	 MAX	 4AL OF	 OF	 NK ( MAX	 NK =.: 0 	 IN PHL Sf NT	 P ltll(j R AM) COOOOO T84
C COOOOOY85
C NPkINT -	 U	 NL	 OHINTLO	 OUTf U1	 fkt)M SJBPL.UI1Nt	 FIT. 000000786
C -	 I	 PkiNTI-)	 L^UT()UT	 IS	 AVA1LAt+Lf (FCR	 Ut,Wl, y lNtr	 PURNUSE5) 000000787
C 000000788
C NPUNCH - J NU PUNCHtU UUIO'U1 	 t k.)M SUtikUUT INL F IT 000000789
C -	 t	 NUNCHE.) UUTPUT(!NIt kPOLAIION	 LOCFt I+. II NI^DI CO0000790
C 000000791
C IRIkxlUsJRI"IU	 —	 LUkVt	 FITTINv( Ntltt NU	 LtAtiT	 :iJUARE i	 TtCHNIQUE) C00000792
C OF	 THE FIRST	 IVI WO RUNS AND	 Jr114tt) COLUMNS OF	 AFkU MATRIX — C00000793
C LSSUME0 TU LUNTAIA 111..ID LIUDY	 AL:RJ -	 TU	 1MPRCVt	 RESULTS. C00000794
C C00000795
C RLAU(29	 !	 Ate•L(I.J*K)	 fLf-MAT(1LI'+.5) 000000746
C C00000797
CCCLLCLL::CLLLCC:CC(CCLLCL^.LLL LCCLCCLt.LLLLLLLCLLLCLt t LtCCCCCCLLLLCCCCCCCCCO0000798




Ctlt+(* M/ ICAllk /b ( 41 * NH * NC: • MQ r NL 0000040/
CUMPLCX*It,	 AfPU(l5* d * Z0) *CGT:F 00000002
DIMENSION	 Ak(20) * Ak2(ZJ) * X(40* tj)sXT(8.40)*Y(40)*XTX(696)9 00000800
*XTY(6)•S(b) * LLR(4 . 201 * '_L1(4923) 00000404
NAMEL IST/ F T/NK* AK * U4AXN'. * NPk 1MT * V0t)NCH * IN IGI D * JR161D 000001106
READ(5 *FT 1 000008016
WRI TE(u * FT) 00000807
MA XNK 2*► 2 *MA XNK 00000808
NMNC wNM+I C+N G 00000600
00	 l	 kwI * NK 000008/0
AK2(K)sAK(K)*AK(K) 00000811
U(j	 i	 J s l •NMNC 000006112





DU	 5	 I=( * NL 00000816
132Nd(1)*8(1) 00000617
DU	 5	 Ksl * NK 00000818
CLH(I * K)sAK2(K)/(u2+AK2(K)) 000008/9
CL1(I*K)-ti(I)*AK(K)/(H2+AK.?(K)) 00000820
5 CONTINJE 0000082/
IF (AK(I ).NF.').UJ)	 ( S KINT	 too 00000822
IF (AK(1 ).NEs0 *U0)	 STL.0 00000623
C COOOOOM24
C	 DCTFPMI.VATIUN (•F	 THE	 INTR OLLATIUN LEAST	 SQJAkF MATRIX	 XTX AND 00000825
C	 THE KNOWN ALRL. VtCT('R	 XTY 00000826
C 00000827
0U	 2	 L=L.NM 00000828
DO	 2	 Jt 1 * NMNC 00000829




DO	 3	 K=Z.NK 00000834
X(2*K—s.l)=O.I)0 00000835
X(2*K-2.1)-AK(K) 00000836
X( 2*K— 3.2)= —Ak2 (K) 00000837
x (Z *K -2. 2 1 g O.DO 00000838
Y( Z*K-31 = )Kt AL (AL'^tG( 1.J• C) — AC 1-ta(1 •J. L)) 00000839
Y(2*K-2)=UAIMAti(AL-* 1 4 ,(1 * J*K)) 00000840
DU	 3	 L=1 * NL 00000641
X(2 *K—.3 * Z+L) =CLR (L. K) 00000842
X(2 *K-2. 2+L) =CL I (L • K) 00000843
3 CUNTINUF 00000844





IF(NRUW-',•LT.NCUL 5) 	STOP 00000848
DL	 4	 LR=1.NRUWS 00000849
DO	 4	 Jk=( ♦ NC UL S 00000850
XT(Jk91R)=X(lk9J Ct) 00000851
4 CONTINUO: 00000852
CALL	 MKPRUD(X7 * X•XTX,'4LLLS.NROk^• !NCULS•O•MAXNK2*6) 00000b53
CALL	 MXPRUU(XT * Y * XTY * NCOL'i•til (J*S * 1 * (jrMAXNK2.6) 00000854
C 00000855
C	 bOLUTIUN FOR TH(	 UNKNOWN	 INfFIP i)LATILN COEFFICIENTS 00000856
C 00000857
CALL	 4XINVk(NC0Lb * J*6 * XTX) 00000858





112AD( 1• J I MAlRa ( I• J• I 1 040004*$
AI(I.J)•f(i) 00000"IAN( I * J) n S(2) 04000,011
A3 4 I • J 1= S ( 3) 00000"3
lf(NL.LT.2)
	
GO	 TU	 10 00000"4
A4(IvJ) • 11(4) 00000"S
i f (NL • L T. J)	 uU	 T O
	 10 000004"
AIS( I•J)=S(S) 00000"?
If (NL.LT * 4)	 eau	 TC	 10 00000400
. "(I •J)=S(6) 000004G'"9
10 CONTINUE 00000870
if(I *LE . IRIGIU . ANO„J . LE.JkI(i ID)
	
NK n NKT 40000871
C 00000872
C PRINTED ANO/UR PUNCHCD GUTPUTS 00AQ0873
C 00000874
IF(WRINIsNE a IeANU . NPUNCH. NI; .l ► 	 GU	 TO	 2 00000575
IF ( NPUNC H.NE • 1 )
	 Gu	 TO	 9 0.0000876
PUNCH	 6UJ*I*J*AO(I*J) * (5(JJ) * JJ=I.NCOLS) 00000877
9 LUNTINUk OOOo0a7a
IFINPRINT.NE * 1) 	 uc)	 TU	 2 00000879
PRINT	 700*I*J 00000840
PRINT	 20) * A0(1 *J).( s( JJ).JJ = I.NLUL-,) 0000088E
DL)	 8	 I K= l * NK 00000682
CLEF =UCMPLX( O * WU * O.UJ) 00000883
OU	 A	 ll=IsNL 00000a64
CtjEFxLUCF#-S(2+1 I) *t)C MPL X ( CLt. ( I Is IK) * CL I ( I I * I K)) 00000885
6 CONTINJL OOOOOaa6
C0LF Z LJEF+AEkC. ( I oi l 1 ► +J(1)*uLMvCX()*L)J*AK ( IK ► )-,(2)*AK2 ( [K) 00000887
QU0Tk=JWEAL (AEk0( I *J* (K)) 00000868
UUUTI = UAIMAG(ALkC(I * J * lK)) 00000889
IF(ODU TRafUe0.D0)
	
UUL:TR z t.0-?J 00000890
IFtUUWi#LU*Ud.D0) OUOTI=I.D-?U 00000891
Ekk=DRI AL. (AE RU( I * J * IK) - CLt F ) * I') I. W/uUO TR 00000892
LR L= UAIMA,(At_ku( I * J * 1K)-(-Lt 1 )*113.00/UULTI 00000893
PRINT	 t1J • I ♦ J•IK*AK ( IK) * AEkU( I * J * iK) * CUFF• LK,, c * FRI 00000894
d CONTINUE 00000899
2 CUN T INUE	 a 00000896
210 FURMAT(I OX"	 CUFF F	 a	 4 tit= 12. 41 00000897
210 FURMAT(2x.3I5 * 4X * lf.12.4) 00000898
600 FlJR4AT(dXvZ12v?x97EI094) 30000899
700 FORMAT(21X"	 AEkU(





F IkST	 REUUCcD	 F ►.F.C.UtNCY	 MUST	 HL	 rJUAL
	 TU	 ZLRU•/) 00000902
110 FORMAT("	 THERE	 ARE	 LES:,	 LvUAT1UK^3	 THAN	 UNKNOWKS + * /) 00000903
201 F URMAT (2E - 1 5.5) 00000904
END 00000905
SUBROUTINE	 X2KX(NV 9 NVALT * X * xX 9 N l0 00000906









C WHFRk	 THE NUN 4CTLVE PARAMETLR$	 (NV-NVAI.T)	 HAVE dEEN ELIMINATZU,. 000000911
C THE PUSITIJN OF	 THE S E NON ACTIVE P f4HA4kTF. kS ALLN .i THI X	 ARRAY 000000912
C IS	 (,:VEN	 3Y	 IHE
	 NA(I)
	
Al - RAY. 000000913
C C00000914
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCLCL(.CLCC(CCCCCLL(.LCLLLCLLCCCCLCCCCCLCCCCCCLCCCLCLCCCCCCCC00000915




DO	 100	 ISI.NV 00000919
IF(NONALT.E0oWOUNT 1 GO 00000920
OO	 It* J * 1 • fNO NA C T 00"0021
IR(I.1N r*NA(J11 QC	 Iti 110 00000040
NCDUINT `NCOUN T+ 1 000009113
00 TO 100 00000944
110 CONTINUE 000009=0
1111 XX( I—NOOUNT ) •Xl 1 ! 00000986
100 CONT IHUE 0O'OO'O" ?
•	 Rh TURN 00000®30
! NO 0000054><0
"ROUT INC	 XXZX(hVsNVACT9XvXX9NA) 00000430
IWILIC1T KLAL*d 44- rt.0 -Z) 00000931
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCLCCCCLto-CLCCCCCCLCCCCLCLCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC000000932
C C00000433
C	 THIS SuOkuUT I NE RL% T ORCS THE X(I) AkkAV USING. T MC R1EDUCE0 XX (I) 000000934
C	 ARRAY AND IMF	 141 T IAL VALVCS s:F	 TI J!*L	 X41) 6 6 THAT AWE NOT C000009311




NONACT s NV-NVACT 00000930
NC OUNT s 0 00000941
LXj
	 ► t)0	 1= I . NV 000009,42
IF (NONAL T.FO.N000NT)	 mot)	 TC	 115 00000943
DU	 110 J n t•NONACT 00000944
If (I .NE . NA(J))	 vC	 T J	 110 00000945
NCOUNT=NLJUNT+1 00000946
Gil	 TU	 100 00000947
110 CUNTINUE 00000940





IMPLICIT kLAL *d	 (A-M.t)-Z) 00000934
C"CCCLCCCCCCCLLCCCCCCCCCCCCLCCCCCCCCLC.LCt.LCCCLLLCCCN_CCCCCLCCCCCLCCCCC.CCCO000098.5
C CO0000916
G	 COMrK. FX MATRIX P,*NU000 T	 Lz A#H 000000987
C 000000988
CCCLCLCCCCLCCCCCCCCC.0000CCLCLGCCCCCCC( CCLLLLt_LC:LCCLLCC000CCCc .CCCCLCCCC(-CO0000989
COMPLEX*lb	 A(NJA#NJA)etH (hJA9KJH)rL (NIA oNJE)) 00000960
DU	 100	 I x I s N I A 00000961
DO	 100 J=IrNJH 00000962
C(I.J)=ULMPLY.( O.UJ.O.U3) 00000963
DO	 100 K=I.NJA 00000964
IUO	 C(I.J) ZC(19J) +A(l9K)*tj(KiJ) 00000968
kETURN 00000966
END 00000967
SUdR(jur 1 . 4F	 CMXA0 , ) ( C * A9d#hI. rJ) 00000968
IMPLICIT	 kE AL*S	 (A-ht9 i)-Z) 00000969
CCCGLCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCOCCCLCCCLLCLCLCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCO0000970
C 000000971




DO	 100	 1=l•Nl 00000976
DO	 13) J s 19NJ 00000977
I I4
100 G(I g j)wA(I.J)*M(I.J) 0000"74
RE T URN 00+0000'70
END 0000""
>)UUJbOUTINE	 INTGLS(NN9X9Y9A•M) 00000001





Y*W	 VS, X	 CURVE UIIN4 THE TIRAINZZOIDAL RULE* C000,004Ti6
G	 Y9W AND X ARE ARRAYS WITH N EL4F MIENT'So THE AREA 10 019NOWD BY	 A 0000664"
C C0000"87
ccccCCCCCCCCCCCCCGCCCCCCCCGCCCCCCCccccc.CCCCCCCCCCGCCCCCCCCCCCGGCCCCCCCCO"0o 9S0
DIMOMSIUN X(1) •Y(1) •M(1 ) 00000909
A=O.DO 00000090
NsNN-1 00000991
DO	 I	 foloN 00000999
1	 A'At(Y(1)*h( 1)tv(It1) *W(!tl))*(X()tl) -X(I)1 00000993





IMPLICIT  REAL *A ( A-H.O-Z ) 00000999 
CCCCLCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCGCCCCCCCCCCCCCGCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC00001000
C 000o01Ool
C	 MINIMIZATIUN SUBROUTINE SAS)FO ON THE STFMART 9 S ADAPTATION Of 000001002
C	 THE DAVIDUN-FLETCHER-PUWELL ALGuRITHM. A VARIATION HAD BEEN COOOCIO03
C	 INCEWPORATEo HLkFIN FU PERMIT THE CCNSTRAINT UP THE INDEPENDENT 000001004
C	 VARIABLES WITHIN A SPECIFIED LOWER AND uPPER UOUNUS. 000001005
C COOOOI006
C	 N - NUMdEk OF	 INUEPENUENT VAk /ArELFS@ 000001007
C 000001008
C	 XI(l) - UE_NOTES THE LOWEST VUUN0 uF THt 	 i-TH INOEPENOkNT VARIANLE000001009
C 0000010/0
C	 xu(1) - DENuTES THE	 INITIAL VAL.lE UP
	
THE
	 I-7H INUEPFNDENT VARIAdL000001011
C 000001012
C	 x2(1) - UENUTES THE UPPfk HUUNU OF	 THE	 I-TH INUEPENDtNT VARIABLE 000001013
C COOOOIO14
C	 FMIN - INPul APPROXIMATIGN TO THE FUNCTION MINIMUM. 0000010/5
C 000001016
C	 ENS(l) - INPUT	 ARRAY CONTAININCs THE DESIkFU AdSJLUTF ACCURACY 000001017
C	 OF THE INDEPENULNT VARIABLES. 000001019
C 000001019
C	 ETA - INPUT PARAMETER CONTAINING AN ESTIMATE OF THE RELATIVE 00000/020
C	 ACCURACY OF THE FUM TION EVA(vATIUNS WHICH ARE uStu TO OETLRMINE 000001021
C	 THE TYPE OI- UIEFERENCL APPkGXIMATIuN TO THE GkAUIENT (ABSOLUTE 000001022
c	 ACCURACY*RUNCTIONsF.TA	 ) 000001023
C C00001024
C	 ETA/ - RELATIVE ACCURACY OF	 LUMNUIER(UN E.B.M. UUUBLE PRECISION 00000/025




- RELATIVE	 SILL	 OF	 • SUC71u4.	 ZUNL O 	 WITHIN rHICH THE UPT141ZED 000001026
C	 FREE :3ARAMETEk. IS SUCKED TO THE CONSTRAINT	 TO AVUID FALSE CO0001029
C	 CONVERGENCE.	 AbSULUTF	 SIZF OF	 ZitvF:Xl(I)*IJHI	 uA X2(1)«PHI 000001030
C	 DEPENUING ON WHETHER NEAk LLwEEj uH UPPEP COh y TRAINTS. C00001031
C COOOOI032
C	 DRV - A UNE DIMFNilUNAL	 INPUT	 ARRAY OF AT LEAST LENGTH N COOOOI033
C	 CONTAININv INITIAL STEP SIZES FUR DIFFERENCE 4PPROXIMATIUNS COOOOI034




C ITMAX - AN INPUT*IMJTPUT INTE4E	 o 004 I0IrUT91TMAX CONTAINS THEE( 000001037
C MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE IAJN*R OF OPTIMIZATION ITIVATIONSo ON OU1rP{iT• CO300°01030
C I TMAX CONTAINS THE NI MWA OF ITERATIONS  USE 1 • COO" I o
C C0000t0
C IM - AN INPUT INTEGER COOED FOR PRINTING DURING COW"JTATION. Cc*" 1041
C - 0 NO PRINTING EXCEPT FOR SILECTLO RESULTS OWINIS RAC..H 1TERATNC0008184a
C - 1 PRINT UWAD1ENT VIECTCR * AND FUNCTION VALUE SWO*2 AND ArTER C0000t043
C EACH LINEAR MINIMIZATION. C0"6114
C - 2 IN ADDITION TO THE AWVE•PkINT FUNCTION VALUES CALCULATIII) C600010 E
C LKXING THE CUURSE OF LINEAR MINIMIZATION. C000a104A
C - 3 IN ADD IT ION TO THE MOVIE PRINT FUNCTION VALUES CALCULATIFO 08000/047
C IN EVALUATINII TIME GRADIENT. COO(10104!
C Ca000t04 !
C PC - FUNCTION MINIMUM ON GUTPUT. C800810i0
C 00000100/
C EVAL - THE: NAME OF A USER CCDFD 24MMOUTINE WHICH EVALUATES THI! 0000010ss
C FUNCTION SEWING MINIMIZED	 . THIS NAMC MUST APPEAR IN AN EXTERNAL 00004:443
C STATFMENT Of THE CALLING PRCONAM. COOOOIO44
C Coaaatats
C IERR - UUTPUT Ek f<Ok C[JOE. C00001066
C - -1 01 45TANCE TO THE MINIMUM IS OPPOSITE! THE DIRIECTIUN 000009047
C INOICATCD BY THE: GRADIENT OF THE FUNCTION.OPTIMUM HAS C000010166
C PROBABLY SEEN RF.ACHED. 0000010E9
C - 0 NORMAL CONVERGENCE. 000010410
C - I DERIVATIVE OF FUNCTION ALONG THE DIRECTION OF LINEAR 000001001
C MINIMIZATION WAS NOT N!4ATIVL'9 USER SHOULD TRY SMALLER C00001042
C VALUES IN THE ORV ARN AV. COOOOIO63
C - 2 NO PROGkt55 IN THE LINEAR MINIMIZATION * THE FU14CTIUM C0000104$4
C MINIMUM HAS PR OHABLY BEEN REACHED. USER SHOULD TRY DIFFERENT000001045
C INITIAL CONDITIONS F4R XU• C00001066
C - 3 THE LINEAR MINIMAZATION FAILED TO CHAN4E THE FUNCTION CO0001047
C VALJE3. THE FUNCTION MINIMUM HAS PROBABLY BEEN REACHED ON A 000001044
C FLAT SURFACEE.USErR SHOULD TRY DIFFERENT INITIAL CONDITIONS 00000/049
C FOR XO AND SEE IF THE SAME MINIMUM 13 REACH10o 0000010A0
C - 4 FAILURE TO CCNVeNGE WITHIN 1T14AX ITERATIONS. CO0001041
C CO0001042
C NV - TOTAL NUMBER OF PARAMETERS NELESSAKY FOR THE VETERMINATION 00000/043
C OF THE FUNCTION IN SU7ROUTINEE VVAL.S(.UME OF THESE IJARAMETErdS CAN C000010J4
C BE MADE INACTIVE OURIN4 uPTIMiZATIUN AND THUS LEAD TO A VALUE 000001015
C UP N wHICH 15 SMALLER THAN NV. 00000/016
C NA - INTEGER INPUT ARRAY CONTAINING THE LOCATIONS OF THE NUN 000001018
C ACTIVE PARAMETERS IN THE EXPANDED XO ARRAY. CO0001049
C 000001040
C NOTE	 -	 THE	 AOUVE TWO NAkAMETEHS ARE USED IN SUBROUTINE EVAE C0000I0E41
C THROUGH THE USf- OF SUHROUTINC X2XX AND XX2X9 00001042
C COOOOIO4 3
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCGCCCCLCCCCCCCCLCCLCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCOCCCCCCCGCCCCCCCCCC00001044
DIMENSIUN XU(i) * FPS(i). DRV(1)• H(60.60)•X(60)96(60).V(60).DEL(60)9 00001045
IC(60).E(4).EE(4)9F (4) 00001046
29Gt(60) 00001047





C OPTIONAL OUTPUT FOR MATS 00001043
C 00001054





























































I(I7X9 Sao 9 10))
2001 FORSIAT (i 40 9 • COWOUTC
	
:D ICN T • )
2002 F018tAT(IH09 9 0RADIENT n ^► 96X^Q2091 0!(27x9220.1011
200! FORMAT11H119 0 DIN9CTION OF MINIMIZATION+11 4 0, (4x9920*16) )
2004 FORMAT ( IHO9 0 LINRAJt MINIMIZATION *- FUNCTION VALUK =09920.101
2000 4POS1ATIINO 9 *MINI MUiM FjWTlQk EVALUATION 0 091120.101
200,6 F01"4AT ( IH09 0 1k0 OF ITERATIOA 0 913//)
2007 POPMAT(1P92X91392X#9149691X9914.6.IX.1390X9R ►49691X91392x9914.61
0000 FORMAT! 0 ITI< ks	 FjPT	 4"X	 IGMx	 ta9LMAX
+10*X	 2(LOWE ST1•9/)
2009 FORMAT ( 41114.6 )
2010 P0141 AT( O INITIAI. GRADIENTS VICT04 641)69/1
1011 FORMATE • FINAL GRAOIIENTS VECTOR GM 9 9/)










IP(DABS(X1PHi(11) * LE•DAGS(EPS(1))) XIPHI(I)-DAbS(l*I$EPS(IJl
X2PH1( I)=-DADS(XR(I)+PHI)


















5 XO(I)=X(I )+DRV(I )
CALL EVAL(XO9FG)
IF	 (IM9G1•d1 wFITE ( IU2.1000) FG9(XU(J)9J=19N)




















FON T'+*FO 0000 1 I OIs
go* I .00 0000 t 1"
00 60
	
I S ION 0000 11 61
` V4Lt 11•0e00 00001 ISO
' 00 so ,t• l • M 00001 Iii
110 O#a~t1i^QELti)^N(1..11 •a(J ► 00001100
C 00001101
C If CONSTRAINTS ARE VIGLATED ,IOT 0fLt 11+O.UO 00001100
C 000011 6
IF( X04 I ).EO.X2( 1 ) aANO.(JELt I ► .wT.09001	 DEL( 11 0 0900 00001164
IF( XOtI).EJ.XitI) * AND 90EL(t) * LT * 0900!	 DEL(I) U 0.00 00001166
IF (D ,EL ( I ).EQ.O.DO i 	 G+J TG 60 0000116+►
(EPwDMINi ( KP.DAs5 ( Ew g ( I ) /DEL(I I) 1 0000//67
000#6( l i*UELt I) 0000/160
60 CONTINUE 000014"
ERsEP*00500 00001170
IF(D.LT * J.DJ)	 73 0000/171
IF (@t4OT. IDENT ) gild	 TU	 20 00001/72
IERR •	 1 00001t?3
GO TO 500 0000/174
70 IF IFU.4,.T .FN)
	
<PU
	 Tu	 71 00001175
Y2 1F (FG 173.74. ?5 00001176
73 FM•2.DO*FU 00001177
GO TO	 71 00001176
i4 FM•-1.00 0000/179
GO	 TO	 71 00001140
75 FM • 0500*FU 00001161
71 CONTINUE 0000/ 182
F(2 )=UM1 N1 (t .L)+0.2.1)0* (F M-FL )/U) 000011A3
if	 l Iw. : T:2!	 Xf-ITF (IU292JJ3)	 (0FL(i), I w t.h) 0000/184
IF	 (1W.GT.0)	 whITE(IU292UUJ)	 FU.(XU(I),I=/.Nl 00001195
F(1)sFO OOOOtl04
E(1)=0.oJ 00001)61






C HROCEFU wiTN LINLAR MINIMIZATION 00001192
C 00001193
KKKsJ 0000/194
103 IF(DAVS(F(2)I.LE * EN)	 E(2)xf(2)+I.IRU*EN 00001/95
NTRIE5 r 0 00001196
DU	 105	 I • I.N 00001197
tU5 X(I)=XO(I)+E(21*DEL(I) 0000/196
CALL EVAL(X.F(2)) 00001199
If	 ([ w.uT . t)
	
wR i TE ( I J2. ZO 34)	 f(&-) 00001200
IF(F(2).NE.F(1))GU	 TU	 107 0000/201
301 E(2)*2.00*El2 ► 00001202
GU TU	 103 00001203
107 CONTINUE 00001204
DEN0M*0*E(2)+F(1)-F(2) 00001205
IF(OAHS ( UENU^1 ).LT9I4cU-20)	 .,L	 T ]	 bJ1 00001206
EDi .5U0* 0*F (2 1 * *,2/DE NUM 00001207
IF(f0+LE.J.D0)E0 s2*J0*C(2) 00001208
IF(F(2) * LT.F(t)J4C	 TC	 120 0000/209
IF (KKK .LT.B.AND.UAtJS(LJ)*67of-J) 	 t ( Z	 =E.) 00001210
KKK=KKKi1 0000/211




f{ ( 2 )*1-u 000013114
r( 3) a t*(.1 00001213
C (2) *000' 0010011E1.6
f ( 1 )&—Et  3) 00041217
' ov	 IIJ	 I=1 , N 0000121A
110 x( I )axtl( I )+F( I )*Ott ( 1 1 00001219
CALL	 tvAL(X•t(1)) 00001220
IF	 ( Iw.,sT.1 ►	 *1.11F( IU?,.')04)	 f (( ► 00001221
It (F(I ).riC.FI:)} 1	 (sJ	 io	 1',U 00001222
FTTI-t(1) 00001??1
E T y 1 =F^ ( l) 00031?24
F(1) =F( 1) 00001225
f ( l ) =f	 (	 1) 00001226




GO	 T ! ;	 1 . r,. 00001229
I10 LUWE ST •.' 003JI234
1F	 lt:).:,i.I.'1 )*t	 {1) )1	 i t	 .J('*f	 (;'1 00001231
1t	 (0A14.(	 I-F11).L	 I o f	 ^)f'l'-Fl.')+l•It'	 1 *1 17 00001237
IF	 (OA1 t ,(	 (') - 11 1 ).t	 T oo "	 A!	 ,(t.t.')1)	 t11	 1•)11))*F(?1 00031233
Ut:	 1 :.)	 1	 - 1 *'. 00001234
130 x(	 I	 )	 x	 .( I	 ) +t	 )*u1	 t	 (	 1) 03001235
IF(ft).,1.'	 t.'))
	
1	 ,	 1+) 000010.36
3 1 ='	 ( . 1 l 00001237
11 11 -r) 0030 12 38
((;) -r	 (	 ) 000012344
CALL	 VAI	 I x * f	 (.')j 00001240
it	 l 1%.	 ,1	 .1 ► 	 l 1 1	 ( I '.."	 t I	 t	 '1 00001241
1,1 1
	 It	 ) 00001242
140 f ( 3)	 n 00001243
LALL	 1 VALt'(,f	 (	 1 ) I 00001244
IF	 (1%.,,1.11	 4 6111	 (I•Jts.'3)4)	 1	 OI J0011d'4`
150 cat t
	 1 t .1	 I	 ' A (F o f	 * s '	 * a,	 )) 0000lt46
1',0 Lt . aF'31 - 1 0007114 7
1 41HI f	 . 1 .	 41	 It	 .s+l t)JOI124A
1).:	 It	 --^	 -.'s	 3 00001249
It (F ( 1 }.t 1 o (( UwF • ,T ) )1	 ^l	 I 000Ol2S0
1t.5 CONTINUE 00001251
It 0000 1 252
IF { A.*	 t	 ; IIt	 --4-If 00001253
If	 ( A.t	 t..	 ).1)0.1.1..	 )%.".)(*	 l.' 1	 1	 •t	 *	 0 A , 4 S (	 4.1	 )Ott	 t	 11 ) } )t t	 s.	 , )4% f t ( 1)0001254
+L) 00001255
FEt =f	 (. )+t:'	 t	 .t) UOOO1256
It	 (JAt4 tit •-Ft-	 I t	 .,%t	 .,T) 1.L 10	 Tt	 '•,) 03JJ}257
IF(_la'iSt:ff-1(tt,Nr • ,T)).11..t t )'*)4t",tt(It
	
II1) *,ti	 y 	 ?'il 00001258
IF	 (NI - It S.	 11 . V XT U	,)	 wilt	 t I.*I.	 )1.	 I 00001259




It	 ( IL.F	 I.4 ):,1.
	
T	 1 -s.) 90001262
OO	 110	 LL=1t •? 00031263
L= 3-L L+ i r 00001264
E (L+/)=F (L) 0JO01265
170 F ( L+1 ) =1- (L 1	 (t	 tr 00001266
180 L	 IE)= t 	 f_	 -?^'^	 K' ( 	,;, = 00001267
!h	 lv0	 1=1.h ^'^ ^?' 00001268
190 Xt I	 }=x•.,( I )+t	 f *L)I	 t	 t	 I) 00001269
CALL	 I YAL ( x * r ( IE )) 00001270
IF	 (1 %.^T . I)	 !,12.1034)	 F ( IF 00001211
IF ( IE.f= a.1 ) ",	 F	 ,	 1 `I: 00001272
117
KKKn1 00001273.
IF(11.94.41 6U TO 220 00001274
IFIF(l19GT•F(4))G0 TO 200 0(1001270
CALL	 INTIP44(99F•EE9490) 00001276
` IF1E(2)+EE(21•LT•1'(4)•AM0• A•GT.0.00)G0 TO 160 004101277'




• IF(E13)+(IIE(21.6T•Ei11.AN(7•	 Ae4T•0.00160	 TO 220 00001261
210 KKK•1 00001202
IFlFl21•LT.Fll1.AND• F(2)•LF.F(3).Ok•F(2)•LE•F(l1•ANU•F(2)•LT. F(300001203
11160 TO	 150 00001264
220 DO 230	 1-1.3 00,001200
" !`4 1)49(8+1 ) 00001246
230 F(I) 4F(1+11 00001267
60 TO (15091601•KKK 00001280







C END OF	 MINIMIZATION	 ALJNG	 DEL 00001292
C 00001293
C	 IF THERE	 wAS NJ AtUTILK	 weTUkN 00001294
C 00001295
IF(E(LUWEST) #Nf-eO.0) 	 .iU TC 260 00001296
IF( *KUT.I0ENT1
	
WRITL(IU1.20J7) 	 ILINrFGPI •.:MAX•l(j4AX•DELMAX•IUMAX. 00001291'
+E(LOWEST) 00001290
IF(.NOT.IOENT)	 GO	 TC 10 00001299
IERR =	 2 00001300
GO TO 500 00001301
260 IF(F(LJWEST ).NI'•FO) 	 GV	 10	 270 00001309
(ERR a	 3 00001303




L(LOwEST)	 IF NECESSAFY 4W AS NOT	 TU VILILATE CONSTRAINTS 00001306
C 00001307
270 IF(E(LOIrEST).(sE•O.DO)	 GO	 TO	 271 00001308
wRITE(IUl• 2007)IL(N. FOPT944AX9I:;MAX•UELMAX9I0MAX•1~(LUWEST) 00001309
IF(.NOT.IDENT)
	
GC	 TG 20 00001310
IERRx — 1 00001311
ITMAX-ILIN 0000/312
GU TO 650 00001313
271 fO-F (LOWEST ) 0000l314
DO 262	 I 4 1.N 00001315
XT=XO(()+E(LUWESTI*DEL.(I) 00001316











GO TO 272 0000!322
DEL AM- T5TMX /DEI.I14X) 00001323
E(LOwEST)-E/LUWFST) —DABS(DELAM) 0000/324
272 CONTINUE 00001325
WRITE( (UIr2007)ILIN FUPT96MA )c•IvMAX.DELMAXsIJMAXsE(L0WEST ► OOOOl326
C 00001327
C CHECK FOR CONVERaENCF ANJ CREAM A SUCTION LONE NEAR CONSTRAINTS 0000/328
C Of	 THICKNESS Xl(I1 *PH( 	 06	 X2(I) *PHI 00001329
C 00001330
[ERN =	 0 0000/331
i
120
ETESTA DABSt E( LOWEST)) 00001332




IF(DAds ( ETEST *DIFL(t)) .LE.DABS(EPS(I)))	 IR1 . 0 0000/337
If( XU(I) * EQ * X?(I).Ai0 * 0EL(I)9kaTaX2PHI(1 ►► 	 IR2 ry 00001338
lF(XU ( 1) * EQ * Xl ( 1) * AND * DEL(1) * LT*XIPH1 4 1)) 	IR2=0 00001330
IF( 1R1 *EO.O.OR.IR2.E0 * O)	 IR3=1 00001340
IF(IR3.NE.0)
	
IERR n IO 00001341
X(I) s XO(I)+E (LOWEST) * 1]EL (I) 0000134$
IF(x(i)-X2(I) * tiT6x2PH1(1))	 x(II • X2(1) 00001343
IF(X(1)-XI(1)9LVoXL NHI(l))	 X(1)=XI(I) 00001344
260 CONTINUF 00001346
CALL CVAL(X.FTSTf 00001346
IF(FTST * LE * FOP7+VR * NIT * GT.2)	 GU	 TU '74 00001347
E(2) • E(LUWt ST 1 0000/948




GU	 TU	 10.) 0000/353
274 CUNTINUE 00001354
DU	 27L	 (=l.N 0000/355
DEL(11 =X (i )-4(1(1) 00001356
XO(I)=X(l) 00001357
276 G1(I)=G(II 0000135.8
FOWFT S1 00001 359►
IFIIEti.2.t_J * J.ANU.IULNI	 uU	 14.;	 '1J3 00001360
C 00001361
C IF	 1 Uil	 MANY	 I TF kA 1 I CN_,	 HE TU1-N 00091 302
C 0000/363
IF	 (tw."T .0 )
	
WkI T) ( IJd*.:UO(.)
	
IL.I N 00001364
IL IN= IL IN+1 00001 36'3
IEHR	 =	 4 00001366
IF(1L(N * (,T * 1TMAx)	 L,U	 TJ	 500 00001367
C 00001368
C CALCULATE NE w ukAJILNT 00001369
C 00001370
2111 IF	 t IW.uT .21	 *f4l IF ( IU2 * .'001 1 00001371
DO	 300	 I & IwN 00001372
X( 1 ► = X1)( 1) 00001373
IF(FU.FJ * J.DO)uU TO	 2db 00001374
IF((v(I).EJ.O.UO) 	 (iO	 TL'	 283 00001375
IF(IDENT)	 GO	 10 ?d9 00031376
ETAMx DMAXI ( ETA.DABS(f W*G(I) *X,j(1)/Fu) 1 0000/377
[FtG(I l**2.GT.C(1!*^AL3S(t ^)f*( TA M ).. 1	 TO	 282 00001378
DRV(I) =2.JJ *(UAt3S(FL)*DAH`i^(t+(I)	 )*LIAM/(-(11**7)**..I3333.33333DJ 00001379
DRV (I )=DRV (I ) *(1 .i)0-DABS((. ( I)) / (1 * 5D0 * C (I) *1)k V (I) +2.DJ * UAdS (u(i))) OOOOI380
+) 0000/381
GO TO 283 00001382
?8d DRV(I)=2.00*U h ORT(ETA P**UAt3 y (F U) /(:(1)1 00001383
DRV(I)uL)RV(I)*(1.()0-C(I)*t)HV())/ (J• i)0*k. (I ) *OkV(I) *4.UO*UAti%i((V(I ) ))00001384
+) 00001385
283 DRV(I1=JSIGN(URV(I),G(I)1 00001386
IF(•5D0*UA13S(C(l)*ORV(I)/u(11) auto .U0I00)(i ► )	 1('	 2515 00001387
29b XO(I)=X(I)+DHVtll 00001388


































































"0 G4 t)•(Ft*--FO)/ORV( I ►
60 TO 300
006 01l•100.00#DAMS(FG *ETA'l4/G(I) )
DAVID n — OAI S(G(I))+DSQRT(Gt l l ** 1+204.00*OASS(FU) *C(i)*ETA+I)
QRVII ► RORV(I)/Cll)
DRV(I I-OMINI (0RV(I I *OY)
XOt I)ux(l )+DRV( 1 1
CALL EVAL (XO*FP)
IF	 ( Iw.GT.2) MNITE(IU292000) F r) v(XO(J) *J=I.N)
XO( I ) U X( I I—DRV( 1 )
CALL EVAL(XU•FM) )
IF	 (IWaiLiT.2) WfglTC(W;2 * 2000I FMI9(XC(J)*J=I*N)
G(I )•.500*(FP—FMl )/ Uttv(l )
300 XO(l ) u xt l )
C
C	 IF ON CONSTRAINTS * SET G(I)=0.O4
C





C	 IF MIN ALUNG -OEL	 yt.T M= ((INV)
C
301 IF(f(L0Wt5T).LT.0.U0)vU TO .'0
IF (IFkN.LJ.0) vU TO ?)
C
C	 MODIFY H AND RF (TEkATL
C
IDENT = .FALbE' .
A=O.DO
DO 310 I =I.N
Y(llxcitll—CGl(I)
310 ArA+Y( I I*UEL ( ( )
IF	 (Iw.vT.0) wmIit(IU2.?0()2) (v(II.1=19N)
AAaA /E (LU*E ST )


















RETURN TO CALLING PHO<,RAM
C
500 IF	 (1w.4oT.U) WkITEE(I0?92000 	 f-0*(XG(J)9J=19N)
ITMAX = LLIN










GO TO 650 60001462
610 WRITE(IU1#2007)ILIN#FUPT * GMAXeIGMAX*OT'LMAXoIDMAX 00001466
GO TU 033 08001454
620 WRITV(IUt•2007)IL the FEJPT * UMAX .1GMAXsDrL MAX 91OMAXvf(LUWEGT) 0000!466
IT9RNS«ILIN+1 000014611
WRITE (IU t • 2007) ITERENS•F (LCWEST ) 00001457
650 PRINT 710 l 1 00001466
CALL XX2X4NV9N•4EX.G9NA) 00001459




IMPLICIT kEAL*6 (A—H.0-2) 00001464
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC.CCCCCCCCCCt(.C00CCCCCCCC000CCCCCCCCCCCCCGCCC 0000/465
C C00001466
C	 THIS SUNkUUTINE FITS A PARAHULA THRUUGH THREL OIFFCkENT VALUES C00001467
C	 UP THE FUNCTIUN F(THAT	 IS THR UUGH FO+1 ► •FII+I)•F(l+mil)	 THE 000001468
C	 ABSCISSAS OF	 WHICH	 ARC	 GIVCh nY d(I+II.E(1+2).C(1+3).	 IT	 THEN C00001469
C	 PROCEEDS TU COMPUTE	 THE	 Ali*CISbA FM CUPRESPONDIN(, TO THE MINIMUM C00001470
C	 VALUE OF	 THE FUNCTION M'. C0000147t
C 000001472
C	 NOTE	 —	 A=COL`'FF(Clt:NT	 UP	 HiGErtf ST	 #'nrCR Or	 PAkAVOLA. C00001473
C	 rE(2)*FM—E(2) C00001474
C 00000t475
CCCCLLCCCCCCCCGCLCCCLCLCLC.CLCCCCCCCCCLLLCLCCCCLCCCCLCCCCCCCCCLCCCCCCC C C 00001476
DIMENSION E(I). F (II.FE(I) 00001477
EL(3) s.	C(1+3)—E(I+2) 00001478
EE(I)=	 E(1+1)— E(I +?) 00001479
DFIxLE(I)*(F((+3)—F(I+d)) 00001480
0F3=FE(.i)*IF (i+l)—F(I+2) ) 00001481





ERF23+t(DAFiS(F(I ► 3))+UAt9S(F(i+2))) *ACUF'CY 00001487
ERF12 =(DAEiS(F(1+1))+UAHS(F(I+?)))*ACURCY 00001488
IF(ERF23.LT.2.00*ACURL Y)	 ERF?3=2.u0*ACURCY 00001489
IF(E:RFI2.LT.2.D0 *ALUkCY) 	 EkF 12=3.00*ACURCY 0000[490
EkDFt*CREI*DA6j(F(1+3) — F(l+?))+ LPF23*DABS(FE(I)) 00001491
ERDF3=ERE3*OAB S(F(1+1) —F(1+2))+EkFl2*DAHS(EE(3)) 00001492
ERDF I =EROf 1 +E:RE 1 *E RF 23 0000 1493
ERDF3=ER0F3+ERE 3*ER'F 12 00001494
tH8 x EROF I+EkDF 3 00001495
CRT= (FHCI*,JABS(OF 1 )+Er.,)F 1*UAHS(LF(I))+Ekl.3*UAft;(uF3)+EkUF3*OA8S(EE00001496
+(3)))*0.500+DAhS(T)*ERw 00001497
ERf=ERT+0.5D0* (ER F I *IFRDF I+E RE 3*L ►2JF 3) OOOOt498
FkE13=OAdS(EE(I))*ERE3 +DA8S(FF(3))*EREI+FRE1*E R E 3 00001499






IF(OARS( DFI—E)F3).LC.H.CrReDAl)5(T).LF.(,.OK.DAW%(DA).LE.D)	 GU	 TO	 1 00001506
EE(2)=T/(UF1 —DF;) 00001507
A= ( OF 3 — UF 1) /DA 00001508
3
123
Ise T URN 0"01"9
s	 1 CONTIW M 0000/510
C114 21 -0900 00001011
Ir(FII +2 ).LT9r(1+2)1




lIIBRC)UTINE	 MX(NV9Y9YMAX • IMAX) 01011116
IM)RLICI T REAL*0	 ( A—HoU-21 000015/7
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCC:.CCCGCtCCCCCCCCCCC LCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCGCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 00001510
C C 0000 l 511)
C SUBROUTINtI WHICH 04TERMINES THE MAXIMUM AG&CLUTE VALUE
	
AMONG 0000015 no
C MEMIIERS OF A"AT Y (DENUTED AS Y)4AX ) sTU6LTHRA WITH THE MEMBER C00001521









DU	 100	 1=2.NV 00001525►
(F (UA8S ( Y(i) ).LE . YMAX)
	 4U	 TU	 1 JJ 00001530
YMAx=DAUSi( Y( 1) ) 00001531
IMAX:( 00001532
100 CLNT I NUE 00001533
RETURN 00001534
C 00001535
Ci***M***tt*****itRRi#!R**t^RR**R*M*R#Rig► **i ► *^► #iiiisii**i*iwtt**ttititttR0Q001^336







C THIS SUURUUTINC	 CAN aL
	 USI-0 WIT , i FITHCR	 THl:	 SLuw Uk FAST.IUM. 00001542









SUBROUTINE PkUMUL ( A9NvUv49C 9 L) 0000/552
IMPLICIT	 kE AL* 8(A-11.2; — Z ) 00001553
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCLCCCCCCC[CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCLCLCLCCC 00001554
C 000001555
C A ROUTINL FUh MULTI PLYINt, Pi:LYNOMIALS	 C=A*8	 WHEAL AtdoC
	
ARE 000001556
C POLYNOMIALS OF THE F"UKM 000001557
C A-A(1)+A(2)*X+A(3)*X**2+A(4)*X**3+.........A(N)*X**(N-1) 00000/558
C B=E3(1 ) + a( ► *X+H ( 3)*x* R?+ H ( 4) *K **3+..........ti ( M) iX**(M — tl C00001559
C C=C(l)+C(2)*X+C(31*x**a'+C(4)*x**3+.......C(N+M- 1)*X* *(N+14-2) CO0001560





OU	 1	 I=IoNM 00001566
1 C(I)=0.D0 00001567
124
00 2 I• l . N 9011015+48





x SMR04JTINE CXINVR(A, N * B.M * OLT.IPIV.INDX•MAX•IBC AL(rl 00001574
CCCCCCCCCCGCC'CCCCCCCCCCCGi;CGCCC.CGLCCCCCCCCf.CGCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC000CCCCC 00001575
C C0900157fi
C THIS SUORUUTINE	 IS IDENTICAL	 TO SUuROUTIN.6 CXINV EXCEPT FOR COO-001577
C MINOR 40DIFILATIONa THAT CAUSE	 IT TG FEE FAS:TER(FUR EXAMPLE * C60001578
C THE PIVOT IS DETtrR41NEU UY AVLI I)I" THE USE OF CASS( ) UY USING 04000/579
C DADS(REAL )+DABS( IMAG1). FOR OFIAILS kf"ROING U"GE SEE C00001660




IMPLICIT REAL *8(A -H.0 -Z ) 00001546 
COMPLEX*lea A(MAX.N) * B( MAX•M).SwAP•UET.PIV.PIVI•CO•C L • P I VR 00001666
01MENSIUN IPIV(N)•	 IN0X(MAds?) 0000/587
C 00001588
C CGNSTANIS.	 INITIALIZATILN 00001589
C 00001590
C J=DCMPL X(J. JUJ. J. JD J ) 0000169/
CL=DCMPLX(1*OUO.O.00)0) 0000/592
DET = Cl 00001593
CAUMs1.3DJ 00001594
DO 20 J=IsN 00001595
20	 IPIV(J)	 s 0 00001594
Du 500	 IsI.N 00001597
C 0000/598
C SLAkLH FOI, P1VUT ELEMLNT 00001599
C 00001600
CAVM=).JOJ 0000/601
DO	 105 Js1.N 0000/602
IF	 (1PIV(J)	 .EJ.	 1)	 GO	 TC	 105 00001603
DO	 1J0 K=I.N 00001604
IF	 (IPIV(K)	 -	 1)	 5091J09750 00001605
50 CONTINUE 00001600
0RxDRf AL (A (J.k) ) 00001607
DI=DAIMAG(A(J.K)) 00001608
CAVA=0A19S(DR)+DA8.i(J1) 00001609
IF	 (CAVM .SE. CAVA)	 tiO	 TC	 LJO 00001610
IRUW = J 00001611
ICOL = K 00001612
CAVM s CAVA 00001613
100 CONTINUF 00001614
105 CONTINUE 0000l615
IF (CAVM.EJ.O.+)UJ)	 (jG	 TV	 72J 00001616
IP(V(1CUL)	 =	 1P1V(ICUL)	 t	 1 00001617
C 000016/8
C INTERLIIANt.E kf-W5 TU NUT PIVOT ELtMFNT CN UTAuuNAL 00001619
C 0000/620
IF	 (IRUW	 .EQ.	 1CLL )	 Gk.	 TL	 2J0 0000162/
UET = -DET 00001622
DO	 23J L=l.N 00001623
SWAP - A(IRU*sL) 00001624
A(IROw.L)	 =	 A(ICOL.L) 00001625
A(ICUL.L)	 x	 SWAP 00001626
i
200 CUNT INU£ 00001697
IF	 01 	 .LE.	 o) wU	 Tu PS3 000016+24
00 220 L= t • M 4100111629
SWAP i O(IROw•L) 00001630
B(IkOw*L)
	 •	 K(I{.t,)1. ,L) 00601031
8( ICOL 91. ) •	 SWAP 00001632
220 CONT 114UC 00001633
230 C()NT t NUE 00001634
INOM 1 , l)
	
s	 Ikuw 00001658
INDX(I.2)	 =	 iLOL 00001636
PIV	 =	 At ICt1 L .IL0t) 00001677
CAPY=COAtlS(PIV) 00001638
IF(CAPV.EU.J93D0) VU I 	 F.0 00001639
C 0000/640
C 01VILA	 ' IVt+T	 /. GM 	 UY	 A IVCT	 tLFMENT 00001641
C 00001642
A(t C.w.. I(UL )
	 =	 C1 0000164 ►
FiVR=t.t)O/NIV 00001644
UU	 350	 L=1 1, 14 00001646
350 A( I CUL .t	 )	 -	 A( 1cuL .L_ l+t , I Vi. 00001646
IF	 (M	 .LL .	 J)	 tail	 Ttt	 !•) J 0000164!
UU	 J10	 L-1, y 00001648
17J ti( ICUt .L)
	 =	 ► '{ 1(14 .L)+.)I VH 00001649
C 00001 6'50




	 1.1 - I0N 00001654
IF	 IL I	 .t..1,.	 ILt)L )	 k.(	 I-	 5)J 0000/655
SWAP	 =	 4 (L I , tL L.L) 00001656
A(LI.1(_,X)	 =	 <0 00001651
Dt , 	400	 L' 1 , N 00001658
400 A(L. I .L	 )	 =	 A(L	 I,L	 )	 -	 A(Ii tit	 ,t	 ) *',mA,' 00001,059
IF	 (M	 .t ) .	 0)	 k"j	 It ! 	3uu 00001660
DU	 400	 t - 1 , M 00001661







Du	 IOU	 I=1.N OOOOt667
L	 =	 NtI-I 00001668
IF	 ( INUX(L,t)	 . F Um	 Tt.	 IUJ 00001669
IRUw	 =	 IN.)X(L•I) 00001670
ILUL	 =	 IN) X(t .') 00001671
DO 6VO K= 1. N 00001672
4MAt^	 -	 At K, It,0w) 00001673
A(K.IR,JW)
	 =	 A(K, 1C.JL i 000a1674
A(K. V OL)	 '	 _-W AP 00001675
b lo0 CUNT1NJ1 00001676
700 LUNTINJt' 00001,617
GO	 T.j	 75.! 00001678
7'0 Of 'T 	-	 CU 00001679
1 St_ At L 	 =	 J 00001680
750 PETUPN 00001681
ENO 00001682
C 1,Uto4oil INt	 14K1 14v l	 p,.	 It t	 ORL
	 I'ji t jN 00001683
%UBR	 M I %1L
	







C REAL MATMIX INVE 04SION W I TH SJLUTION OF LINEAR EQUA TIO" 00x31016"
G 1 "?
C CAVM a DAGS (A(MAX) l o	 CAVA • DA83 ( A(1 9J)) 490416"
C CAOM i OADS ( IJETERM )• 	 CAPV • DABS(PIVO TI (!"oI(1►69
C 400016104
IMPLICIT REAL WA-Now-2) 40001691
DIMENSION	 A(MAX *I)o d ( 15091) 9 IPIV ( ISO)otkDX(15Oo 2 I 40d10I6*2
lF(M.NE.0)
	 40	 TC	 1 0[)x001695
DO	 7	 I s 10N $4001694
t 2 d(I .l) ,s t).J0 00001695
E (60	 TU	 10 000016%
1 PRINT	 1000 000016107
1000 FORMAT( ,
	NU SuLUTILN	 (,F	 LlNEAN	 CWATtONb	 IS	 ALLUWLD FOR IN 000016104




C Ct.NSTAh TS.	 INIT( ALIIATI(.1% 00001702
C 00001704
C0 =0.00 00001706
Cl s t.DJ 00001706
DE: T	 =	 (1 00001 707
CADM a I•JOa 00001708
UO 20	 J ; I.N 00001709
20 IPIV(J)	 a	 ) 00,0101710
DU 500	 1 =19 N 00001711
C 00001712
C SLARCN PUk PIVU1	 ELEMLNI 00001713
C 00001714
CAVM=J.o0o 0000/715
DU	 105	 J=1.N 00001716
IF	 ((I' I V (,)	 .14).	 1 1
	
(.0	 IL	 10 1 , 00001 71 7
DU	 100	 K =1oN 00001712
IF	 ( I , 'I V(P-)	 -	 i	 100 000017/9
5J CUNT I NUE 0000/720
CAVA=OAHU )( A( J.K 1) 00001 791
IF	 (EAVM	 .,if .	 CAVA)	 GU	 TL	 100 00001722
IRO% a	 J 00001723
ICUL	 a K 0000/724
CAVM a CAVA 00001735
100 CUNT1,140f 0004/726
13 1S CONT INVF 0000/727
lF(CAVN.FJ.U.UDO)
	
uL	 TL	 7, , U 00001728
IPIV( ICUL.)	 -	 IPI V( I lL0L )	 ♦ 	 1 00001729
C 00001730
C INICRt- tANLC	 l t uw'^	 Tu	 i'Ll	 PI V )I	 LL I ME Ni	 LN	 DI A juNAL 00001731
C 00001732
IF	 (IPUW	 .EW.	 I f-Lt.)	 .,C	 TL	 a ±2 00001733
UET	 =	 -Jt T 00001734
DU 200 L=1 .N 00001733
SWAP a	 A(lkLw.tl 00001736
A(IKUN.L)	 =	 A(jCJt-.L) 00001737
A( ICUL.L)	 =	 JWAP 00001738
2UO CUNTINJE 00001739
IF	 (M	 .LE.	 J)	 Gil	T, l 	 ?30 00001740
Du 220 L=1.M 0000/741
SWAP	 =	 t,t IRUti.L) 00001742






f0O C0kT 1MUZ 00001746
230 C 04 T I 00 0"0174*
INOX (I •1)	 +	 IROw 0 001747
INDX(1 * 2) a ICUL 00001740
PIV u	 At 1CUL. ICOL } 0000174#
CApVwvAds0jl V) 00001700
IF (CAPV.EQ* 0#000)	 vll TU 723 00001761
C 00001700
C nlVLUE	 t'IVJT 1:Uw UY HIVUT LLFWNT 00001702
C 0"017"
A(ICUL * LLUL)	 * Cl 00001 756
RI Vk= 1 400/1j I v 00001756
DO 3tiJ L = 1.M 00001757
350 A(ICULsL)	 -	 A(ICLIL.L)*PIVk 000017!0
IF	 (M	 .Lt.	 0)	 VU	 TJ	 .480 00001759
©O 370 L s 1.M 00001760
370 8(ICUL.L)	 =	 tl(IC.L.L•L)*PIvk 00001761
C 0000/762
t RFOJCF NUN-PIVOT kJw, 00001743
C OOOOIT64
312,0 CONT INUL 00001765
OU	 50U L 191 9 N 00001 766
IF	 (L 1	 .LJ *	IC CL )	 .,L	 T(.	 300 00001767
SWAP	 =	 A(Ll•ICUL) 00001766
Aft It ICOL ) = CO 00001760
DO 400 L=1.N 00001770
400 A(LI.LI	 =	 A(LI.L1	 -	 A(ILLL•t )* NMAP 00001771
IF	 (M	 Lt.	 0)	 vlr	 1U	 5 J0 00001 772
DO 45J L = lt% 00001773
450 l3(L1.L )	 -	 H(LIvL)	 —	 E)(ILL:L.L)*riwAr 3 00001774
500 CUNTINUE 00001773
C 0000177b
C IN It . LHAN1,t	 CLLJMNS 00001777
C 0000	 7718
DO	 703	 1 = 19N 000017751
L	 z	 N+1-I 00001780
If-	 (14OX(L • t)	 .r U.	 IhJx(t .: ) )c..	 TO	 133 300017dI
11401%	 a	 INJA(L, 1) 00001,782
1COL	 =	 INOX(L.2) 00001783
OU h40
	 K=) . N 3a0017134
jwAH	 =	 A(KolkA W) 00001785
A(K.IRL)*)	 =	 A(K.ICUL) 10001786
A(K. IC(IL)	 =	 ywA'"J 00001787
b y 0 CJNTINUF 00001788
700 LUNTINUL 00001789
GU TU	 750 00001790
720 OL.T	 :	 CU 00001791
ISCALF	 =	 J 00001792
750 kETUwN 00001793
FNO 00001794
SUHROUT f,'41	 MKPRULI( A	 .iL . NI A,NI t1.NJr+.MAXA.MAxt1.MAXL) 00001795
NLAL *3	 AstioCiLY 00001796
OIMFN y 111'1	 A(MAXA.I).tit M Ax1t.I}.L(rdAXCvlJ	 0(14) 00001797
Ou	 1J4	 L = 1oNIA 000011798
Ui)	 2JJ	 J= 1 r rvJN 00001799
D(J)=U..),) 03001800
DU	 00 	 KK=IrNIti 00001831






' LX)	 3JJ	 in ) ► NJM 00001804
300 C(IoJ) •D(J) 00001808
100 CQNTINUC 0000140*




MAAUL)(A ► 1'lrC*kIA.NJ9 MAX AoMAXR MAXC) 00001909
REAL *d 	A ► H ► C 00001010
DININSIUN	 A(MAXA ► i)*4(kAXHri)*C(4AXC ► t) 00001I► 11
UO	 100	 1 a l•NIA 00001412
0O	 10)	 Js l ► NJ 00001819
100 C(I ► J)aA(l#J)*d(L ► J) 00001614
RE TUMN 00001818
ENO 00001810
SU'"PuutINt	 M)( yUu(A ► N ► C ► ^1A ► NJ ► MAX A * 04AXH ► N4XC) 00001814
kEAL+d	 A ►► i ► C 00001819
UINEh y (UN 	A (AA XA,I) ► t>(MAXt►► t)9L (MA XC ► 1) 30001819
()U	 13)	 2 = 2 ► NIA 00001820
DO	 103	 J a l ► NJ 00001821
100 C(I ► J)- A(1 ► J)-t► (I ► J) 00001872
MI TUkN 00001823
INu 00001814
5Ut1k(lulINt	 M)t:,C At, (A ► +•CrAIH ► NJ' ► NAXA ► MA Xt 1 ► MA X C) OOOU1S2y
ktAL*d	 A ► ti ► L 00031826
UIMENSIUN	 tt( 4AXP9 t ) t-(,4AXC ► 1 ) 00001824
DU
	
)JO	 I =t ► Ntll 00001828
0u	 t3)	 J= t ► NJt ► 00301824►
100 C(I ► J) =Astlil ► J) 00001830
WETUNN 00001831
t:Nu 00041832











DAST COWISMATIO14 AT Mw1le99[ AVA PW MOST OPTs CALCULAT IONS*
&CAN







1lMllssw	 3.01 0000000"000007 .	 ,o
60	 • 00 , 00
•0	 , 00 • 00
00	 • 0 0 . 00	 •
•0	 • •A • 0 0	 s
.0 00 , 136"00000000000000
.o . 0 .0
00	 . •0 . ,0	 •
•0, .0 • 60	 •
•0	 , 00 • 0 0
• 0	 • • 00 • • 0	 i
•2060+0 "99""09960-01• 0 0 • 00	 •
00	 • • 0 • 00	 ,
00	 • 00 • 00	 •
00	 • ,0 • 00	 ,
.0	 • 00 • 00	 •
00	 • •3389999999999999960-01 9 00
• 0
	 • 00 • 00
00	 • 00 • 0 0	 •
00	 • 0 0 • 00	 •
•0	 • 00 f a0
00	 • 00 f ♦ A4629999999999999?0 -019
.0	 • 00 f 00	 •
60	 • •0 Y 00	 •
00	 • 00 , 00	 •
00	 ! .0 • ♦0
•90600000000000004OD-029 00 • •0	 •
•0 •0 • ,,
.0	 . •0 , .0
.0 . 0 ♦0
00	 • 00 • 00	 !
90	 • .120499999999999999n — Ol• 60	 •
00	 0 00 9 00
.0	 ♦ 00 • 00	 •
♦0 	 ♦ .0 .0
.0	 ! . O . •0
•0	 • 60 • ./6309999999999999110-01•
•0	 • 00 • r0	 r
00	 • r0 ! .0	 •
0 0	 • 00 f •0	 •
•0	 • 00 • .0	 •
•1851999999999909990-Ol ♦ 00 ♦ .0	 •
00	 s 00 • •0	 •
.0	 • 00 • 00	 •
00	 • 00 s +0	 •
00	 • •O • .0	 •
00 00 9 00
♦0 	 , 00 , +0
.0	 • .0 • .0	 •
00	 • 00 ♦ .0	 •




•0 ! !0 r ♦0 	 r
♦ A • 60 • ♦0
t i0 • 00 • •0	 •
s0 ♦ ♦0 • as	 s
!t *0 40 0 00
° f0 ! 00 r •0	 •
♦0 • •0 ! ♦0 	 i
r0 ! r0 • f0	 ♦
• 00 • •0 • •0	 i
i0 s ♦0 ♦ r0
00 • 00 , •0
► 00 • 00 i 00	 •
00 • .0 s 00	 •
00 • 00 • 00	 •
00 • •0 • i0	 •
•0 • 00 • 00	 •
•O • 60 r 00	 •
00 • 00 • •0	 •
•0 • 00 • 90	 •
00 •O NC fi11"	 so
' 00 • 9.04106000000000006 ! 31.5%69099999999486	 «
34#9'b/00000000000013 r '30.25400OOn00000013 • 04.3079999999999996	 #
119.00999""99"J999 i 1270940400000000000 • •0	 0
! 90 • 00 s r0	 f
,a 0 00 OVFL-
11496»0000000000000 08TRANS	 80197000000r100A0006
4.19700000000000006 , 00 • .0
•O r r0 ♦ CTRA'4=
6o$569999999°9999994 s 6,'56699999999999994 i . f0	 ,
' .0 i 00 r .'!	 «
CPfFw	 13•5429999999999999 *ZYs	 1000000000000100000 •
1600000000000000000 • 1000000000000000000 s 1100000000000000001
00 • 00 , 00	 •
00 • .0 , .0
00 i 00 , 39.7199999999999989
46.3000000000000011 r 39.7199999499999989 • 46.2A00000000000ot1
00 « 00 # 00	 •
00 • 00 « 00	 i
00 i 00 • .639999999999999999	 s
.7400000000000000005 • •639999999949999999 ♦ 07400On000000000oon	 r
00 , 00 • .o	 r
#0 , .0 « .0	 s
so • •0 , - 4 479994999999999996	 i
.229999999999999996 , -.479999999999999996 , .229990999099999996	 s
0 f! • 00 , 00	 t
00 0 00 0 90
.0 s 00 , -.S0999999999999999S	 i
.279999999999999999 • -+50999V49999999999'S s ,279999999999999999	 •
.o • 00 s .0	 •
.0 . 00 • -#36000000000n000001	 •
-.450000000000000001D-o1• -,36000oonftn00000noi -.4000000000000009010-019
00 • 00 00	 •
.0 • 00 so
.0 s .0 t 0360000000000000001 	 r
.100000000000000006 • .360000000000000001 s #100000000000000006	 i
r0 • «0 • 00	 •
4 0 , 00 r .200000000000000004D-019
3
P.110^rr1~re^a^t .:o0^0O^a0^1000^11mh0a►1^-01. .le^^rs 	 ^ •
0 0 «	 .0 .	 •0 f
•0 ♦ 	 •0 s	 •0 •
00 ♦ 	 • 0 • -0 10000000000000006SO-111 •
-021 00 00 06 0000 00 00 0 1 10 -0 100000 000004/00000180-01 f - ♦!10.0"00000000410001
.0 •	 00 •	 00 •
so 00
•0 «	 ♦0 •	 •0
♦ 0 •	 ♦0 	 ° •	 00 f
•0 «	 00 «	 00
00 •	 00 r	 00 r
s0 •	 0 0 •	 00 s
00 r	 •0 ♦ 	 •0 r
t0 f	 • 0 •	 00 •
00 ♦ 	 0 0 f	 40 s
•0 •	 • 0 •	 00 t
00 f	 00 •	 •0 «
• 0 •	 • 0 • 0




•0 .	 00 •	 r0 •
•0 r	 0 0 •	 00 •
•0 t	 00 «	 00 s
00 r	 • 0 t	 #0 •





00 .	 00 .	 .0 r
00 •	 •O .	 00 .
•0 •	 00 s	 r0 r
00 f	 00 rXpEfs
1000000000000000000 •	 1r000000u'al000Onoo r -38.1999699999 "9993
--1 •?2999999499999998 •	 00 •	 60
.0 .	 .0 .	 .0 •
.0 .	 . 0 ,	 00




.0 .	 .0 ,	 00 •
.0 •	 .0 .	 .0 •
.0 .	 •0 .	 40 •
0-	 5000000000000000000 •CLki	 77.920000000nooJ017 	 •
77.9200000000000017 •	 00 .	 40
10 •	 r0 •C TRS
"36.9694999999999989 .NR=	 lootiOntono000000nn .N7F=	 I.
0,	 0 • 11,	 00 O. NCAC Ta 1
SEND
AFT
NK•i	 109AK-	 .0 •	 05000000000000000020-010
.100000000000000006 r	 .149999964969999997 11	 .300000000000000003
•399994999999999994 .	 0500000000000000000 .	 .600000000000000006
.699999999999999947 ,	 .800000n00000000003 •	 00
00 •	 •0 r	 r0 •
.0 ,	 00 ,	 00 •
00 00 0	 00









	 4.11000000+00 S.00DOOODI-00 1900000OD-05
6.0000000+01 7.000OOOD+01 /.8000000+02 1.00°00000-05
500000000-01 9000000OD-01 1 , 000,1000+00 1 .00000OD-00
000 9.100000D-01 5.000000DF00 1w000000D•-05
6.000000D+01 lef000000+02 1.500000D+02 1.000000D-05





000	 0.0	 000	 000








NFs 90 FAEG,IN- 0.500000D+00 RENO= 0.4000000+02
• M-0.90
NV-12 NPR- 0 NDR- t
ETA1= 5.000000D-13 PHI- 1.0000000-04
NONACT- 6 NVACT- 6
THE NON ACTIVE PARAMETERS NAM
7	 8	 9	 10	 It
12
ML= 1.0000000+00 MT- 1.0000000+00
INITIAL. (INPUT) VECTOR DRV(I)
190000000-04 1.0000000-04 1.0000000-04 1.0000000-04
1.0000000-04 IsO00000D-04 1.000000D-04 1.0000000-04
1.00000OD-04 1.00000OD-04 190000000-04 1.000000D-04
FMI N- 5.4000000+00 PTA= 1.0000000-0c)
ITMAX- 8 1*-
INITIAL GRADIENTS VECTOR GM
-0.7f►?47+5D-01 0.24*3235D-01 0.5645?2D-0L 04670478D-01






FINAL GRADIENTS VECTOR G(t)
0.125833D-01 09220i74D-01 -0.549770D+00 000
0.292766D-12 0.290509D-12 0.0	 040
000	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
IERR- 4 ITERATIONS PERFORMED- 9
FUNCTN- 6.371400D+00
OPTIMUM VECTOR X(I)
5.0000OOD+00 6.000OOOD+01 6.843296D-01 O.O
1.199568D+02 1.000000D+00 0.0	 000
f133
0.0
	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
XF4I l
	


































10 1564250- O t 000
p . E5164?820-01 O.0









6. 178831  D- 01 0. 0
6.1852980-01 0.0
5 . 152 7S 5 0 D- O 1 0. 0
4.468124D-01 0.0











































































3.855850D+01 0.0 1*9 50061D-04
4.565326D+01 090 lob 47114D-04
5.433330D+01 0.0 1.4130210-04
6.328107D+01 0.0 1.22796OD-04
6.846431D+01 0.0 1*0788 42D-04
6.5756640+01 0.0 9.567233D-45




/.3550740+02 4.7424060+01 0.0 7.70064W-05
1.43780!0+02 3.9134020+01 0.0 6.9764390-05
/.(S80531D+02 3.255422D+01 0.0 6.3053670-05
1.603PS90+02 2.7370470+01 0.0 5.1118261D-OS
196059000+02 2.3211100+01 0.0 5.3SOS69D-05
1.7"717D+02 1.977527D+01 0.0 499397250-03
1.8516450+02 1.6830900+01 0.0 4.5773620-OS
1.9341740+02 1.4177440+01 0.0 4.?55733D-05
2.01690P0+02 19157425D+01 000 3.9687960-05
2.0996310+02 1.266236D+01 0.0 3o7116080-05
2.182360D+02 192227140+01 0.0 39480086D-05
2.26501180+02 9.033005D+00 0.0 392708350-05
2.3478170+02 7.614796D+00 090 3.0!!10130-05
2.4305460+02 7.3433570+00 0.0 2.908223D-05
2.5132740+02 8.3202110+00 000 8.750433D-OS





000 1 . 0686500- 03
000 6.938318D-04


































































59 34 8912 D- 05












6. 1749 16D-  07









448480-01  0. O
XF ( I )
	
OEFL NP2( I) ...... . 	 PSD( I 1
3.14lS93D+00 6.613514D-07 0.0 	 4.036342D-02
135
1 .141 44K0+(► 1
1.9887310+o 1
1. 79601 7D+01
3.6 23 3940+0 1








1 . 1 168881)+0?
1.189616n+0?
1 . ? T? 34v4D+0 P
I. 3"1'5^740 + o2












2 .4 30546"+ l) l
?.5137r4n+:)?










3. 431949 7- 0 1
4.1713680-01
4.91 73'58D- I)1









1 . 2966 71 n- 07
8. 15'5 4 0170- 0 3
15. 31f 7.34D-03
S. 9S 1 O 19[1- O i
S. 4?028?9n-o3
1tT.f• ra44t)-? 1














000 1 .? ? 79600- r14
000 110786420-04
060 9.Re7?33D-OS
loo R, [5!531 00D - OS
J.0 71 TOof`4 an- 0K
0.0 t`.976439n- ?S
0.0 6.3-0! 367D- 05
040 %.O Ip?61 0-0S





Js ?70!A2kNr 	 IL
) .0 3,08101 30 - 71,
) .0 -, 9 ) p 7;23D- )^
I.J 267,504 33 11- )R
5
r 136
ITl:IlNS FOPT GMAX IGMX Del MAX IDMX !'(LOWEST)
1 6*6364 450+00 1.099P97D-01 6 19099"?D-01 6 1.09721SD+00
8 696006250+00 2.473027D-•01 3 9.76"760-0$ 6 197346050+00
3 695905600+00 104222960-01 3 1.539AO2D-01 l 1*4792360+ 00
4 60554190D+00 3970075!50-07 4 194933440-01 4 3.0223190+00
5 6953755*D+00 l.'S79243D-01 3 P94716660-02 3 391956000+00
`	 6 69!S311 530+00 401 YG.4700-0? 4 6*2297360-02 4 8.492477D-01
7 695302660+00 2.3449890-0? p ?9977852fl-02 2 1970SO480+02















D AST. M--0 900-M
16*-
L)	 1'4	 32 • JO	 4O U'j	 4H - 00	 56.00












0 . 00	 Oo 24.00	 4CO - 00
	 48.00
PAST ,M,o.q00=	 5.bCONT'ROt- NO. 1	 HZ
-138-
.	 APPENDIX G
INPUT/OUTPUT EXAMPLE FOR GUST SENSITIVITY PRWAM
r
The source listing of the program is identical to that of the gust
optimization program. The operating instructions given in Appendix 8
indicate which cards need be deleted or replaced together with the
required changes in the data.
The example chosen relates to the same DAST configuration (M-0.9)
chosen for the gust optimization example. All the data required (except
for the aerodynamic coefficients which are identical to the ones used in
the previous examples) appears in the output. The control law used is
based on the L.D.T.T.F. and it employs only three control variables. The
sensitivity of these 3 variables is tested herein. Note that the array
NA(I) involves 9 control variables.
The variation of URMS(I) (- di,rmS) and DRRMS(I) (- 6i,rmS) with
the control variables is printed in the output and is supplemented by
plots illustrating this variation.
It is important to note the following points:
1) Reference to X(I) in the plotted output implies reference to
the active X(I) array.
2) In studying the sensitivity of the resonse to the various
control parameters, one should remember the constraints
imposed on the control variables during optimization. This is
important since a control variable lying on a constraint will
not necessarily exhibit a minimum type variation during the
sensitivity studies.
Note that all the control deflections are given in degrees pet ,
 unit
gust velocity. The plotted output shows labels which appear to be
-139—
displaced.	 These displacements reflect transient dii ficulties




DAOT COWIASUNATIGh AT Mm0.99DATA 0M 0Uf1 itllaf. Chi ONLAT10#40
bCASI
E	 how	 othca S•AA011m 00a	 • 100000000000000006 •
•194990$94994494997	 • 0300040000000000003	 • •a9'0909449i94999444	 s




	 1.01920000000000007 .	 •0 •
•0	 . 00 • 00	 •
00	 • •0 • 13695.0000000000000	 •
.0	 • •0 • 00	 •
go
•0	 • 00 • 00
00	 • •0 • .0
•20 b09949495999999i0-01• 00 • 00	 •
00	 • •o • 00
•0	 • 00 • •0
.0	 • 00 • 00
•0	 • 00 • 00	 s
00	 • .3809999499999999460-019 00
40	 • 00 • •0
00	 • •0 . 00
00	 • 00 . 00
00	 • 00 • 05462999999999999970-016
•O	 • 00 s 00	 .
•0	 • 00 s 00	 .
09000000000000000400-090 00 . .0	 s
00	 • .o s .0	 s
.0	 • 0/204999999999999990— Or. .0
00	 0 00 0 00
00	 9 00 0 00
00	 • •o • •0
00	 s .0 • .1630999999999999960-019
00	 s 00 • 00	 •
00	 • 00 s •O	 •
•0	 • 00 • 00	 is
00 00 41 go	 10
.15519999SSS549SSi9Ti0— ol • • 0 . •0	 .
00	 • 00 s 00	 •
00	 • •C s 00	 •
00	 • 00 s •0
•0	 • 00 . 00
00	 • •O s •0	 s
00	 • 00 • 00
.0	 • .0 0 00
141
.0 • ro • 00 •
.0 . 06 r 00
00
•	 ..0 0 •0 • .0 .
0 go
.0 9 00 . •0 •
•0 • 00 • 00
•0 s •0 • •0 •
'	 .0 • .0 00
r0 • r0 • 00 r
g o go
•0 • .0 • .0
g o 0 of 0 00
.0 • .0 r .0
0 so 0 00
.0 • 00 • 00
.0 .0 • .0
.0
u
. •o • 00
.0 • 00 • •C
60 *GPIEGA1S	 .O
,0 • 9•S4100000000000006 • 31.556S99b9 1i9999VO6 .
3409510000000000006 • 60.254000000000001] • 440J0MOV9949999998 ,
1/5.104ziS y S9995r9St9 • 117.980000000000000 • .0 .
soy •
00 v 6 .0
•
• 0 . 00 . VEL=
1149600000000000000 •alka"	 11.197000000003oa0ab •
80197COOOOOOCOOCOOt . .0 . .0
00 • 40 sC!#ANn
6.5tItS999t9S9S9S994 • 6.55699999999999594 • 00 +
00 . 00 • 80 r
CFEfi	 13.5429YS9S9S9999V9 •ZON	 100000000OQOOOOOOCO
1000000000000000000 • 1000000000000000000 • 1.00000000000030003
00 • .0 . 60
00 • 00 • .0
.0 • .0 • 39 r 719999999999Si944 •
46.31800000000000011 • 3S.71S599999SSr9S989 . 46.2800000000OOO011 •
00 • 00 • 00
.0 • .0 • 00
00 • .0 • .6399999YY99999999V •
0740000000000000005 • .E399499999999GS999 • 0740000000000000005 •
•O • 00 . .0
.o •0 . .0
00 • •C . -04799994999999y9990
* 229999999999999996 • -.479S•S9999999999996 • .2299999999b y 5r9996b r
so 11 Oc 4.0
.0 • 00 . -.509995SSi9999999995
.27SSr965SS9S99SSi95i9 r -.509999999999999995 . .27999995+9999999999
00 • .0 . 00
00 00 • -.360000000034030001
-.450000000000000001D-Ol. -.360000000000000001 . -0450000000000000001D-010
.0 . 00 . .3601100030000000001 •
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